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ABSTRACT 

 

In this study, I present three approaches to understanding Kate Soper’s 2014 opera Here be 

Sirens. In the first chapter, I develop an analytical model using Jacques Lacan’s theory of the 

mirror stage as a mapping for the evolution of the sirens Peitho and Polyxo. I argue that 

their evolutionary arcs together form one complete cycle of the mirror stage, where Peitho 

begins the opera immediately before the mirror stage and finishes well in the middle, while 

Polyxo starts in the middle of the mirror stage and is ultimately able to sublimate out of it. 

With this mapping in hand, elements of the musical and dramaturgical unfolding are 

contextualized, and most importantly, the relationship between speaking and singing is 

understood.  

 In the second chapter, I look at the diegetic/nondiegetic orientation of the opera’s 

musical discourse, the narratological registers within which the opera unfolds, and the role 

eclectic musical styles play in the narrative and in the perception and meaning of time. 

Together, these three windows into the work illuminate a complex, dynamic set of 

interactions that generate an astonishingly novel but immediately accessible work.  

 In the third chapter, I present the transcript of an interview I conducted with Kate 

Soper where we discuss a variety of topics, from the symbolic meaning of spoken language 

to the practical considerations of using an onstage piano played by the singers. I annotate in 

footnotes parts of the interview that deal directly with other parts of the analysis, and 

specifically those parts where Soper’s statements contradict my own analytical conclusions.  

 The last chapter is a brief, rhapsodic consideration of this work as an analyst and 

composer. The way my own compositional dispositions framed my analysis is vital to 

understanding what is included and what is left out of this work. Soper’s compositional voice 
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deserves consideration on a composer-to-composer level, as it challenges the prevailing 

value-systems around contemporary music. To that end, I consider what might be garnered 

from this work as a composition lesson, and what questions – such as those around 

technique – are not worth asking from a compositional or analytical perspective.  
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CHAPTER 1  

ELABORATING THE MIRROR STAGE THROUGH MYTH 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I will present an argument that connects Jacques Lacan’s Mirror Stage to the 

destinies of the characters in Kate Soper’s opera Here be Sirens. This study began by seeking 

to understand how different musical styles inform and undermine the opera’s surface-level 

narrative. However, it became clear that the fundamental process driving each character, the 

opera’s narrative, and the musical decisions within were an elaboration of a kind of mythic 

mirror stage. Accordingly, this analysis now seeks to index the various connections between 

the mirror stage and the opera, creating a theoretical constellation of meaning that ultimately 

leads to the inevitable end toward which the opera unfolds. If you are familiar with Here be 

Sirens already, feel free to jump over the synopsis provided below into the section titled “The 

Mirror Stage.” 

Synopsis of the Opera 

Kate Soper’s opera Here be Sirens was premiered by Morning Side Opera in Dixon 

Place Theater in Manhattan on January 12th, 2014 to positive reviews. The work presents 

three sopranos (Polyxo, Peitho, and Phaino) as sirens trying to navigate, in their own ways, 

the very strange world we find them in. The instrumentation consists of only a highly 

prepared piano and an air horn (or air horn substitute), and these instruments are operated 

theatrically by the singers themselves. A full-length, well-produced video recording is 

available on Soper’s Vimeo page and will serve as the basis – along with the score – for the 

forthcoming analysis. On Soper’s webpage, the logline for the opera reads:  
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HERE BE SIRENS is an opera/theatre work that blends beautiful music, 
terrifying noise, screwball comedy, and Aristotelian tragedy to present the 
mythological sirens as real beings, invested in their own origins and 
obsessed with the possibility of escape from the tedium of endless 
irresistible desire. Book and music by Kate Soper. (Soper) 

Not only did Soper serve as librettist and composer for this work, but she also starred in the 

premiere. Her participation as a performer in the recording this analysis uses allows choices 

about staging, design, and changes from the score to serve as reliable performance practice.  

 The opera is structured in nine scenes and twenty-seven numbers, though the 

numbers are not neatly distributed in groups of three across the scenes. A prologue of three 

numbers opens the opera where the sirens emerge from a blacked-out stage to surround the 

piano. The first number, called “The Myth of Er,” is unaccompanied and sung in 

transliterated Greek. The second number, called “Concerning the Siren,” follows 

continuously from the first and is in transliterated Latin. It introduces the piano as an 

instrument as the sirens scrape the strings of the piano. The final number of the Prologue, 

simply titled “Song,” is sung in English and evolves into a canon, accompanied by piano 

played in the traditional fashion. These three numbers together set the sonic and textual 

stage for the opera, much in the tradition of the standard operatic overture.  

 Following the Prologue, the sirens differentiate their roles, with Polyxo moving 

toward the onstage chalkboard while Phaino moves to the piano and Peitho meanders about. 

A sonic tableau is presented, called the Waiting Theme, which marks the beginning of Scene 1. 

It consists of extended piano techniques played aleatorically by Phaino, while Peitho hums 

randomly to the performer’s pleasure, and Polyxo noisily writes at the chalkboard. This 

tableau returns to mark the beginning of each new scene save the last. Scene 1, then, runs 

through the number “Sirenbraid,” which alternates between Greek and English, and serves 
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as a kind of incantation which reaches out and captures a passing ship, the first of many 

“capture songs.” During this, Polyxo begins to break from the trio’s sonic unity by reading 

aloud from Carl Jung’s Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious. The “Sirenbraid” ends abruptly, 

but Polyxo keeps reading. She address the audience directly and begins to theorize about the 

way a synthesis of water and myth can create the Siren, but that sirens are not real until they 

are “filled with ‘the material of conscious experience’” (Soper 2014, 27). Following this, two 

more recurring sonic events transpire: the sounding of the airhorn (ostensibly indicating the 

nearness of a ship) and the “Naufragium,” a brief but violent musical moment that has the 

sirens screaming then singing into the piano while hitting the low strings of the piano with a 

timpani mallet. The “Naufragium’s” text is quite interesting and will be treated with more 

care in Chapter 2, but it is important to note here that they sing as the sailors they have 

captured in a text from Erasmus’s “Naufragium” (in the original Latin). The end of the 

“Naufragium” resonates sympathetically in the piano as the lights go black and the sirens 

reset.  

 Scene 2, subtitled “Polyxo Explains it All,” begins again with the Waiting Theme. 

Eventually, Polyxo begins lecturing the audience from the chalkboard, describing “how it 

happens” (Soper 2014, 31). The “it” here being sirenic singing. While Polyxo lectures, Peitho 

sings the “Troubadour Song” (with a text by Raimbaut de Vaquires). The topic of Polyxo’s 

lecture moves from the sensational experience of a ship nearing to the philosophical 

meanings of logos and phonos (via Aristotle), and concludes on the absurd (for her) truth that, 

as sirens, it does not matter what they sing. The “Phonebook Aria” follows, a hilariously 

luscious setting of a fictional phonebook of Mount Olympus’ who’s who. A powerful 

moment follows the number where Polyxo desperately tries to block out her own voice but 
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fails to do so. This culminates in a canon of lip-syncing a reprise of the “Troubadour Song’s” 

melody. Polyxo becomes wistful and remarks, “God, I used to love that feeling...” (Soper 

2014, 39) before reminding the audience that all the sailors will die. Phaino then sounds the 

airhorn, and the trio of sirens launch into the “Naufragium 2.”  

 Scene 3, subtitled “Origin Story 1,” begins again with the Waiting Theme. Fragments 

of the “Sirenbraid” return, indicating that another ship approaches. Polyxo interrupts the 

normal incantorial proceedings, and for the first time Peitho responds, inquiring about 

Polyxo’s behavior. A distinction between the two immediately emerges as Polyxo’s various 

lectures and readings have thus far been spoken, while Peitho’s first entrance into 

conversation is done via sung voice. Peitho proceeds to figure out (with significant difficulty) 

how to speak, and she and Polyxo begin a conversation on the possible origin story of the 

sirens. Polyxo cites various sources from history on mythology leading to a foundational 

question of the opera: “Why are we what we are?” (Soper 2014, 46). Polyxo returns to her 

texts for the answer, and eventually the question morphs into how they became sirens. The 

story of Persephone is mentioned, but before a deep dive can commence, Phaino blows the 

airhorn and the capture-song waltz “Witch-Wife” begins. As is often the case, Polyxo 

initially proves reluctant to participate in this ritual of capturing the sailors, however the 

singing of her sisters inevitably pulls her into song. The “Naufragium 3” follows.  

 Scene 4, subtitled “The Abduction of Persephone” emerges with the Waiting Theme 

again. It is quickly decided, after Polyxo quotes Freud on the topic of repetition-compulsion, 

to reenact the abduction of Persephone. Peitho leads here, assigning herself the role of 

Persephone, while Polyxo is Demeter, and Phaino Hades. They adorn costumes and begin a 

funny and powerful pantomime of Persephone’s abduction in the number “The Abduction 
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of Persephone.” In the ethereal aftermath of the number, Phaino sounds the airhorn, 

bringing the sirens back to attention where they sing the 17th-century stylized English 

madrigal “Hymn to Neptune” (text by Thomas Campion). Airhorn, then “Naufragium 4.”  

 In Scene 5, “Origin Speculation 2,” Polyxo emerges from the Waiting Theme to give a 

direct address to the question she presumes is burning in the audiences’ mind: do the sirens 

eat the sailors? Citations ensue before she returns to the chalkboard to begin pondering 

again. This time, she discovers a hole in the Persephone story about the sirens having wings, 

as these sirens have none. Her musing continues (pun intended) with Peitho in conversation, 

leading her to the Muses and the singing competition between the Muses and the Sirens. 

Suddenly, the sirens begin imitating the muses in “Muses Entr’acte,” where even Phaino 

participates. A jarring step-down in the musical discourse follows as the sirens go through 

the inconsistent historical record of “Siren Nomenclature.” Interrupted by the airhorn, they 

immediately launch into “O Sailor,” this scene’s capture song. The airhorn sounds again, and 

“Naufragium 5” ends the scene.  

 Scene 6, “The Contest of the Muses and the Sirens,” opens with the same succession 

of events as Scene 5 – the Waiting Theme, a monologue to the audience by Polyxo, a return to 

the books, and then a conversation with Peitho. The monologue goes into the symbolic 

meanings of why sirens are seemingly so violent. Quoting from Lacan’s The Ethics of 

Psychoanalysis, Polyxo realizes that the sirens facilitate the ethical death of the sailors they 

capture, but that while what the sirens offer is death, the Muses offer life. Following the 

monologue, Peitho wonders about what the Muses may have sung to beat the sirens in this 

competition, and soon begins the reenactment of the competition. The sirens take on the 

roles of the Muses and diverge into three parallel explications about what they are going to 
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sing and why. The Muzes Elyzium (text by Michael Drayton) follows in a beautiful, ornate, 

“show-offy” (as Polyxo insinuates moments earlier) style. Frustrated at their collective 

rhapsody as the enemy, Polyxo eventually cuts her sisters off, reminding them that 

Pythagoras preferred the sirens. A ritualistic number, called “Pythagoras I,” briefly follows 

with the English translation of parts of the “Pronouncements of Pythagoras.” Inspired, the 

sirens return to the contest to compete as themselves, singing “Across the Turbid Waves,” a 

haunting, severe, and beautifully complex trio setting of text (in English and Italian) from 

Dante. This number evaporates seamlessly into “In a Silent Valley,” the opera’s most 

unimpeachably beautiful number. The text, from Milton’s Paradise Lost, floats over sustained, 

quiet blossoms of clusters in the piano. A long, purposefully awkward silence follows this 

number, indicating the sirens know that what they have just done is good. However, as the 

contest continues, Phaino assumes the role of Zeus and announces that the Muses are the 

judges of the competition and have judged that the Muses have won. Departing from the 

formula thus far of the inevitable airhorn, capture song, airhorn, “Naufragium,” Phaino 

instead beats up the incredulous Polyxo (still stunned by the judgement) and violently tears 

off the costume fairy wings she donned for the contest. This violent act leaves Polyxo 

despondent, and Peitho, for the first time, leads from the books, continuing from earlier 

with “Pythagoras II.” Her text speaks on justice, beauty, and sacrifice, yielding a powerful 

visual as Polyxo lays face down on stage covered in the aftermath of her de-winging but still 

singing in the trio’s responses to Peitho’s calls. Suddenly the airhorn is heard and 

“Naufragium 6” follows, though with slightly different staging as Polyxo stays face down on 

the ground.  
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 Scene 7, subtitled “Peitho Rising,” begins with the Waiting Theme, but Polyxo remains 

facedown while Peitho occupies front and center stage. Peitho address the audience directly, 

describing her own and very different experience of being a siren. She then goes to Polyxo, 

hoping to rouse her from her despair with a book, but Polyxo is irritably sullen. Polyxo’s 

mood worsens still when Peitho explains how she loves each of the sailors and Polyxo, who 

has long since intellectualized the idea of love, is exacerbated with this naivete. Trying to 

bring reason to bear on Peitho’s mindset, Polyxo cites and cites, but Peitho retorts with logic 

of her own – the stage direction here being: “POLYXO is momentarily stumped at the 

prospect of PEITHO making a logical point. PEITHO grabs the book from POLYXO’S 

hands.” (Soper 2014, 129). Peitho grabs hold of fragments of Sappho’s poetry and insists 

they sing it. Polyxo and Peitho fight over the fragments, but despite Polyxo’s efforts, Peitho 

begins singing, thus beginning the “Sappho Fragments.” Polyxo, trying to ignore Peitho, 

turns to the audience to explain muthus, the third component of the voice. Polyxo becomes 

desperate, unable to reconcile Peitho’s unabashed love of singing with her own quest for 

truth and understanding. Polyxo tries to physically stop Peitho from singing, but that only 

invites Phaino to join in the music making, first from the piano and then with her voice. 

Finally, despite herself, Polyxo succumbs, too. The “Sappho Fragments” elide into “Here to 

Me from Krete” (text by Sappho), which is sung in unison over bowed piano strings. The 

airhorn sounds again, and “Naufragium 7” begins. However, midway through the 

“Naufragium,” Polyxo rips away from the piano, rushes to collect some books, and runs off 

stage yelling to the sailors to take her with them.  

 Scene 8, subtitled “A Cycle Completes,” opens in silence, with Peitho and Phaino 

staring toward Polyxo’s direction as she returns to the stage, sopping wet. Peitho demands 
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answers for what just happened, but Polyxo ignores her and instead goes first to the 

chalkboard before violently erasing it. She then turns to Phaino and asks what will happen. 

Unanswered, Peitho asks why Polyxo is so scary, and this leads Polyxo to her final 

realization: the sublime. Polyxo realizes that for her, sublimation is next. Phaino hands 

Polyxo the airhorn, and she sounds it, announcing the arrival of Odysseus. “Song to 

Odysseus” follows, where Polyxo begins by speaking the translation of Phaino’s song. The 

accompaniment on the piano is an amalgam of the elements of the Waiting Theme, and soon 

Polyxo drops the book she is translating and begins singing with Phaino in transliterated 

Greek from Homer’s The Odyssey. Peitho starts translating in Polyxo’s stead, and as the song 

ends, Waiting Theme 2 begins as an elaboration on the original Waiting Theme. Peitho, alone 

now, worries about how the ship sailed past. Her anxiety seems to increase, and she 

eventually runs to the chalkboard and beings writing on it, recreating the sonic tableau of the 

original Waiting Theme as the lights dim and the opera ends. 

 This thorough recounting of the opera is presented as the traditional narrative tropes 

of an opera (e.g. boy meets girl, they fall in love, shenanigans ensue) are abandoned here. 

Here be Sirens utilizes an unusual, episodic, and multileveled narrative structure, and to 

investigate it with sincere depth requires knowing what is going on. With this information in 

hand, the analysis can begin.  

The Mirror Stage 

In this section, a general summary of Jacques Lacan’s mirror stage will be presented, 

followed by a discussion of the necessary modifications to the mirror stage so that it can 

capture the unique circumstances of the sirens. Following this, I will outline the specific 
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mapping of elements of Here be Sirens onto the mirror stage and its modified interpretation. 

Using this mapping as a basis, the rest of the chapter will then trace the trajectories of 

Polyxo and Peitho as they move through the opera and the mirror stage.  

Lacan’s Mirror Stage 

Jacques Lacan’s mirror stage was first introduced in 1936, then developed more significantly 

and presented again in 1949 (Evans 2006). In this 1949 presentation, “The Mirror Stage as 

Formative of the I Function,” Lacan describes the psychoanalytical interpretation of the 

process where an infant, between six and eighteen months, sees itself in the mirror and 

recognizes the image as its own. This process, the mirror stage, unfolds in a complex and 

important psychoanalytical way. Lacan says, 

It suffices to understand the mirror stage in this context as an identification, 
in the full sense analysis gives to the term: namely, the transformation that 
takes place in the subject when he assumes [assume] an image—an image 
that is seemingly predestined to have an effect at this phase, as witnessed by 
the use in analytic theory of antiquity’s term, “imago.” (Lacan 2006, 76) 

To understand this, consider that when the child looks into the mirror and recognizes itself 

for the first time, that recognition is the act of “assuming” for itself that image. The baby 

essentially says, “that is me,” which is an act of assumption, a recognition which then 

inhabits that exterior image. However, this initial assuming-of-the-image has far-reaching 

consequences for the child. Lacan continues, 

The jubilant assumption [assomption] of his specular image by the kind of 
being—still trapped in his motor impotence and nursling dependence—the 
little man is at the infans stage thus seems to me to manifest in an exemplary 
situation the symbolic matrix in which the I is precipitated in a primordial 
form, prior to being objectified in the dialectic of identification with the 
other, and before language restores to it, in the universal, its function as 
subject. (Lacan 2006, 76) 
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What this means is that at the moment the child sees itself in the mirror and assumes that 

image as its own, its deep true identity, its “I” comes into focus in its primordial form. Lacan 

posits that this is a jubilant moment because the child is pleased to know itself without yet 

having created a relationship between itself and the “other,” and also before the mediating 

impact of language on the child engaging with the image and the world around it. Further 

detailing this special stage, Lacan says, “this form would, moreover, have to be called the 

‘ideal-I’” (Lacan 2006, 76). Deriving from this moment of psychic jubilation, Lacan asserts 

that this is the moment upon which the Ego first emerges. He argues that, 

The important point is that this form [ideal-I] situates the agency known as 
the ego, prior to its social determination, in a fictional direction that will 
forever remain irreducible for any single individual or, rather, that will only 
asymptotically approach the subject’s becoming, no matter how successful 
the dialectical syntheses by which he must resolve, as I, his discordance 
with his own reality. (Lacan 2006, 76) 

To unpack this, consider the ego as the sights on a rifle which are aimed in some “fictional 

[arbitrary] direction” before “its social determination [the wind, range to target, etc.]” can be 

taken into account. These external forces acting on the ultimate trajectory of the ego [shot] 

cannot be taken into account yet as the baby does not know how to understand and 

compensate for them. Accordingly, as Lacan then suggests, “no matter how successful” the 

initial aim of the ego, or personal work (after infancy) the baby will do, the target will never 

be cleanly struck. At best, an “asymptotic” [glancing] blow will fly by as the subject [the 

baby] grows old and dies. Bruce Fink, in Lacan to the Letter, says this when discussing the 

mirror stage’s role in the formation of the ego, 

In the mirror stage, the ego is precipitated due partly to the tension owning 
to a lack of unity and coordination in ourselves. We sense that we are not 
beings like the other unified beings we see around us; there is as yet nothing 
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we can point to as a discrete, total being (something that can be counted as 
a One). Instead, there is a conspicuous lack of being; being as such is 
missing prior to the anticipatory action of the mirror stage (which creates a 
One where there was none). (Fink 2004, 100) 

Here, Fink echoes Lacan’s argument that prior to the mirror stage, there is “a conspicuous 

lack of being,” and that the mirror stage then creates a sense of “anticipation.” This 

anticipation is that the baby will eventually be able to control the body it sees in the image. 

That anticipation, that desire to control that whole form, is what generates the ego. Fink 

explains that, 

Lacan says in “The Direction of the Treatment” that “the ego is the 
metonymy of desire.” [...] The metonymic slippage that is part and parcel of 
desire is equivalent to the ego insofar as the ego is precisely what is 
constructed to cover over our lack of being. (Fink 2004, 100) 

Important to take away here is that the ego is constructed in general by a desire to fill up the 

gaps in one’s being, and that that gap is first carved out during the mirror stage. Lacan 

summarizes the connection between the carving of this gap and the ego’s own behavior, 

saying,  

The mirror stage is a drama whose internal pressure pushes precipitously 
from insufficiency to anticipation—and, for the subject caught up in the 
lure of spatial identification, turns out fantasies that proceed from a 
fragmented image of the body to what I will call an “orthopedic” form of 
its totality—and to the finally donned armor of an alienating identity that 
will mark his entire mental development with its rigid structure. Thus, the 
shattering of the Innenwelt to Umwelt circle gives rise to an inexhaustible 
squaring of the ego’s audits. (Lacan 2006, 78) 

This “drama” ends, as Lacan says, at “the time at which the specular I turns into the social 

I.” (Lacan 2006, 79). The “social I” describes the subject as they exist within the symbolic 

order, able to comprehend the social forces acting on them and able to try and navigate 

them. Following on, he argues,  
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This moment at which the mirror stage comes to an end inaugurates, 
through identification with the imago of one’s semblable and the drama of 
primordial jealousy, […] the dialectic that will henceforth link the I to 
socially elaborated situations. (Lacan 2006, 79) 

This means that from the end of the mirror stage onward, the subject cannot escape the 

impossibility or resolving its own desires (the “I”) and the social and symbolic structures the 

subject must navigate (the “socially elaborated situations”).1 

In later elaborations of the mirror stage, Lacan expands the scope of its influence. 

Most importantly, this more expansive scope included the ways in which the mirror stage 

operated not just as a ‘historical’ moment in the life of the subject, but as a foundational 

transformation in the subject’s relationship to itself and the world. Evans’s conclusion to the 

mirror stage entry in An Introductory Dictionary to Lacan Psychoanalysis states, 

The mirror stage shows that the ego is the product of misunderstanding 
(méconnaissance) and the site where the subject becomes alienated from 
himself. It represents the introduction of the subject into the imaginary 
order. However, the mirror stage also has an important symbolic 
dimension. The symbolic order is present in the figure of the adult who is 
carrying or supporting the infant. The moment after the subject has 
jubilantly assumed his image as his own, he turns his head round towards 
this adult, who represents the big Other, as if to call on him to ratify this 
image (Evans 2006, 118–19) 

This “symbolic dimension” is the more expansive reading of the “socially elaborated 

situations” Lacan mentions above. Indeed, it is impossible to consider the mirror stage 

without considering the construction of the world it deposits the subject into. This world, 

mediated by social interactions, languages, laws, desires, etc. forms a network of interwoven 

orders every subject – including Soper’s sirens – navigates through in their lifetimes.  

 
1 This is why life is hard. We are trapped in this continuous operation of trying to heal our own selves while it is 
already too late for us – the world had already moved past us before we could interact with it, by building 
systems of languages and laws that undermine our ability to be our true selves. This, as we will see, is the source 
of Polyxo’s anguish.  
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 Within the mirror stage, two kinds of I form, the Ideal-I, which precipitates from the 

moment of first recognition of one’s self in the mirror, and the Specular-I, which precipitates 

the moment of first assumption of that image. The Ideal-I, which I will call the Primordial-I 

from here on2, essentially represents the unsystematized, unstructured, and unordered drives 

and desires of the child. Whereas, the Specular-I represents the self the child is drawn to, 

thus bringing it into an awareness of the world around it. Evans notes of the specular image,  

Even when there is no real mirror, the baby sees its behaviour reflected in 
the imitative gestures of an adult or another child; these imitative gestures 
enable the other person to function as a specular image. The human being 
is completely captivated by the specular image: this is the basic reason for 
the power of the imaginary in the subject, (Evans 2006, 193) 

The basis of the analysis of Here be Sirens in the context of the mirror stage is the dual 

relationship that exists between the Primordial-I and the Specular-I, a relationship that 

usually unfolds as an unknowable drama within the mind of a pre-language child. The 

assumption of the Specular-I by a subject brings the symbolic forces, the “socially elaborated 

situations” to bear on that subject, thus thrusting it into a new reality which overwhelms the 

Primordial-I.  

Lacan’s Orders 

What each subject must navigate, post-mirror stage depositing into the world, are 

organized by Lacan into three broad, heterogeneous orders; the Imaginary, the Symbolic, 

and the Real. Each is defined in relation to the other two, and together, all three mutually 

 
2 This choice is purely to draw attention to the way these two terms label the sirens at various moments in the 
opera. In particular, there is nothing inherently ‘ideal’ about where the sirens ostensibly start from when 
entering their version of the mirror stage. Accordingly, to avoid confusion and value judgements on where they 
come from and where they go, I will use Primordial-I for the ideal-I state, and Specular-I for the state they 
enter when they are locally ‘assuming’ the specular image.  
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support the existence of each other. (Evans 2006). As Adrian Johnston explains, “the 

Imaginary, the Symbolic, and the Real can be thought of as the three fundamental 

dimensions of psychical subjectivity à la Lacan.” (Johnston 2018, 2.1). It is important to 

define these three orders (or registers, as some authors prefer to call them) so that the 

subsequent mapping into the cosmology of Here be Sirens can accurately take into account the 

ways in which these three orders interact with the sirens.  

Accordingly, the Imaginary Order accounts for the things we perceive in our own 

narration of our experience. As Johnston puts it, Lacan generally associates “the Imaginary 

with the restricted spheres of consciousness and self-awareness. It is the register with the 

closest links to what people experience as non-psychoanalytic quotidian reality.” (Johnston 

2018, 2.1.1). Evans adds,  

The imaginary exerts a captivating power over the subject, founded in the 
almost hypnotic effect of the specular image. The imaginary is thus rooted 
in the subject’s relationship to his own body (or rather to the image of his 
body). (Evans 2006, 84) 

The Imaginary Order depends on the things we interact with having some meaning, 

and those things and those meanings fall under the realm of the Symbolic Order. Johnston 

says the Symbolic Order “refers to the customs, institutions, laws, mores, norms, practices, 

rituals, rules, traditions, and so on of cultures and societies (with these things being entwined 

in various ways with language).” (Johnston 2018, 2.1.2). Importantly, as is suggested in the 

above quote, the Symbolic Order “is essentially a linguistic dimension. Any aspect of the 

psychoanalytic experience which has a linguistic structure thus pertains to the symbolic 

order.” (Evans 2006, 203). This linguistic foundation plays an important role in the analysis 
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of Here be Sirens, as their mode and quality of language is the main indication of their position 

relative to the drama of the Primordial-I and Specular-I.  

Finally, the order of the Real is the one which most successfully resists definition. As 

Johnston notes, “this absence [of a clear definition] is itself revelatory of this register.” 

(Johnston 2018, 2.1.3). Perhaps the easiest way of understanding it is that it accounts for 

everything which does not fit into Imaginary and Symbolic Orders. As Ellie Ragland points 

out, the Real “does not refer to reality, objects in the world, the body, or some 

phenomenological thinginitself.” (Ragland 1996, 192). Michael Klein describes the Real in 

relation to the Symbolic Order, saying,  

If we could erase all signifying systems and experience the world outside 
the Symbolic, we would be in what Lacan calls the Real. The Real must not 
be confused with the concept of reality, which is already a notion within the 
Symbolic. (Klein 2015, 15) 

Though always difficult to pin-down, the Real nevertheless constitutes a part of the 

psychoanalytic universe and helps mediate both the Imaginary and Symbolic Orders. Lacan’s 

investigations into the mathematical field of topology and knot theory helped establish a 

model for understanding the necessity of inter-linking the three orders. In particular, he 

assigns to each ring of the Borromean knot – which is an interlinked three-ring “knot” 

(technically a chain) that falls apart when any one of the three rings is broken – one of the 

orders. (Evans 2006; Johnston 2018). Accordingly, while perceptual reality may be entirely 

described by the Imaginary and the Symbolic Orders, the rest of reality falls under the Real.  

How to Map the Mirror Stage onto the Sirens 

Constructing a coherent analytical framework for Here be Sirens poses significant challenges, 

as the opera asserts an unusual opposition to ‘traditional’ operatic tropes (such as the lack of 
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a pit orchestra), and – as is particularly salient to this Lacanian analysis – the unique 

circumstances surrounding the nature and cosmology of the sirens and their world. Applying 

the mirror stage as a procedural model while categorizing the various elements of the opera 

into the three orders does not work without considering the ways in which the sirens are not 

real human subjects. This fact requires a number of transformations in the mapping of the 

mirror stage onto the opera.  

First, the sirens are able to communicate through language (be it sung or spoken) 

throughout the opera. This situates the opera’s entire internal unfolding within the Symbolic 

Order (the order accessed after the mirror stage) and, more importantly, situates each of the 

characters in a beyond-Lacanian-imagination state. What this means in practice for the 

analysis is that, while each of the sirens always have access to language, their development 

and use of the spoken voice (as separate from the sung voice) is indicative of the Spectral-I. 

Additionally, the sirens’ capacity to see “the mirror” is one mediated not just through the 

gaze of “the mother,” but through written accounts of what the sirens ought to be. The 

consequence of this modification is the saturation of the mirror stage with the Symbolic 

Order. While Lacan posits that the subject enters the Symbolic Order after the mirror stage, 

the Symbolic Order still exists in the background of the image the child assumes, the 

language the parents use to interact with the child, and the general totality in which the child 

and the mirror are embedded. The leakages of the Symbolic Order into the mirror stage is 

one Lacan hints at in his later writings, when he acknowledges the role the parents play in 

reinforcing the child’s gaze at the image in the mirror (Evans 2006, 118–19). This analysis 

presumes not just the leakage, but the full-on saturation of the Symbolic Order into the 
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modified mirror stage the sirens pass through. This assumption helps reconcile 

inconsistencies around language, props, musical choices, and the sirens’ innate mythicalness.  

Regarding the sirens’ innate mythicalness, a second major deviation from a one-to-

one mapping is required. As Polyxo (and the audience) learns at the end of the opera, the 

sirens are ultimately all-knowing and immortal. It goes without saying that these 

characteristics are not those of any real human subject psychoanalysis has ever concerned 

itself with. Accordingly, while a real subject may never find relief from the rupturing caused 

by the mirror stage, an immortal being could.3 This leads to the postulation of an important 

framing for the analysis and the opera: the sirens have access to a fourth order, the Mythical 

Order, which exists outside the interlinked tripartite of the Imaginary, Symbolic, and Real. 

This analysis presumes that this fourth order is where the infinite mythicalness of sirenhood 

exists, and Polyxo and Peitho’s place at the beginning of the opera is one stuck in the realm 

of the lower three orders. Essentially, for reasons unknown within Soper’s cosmology of the 

opera, Polyxo and Peitho begin separated from the mythical order Phaino already exists 

within. As they progress through the opera, Polyxo and Peitho navigate manifestations of 

the Imaginary, the Symbolic, and the Real as the mirror stage’s drama unfolds for them. 

Ultimately, Polyxo is able to sublimate beyond the boundaries of these orders and the mirror 

stage process and enter the Mythological Order.  

 
3 Another way of thinking about this is through the lens of probability theory. If one were to flip a fair coin and 
count the number of heads and tails for some finite number of flips, they would record a random string of 
heads and tails (where, as the number of flips increased, the number of heads and tails will grow closer and 
closer together). However, if one does that experiment an infinitely many times, wildly improbably strings 
would also occur. Simply because every possible (no matter how unlikely) event occurs in an infinite experiment, 
an infinite number of flips will yield – at some point – a string of a trillion-straight heads, followed by one tail, 
then another trillion heads. In this way, by being immortal and all knowing, the sirens have access to all 
possible possibilities, including the one where they move beyond not just the mirror stage, but the tripartite 
orders as well. 
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 Together, these deformations to the mapping create a kind of localized mirror stage, 

appropriate only insofar as they describe the way the opera unfolds the mirror stage for 

Polyxo and Peitho. Neither the mirror stage, nor the deformations within this analysis, 

answer bigger questions about the mythical world the sirens inhabit that cannot be divined 

from the opera itself. Because the three orders are embedded within a larger, unknowable 

mythical order, the entering into the mirror stage that Peitho goes through, and the exiting 

Polyxo does, are essentially moves along a third dimension, orthogonal to the plane the 

Lacanian structures exist on. Peitho and Polyxo move about the Lacanian chessboard, but in 

the end, they arrive and depart vertically.  Locality of the Lacanian structures, then, allows 

this modified psychoanalytical analysis to proceed, so long as the deformations are kept in 

mind and we stay on the chessboard.  

Like all mappings, this analytical mapping focuses on the boundaries of the map 

(examined above) and the elements within those boundaries. The mirror stage defines a set 

of boundary conditions and transformational functions in understanding the dramaturgical 

unfolding of each character’s individual narrative. In using the mirror stage as, essentially, a 

strange, metaphorical racetrack along which the sirens each run, deep connections between 

the seemingly disparate textual, musical, and dramaturgical elements of Here be Sirens will 

unveil themselves around each of the track’s corners. Most importantly, in addition to the 

obvious reason of looking at Lacan as a “break-in” (to borrow a term from the cryptic 

puzzle world) to understand this opera because Polyxo quotes Lacan, Freud, and Jung, 

summoning the power of the mirror stage as a functional metaphor to understand an opera 

(in general) seems particularly apt. The work of Yayoi Uno Everett has often used Lacan as 

analysis tool in contemporary opera, and her analyses in Reconfiguring Myth and Narrative in 
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Contemporary Opera (2015) and The Tropes of Desire and Jouissance in Kaija Saariaho’s L ’ amour de 

loin (2012), in particular, are foundational to the analysis that follows. Additionally, the work 

of Michael Klein, particularly in Music and the Crisis of the Modern Subject (2015), is influential in 

constructing the theoretical framework for this analysis.  

At its heart, the mirror stage deals with the catastrophe of self-identity experienced in 

a deeply felt, ineffable way yet nonetheless triggered and mediated through a vast tradition of 

symbols in action. Opera often deals with the catastrophe of self-identity (dramatic, high 

intensity plots) experienced in a deeply felt, ineffable way (dramatically sung arias), yet 

nonetheless trigged and mediated through a vast tradition (the Western Operatic Canon) of 

symbols (text, music, staging, the opera house, the ticket prices, etc.) in action. 

Mapping Siren-Evolution (as indexed by Soper) onto the Mirror Stage(s) 

To begin building a navigable map between the various happenings in Here be Sirens and the 

mirror stage, an inventory of those happenings and their associated mirror stage coordinates 

is required. The score calls for specific props that are presumably necessary regardless of any 

future production redesign. These include a chalkboard, a suitcase, and a variety of books 

strewn about. Also required are costume accessories the sirens don at various points in the 

opera, such as fairy wings. Additionally, because there is no pit ensemble, the two 

instruments of the opera, an airhorn and prepared grand piano, become integrated, physical 

parts of the narrative discourse.  

The chalkboard and books play a significant role in the opera’s unfolding, and the 

books map onto the mirror stage in two specific ways. First, their mere existence represents 

the external, Symbolic Order which the mirror stage forces a reckoning with. Secondly, the 
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content of the books represents the mirror itself. When, for instance, Polyxo reads about 

what Pythagoras had to say about the sirens, she is observing the image of the sirens via 

Pythagoras’s prose-form mirror. So, while the books being there – because they washed 

ashore along with myriad sailors who the sirens have taken – represent the abundant 

existence, beyond the shores of the sirens’ island, of the outside world, what they contain 

specifically creates the Spectral-I from the mirror stage. Similarly, the chalkboard serves as 

the location where the sirens (mainly Polyxo, then Peitho at the end) do the work of 

resolving their Primordial and Spectral-Is. The liminal space where an infant fluctuates 

between frustration and joy at their own image, where they then try to understand and 

imitate the requirements of the Symbolic Order, and which they ultimately transform into 

the boundary between conscious and subconscious thought is made manifest on stage for 

the audience to see. That membrane where one does their figuring out is externalized for the 

sirens (and us) to better grapple with the transformations taking place within them on stage. 

At various points in the opera the sirens alter their costumes. When the sirens dress 

up as the Muses in Scene 6, it plays the obvious role of distinguishing them during the play-

in-a-play as other characters (something they have already differentiated through lighting and 

acting directions in the score), but it also shows the sirens assuming the image of members 

of the external, Symbolic Order. This behavior reflects the desire to reconcile what they 

imagine (e.g. the Imaginary register) the external world expects of them with their sirenic 

identity. Furthermore, it shows the sirens imitating their mythological superiors, the Muses, 

as if they are the adults who exhibit control over their existence. Through this act, the sirens 

place the Muses into the register of the Symbolic as entities occupying a space equivalent to 

that of the maternal Other. As Geerardyn and Pringles puts it, “in The Mirror Stage [and the 
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formation of the I-function] Lacan describes how an infant assumes [...] his specular image, as a 

primordial I [....] A process of identification that is mediated through signifiers offered by the 

(m)Other.” (Geerardyn and Pringels 2018, 36). As will be shown, the Muses playout 

(textually and musically) the Symbolic Order’s constructed identity of the sirens, forcing the 

sirens to confront their inability to meet these signified demands and their rebellious desire 

to bask in their Primordial-I glow.  

In the frontmatter to Here be Sirens, each siren is assigned through Soper’s role 

descriptions a certain kind of sirenic-type. Phaino defines one end of a sirenic spectrum, one 

that has already become fully mythicized. Soper’s role description reads, 

Soprano. Phaino embodies both the earliest recorded version of the Siren 
archetype (the deadly birdwoman) and the final stage in Siren evolution: 
complete sublimation into mythological identity, past which there is no 
personal desire or possibility of change. If she has inner thoughts or 
feelings, they are totally impenetrable. (Soper 2014, v) 

Peitho defines the other end of this sirenic spectrum, as she is oblivious, innocent, and 

completely in love with each of the sailors. Her role description reads as 

Soprano. A Pre-Raphaelite, early Romantic-era-type siren. Actually in love 
with every sailor who washes up. Peitho is the least evolved of the three 
sirens and is initially innocent of the fact that being a mythological figure is 
incompatible with being alive. Her transformation over the course of the 
play leads her to adopt Polyxo’s quest. (Soper 2014, v) 

Polyxo falls between the two. Her role description says 

Soprano. Polyxo doesn’t represent an existing Siren archetype but is in a 
nightmarishly self-aware stage between Peitho and Phaino. Trying to get off 
the goddamned island: trying not to understand how impossible this is. By 
the end of the play she has completed her evolution to join Phaino in 
apotheosization. (Soper 2014, v) 
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Because Here be Sirens is an opera that traces the evolution of the sirens from these three 

starting positions, where these positions map onto the mirror stage becomes central to this 

analysis. In short, a distilled version of the mirror stage goes like this: Primordial-I sees an 

image and becomes the Spectral-I, then sometime infinitely far in the future, this rupture is 

repaired. Peitho, then, begins the opera in the Primordial-I state, Polyxo has assumed the 

image and is trying to square the Spectral-I with her Primordial-I roots, and Phaino has 

(presumably) gone through that process and has resolved her ruptured self. At the beginning 

of Here be Sirens, Peitho is about to begin the mirror stage, Polyxo is in the middle, and 

Phaino is at the end. Similarly, the audience serves as a kind of recognized Other, 

addressable by the sirens, although experienced by the sirens as the ocean. In Polyxo’s first 

monologue, she is instructed to “gesture towards ‘ocean,’ i.e. audience” (Soper 2014, 27). 

While this brief directorial indication has significant meaning in the experience of the fourth 

wall (more on that in Chapter 2), here it serves to identify the audience as part of the 

Symbolic Order. The ocean is both the boundary of the sirens’ world and the continuum 

along which they experience the outside world (the Umwelt).  

Sound production in the opera comes through five specified modes of production: 

singing, speaking, the piano, the airhorn, and the sound of writing on the chalkboard. Each 

of these maps neatly onto the mirror stage, with singing and speaking clearly signaling 

utterances of the Primordial-I and Specular-I, respectively. The airhorn and piano each serve 

as portals between the Primordial-I and the Symbolic Order, as well as portals between 

diegetic levels, but more on that in Chapter 2. Finally, the chalkboard writing is presented as 

a sonic element in each restatement of the Waiting Theme and serves as a signifier of the 

chalk-wielding siren’s process toward “resolving the dialectic.” 
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Table 1-1 Summary Mapping of Sirens Elements to Mirror Stage 

Sirens Element Mirror Stage Equivalent 

Props 

Books (as items strewn about the 
stage) 

Evidence of the Symbolic Order 

Books (their content as read by 
the sirens) 

Specular Image or “reflection” of the sirens 

Chalkboard Where the sirens attempt to “square” their ego audits 

Various temporary costumes Elements of the Symbolic Order the sirens use to 
signal their temporary assumption of different roles 

Directorial Frameworks 

Peitho’s role description Personified Primordial-I 

Polyxo’s role description Personified Spectral-I 

Phaino’s role description The theorized (but humanly impossible to reach) 
resolution of the mirror stage  

The Audience (indicated to be the 
“ocean” via staging instructions) 

Element of the Symbolic Order, and the persistent 
manifestation of the Real 

Sonic Modes 

Singing Signifier of the Primordial-I’s ‘voice’ 

Speaking Signifier of the Spectral-I’s ‘voice’ 

Piano and Airhorn Portals into the Symbolic Order (but not symbols, 
like the books for instance, themselves) 

 

In these kinds of mappings, a certain degree of imagination and definitional 

stretching is required. The primary caveat here is that the sirens already have conscious 

agency when they go through their mirror stage onstage. However, their act of becoming is 

one where the mirror stage separates a pre- and post-mythization, where pre-mythization is 

Lacan’s infancy and post-mythization is basically – though not exactly as will be discussed 

later in the section called “Polyxo the Thinker“ – adulthood. A summary of the mappings is 

provided above in Table 1-1. 
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Character Arcs 

Polyxo the Thinker 

Now that what happens and what this analysis aims to show is laid out, it is time to 

construct the analytical evidence that supports the hypothesis posited above and summarized 

in Table 1-1. First, Polyxo’s arc will be traced, as its narrative magnetism ultimately pulls 

Peitho along and Polyxo is undeniably the main character (if one were to rank) of the opera. 

Her arc takes her through a transformation from the Specular-I to the fully resolved mythic 

siren she is meant to be. Along the course of the opera, certain moments act as points of 

inflection along her trajectory, moments where something is done or realized from which 

there is no turning back.  

 In the first scene, Polyxo emerges from the sirenic rituals to address the audience 

directly, reading from Carl Jung’s Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious, and philosophizing on 

both the role water plays in the mythical construction of the siren and the capacity water has 

to form reflections. Her emergence begins during the “Sirenbraid,” where she shifts between 

the musical discourse (and its libretto) and reading aloud from Jung. Her reading reemerges 

again and again, focusing on the powerful images mankind creates against the uncanny, the 

primacy of water as a symbol of the unconscious, and the ubiquity of water and blood in our 

experience. Her speaking continues without pause from the abrupt conclusion of the 

“Sirenbraid,” ultimately concluding that “like all myths, these [the Siren, wood nymph, and 

nixie] are empty forms: like a dry riverbed. Creatures of myth become real only when filled 

with ‘the material of conscious experience’” (Soper 2014, 27). Because the audience is 

ostensibly ignorant of Polyxo’s position among her fellow sirens, or what the opera is even 

about at this point, her reading straight to the audience signals a clear departure of her 
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behavior from that of the other sirens. Polyxo is different, and her trajectory is set when she 

establishes that myths are made real through “the material of conscious experience,” 

indicating that this narrative is about what happens during the process of filling the sirens up 

with conscious experience. That she fills the silence immediately following the “Sirenbraid” 

with a quote from Jung that water is a dark mirror, and whoever looks “into the water sees 

his own image, but behind it, living creatures soon loom up” (Soper 2014, 27) is an excellent 

kind of foreshadowing and dramatic scaffolding; as the sirens look out to the sea, the books 

which describe their existence “loom up” by washing ashore. Those books – along with the 

living sailors from the outside world – act as mirrors for the sirens, defining who they are by 

what they read and hear from the lives they attract and destroy.  

 In Scene 2, subtitled “Polyxo Explains it All,” Polyxo does, indeed, explain it all. 

Polyxo opens with “This is how it happens,” referring to the capture of sailors. It is a fully 

sensorial experience, the sirens “feel it coming,” the light changes, and the wind suddenly is 

gone. She says (important for the Lacanian mapping), “you can see the white water melting 

away around it like fog on a mirror” (Soper 2014, 31). While this imagery is plain enough, 

vividly generating a cinematic mise en scène (perfectly placed in the minds of the audience as 

the audience represents the ocean and that is where this event happens), it also reinforces the 

Lacanian framing. The outside world, the Umwelt, the Symbolic Order, all of this beyond the 

island where the sirens live, is made most real when the sailors approach – it literally comes 

into focus like the reflection on a mirror blemished with dissolving fog. Because the sailors 

and their belongings represent the only true interaction with the outside world, they exist as 

much as a mirror as the various bodies of the sonically condemned.  
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 Polyxo follows the description of catching the sailors by getting to the heart and soul 

of the issue: singing. She says: “(Grandly) What do we sing? (Less grandly) Well, whatever you 

want to hear, generally: to be honest the content is fairly irrelevant” (Soper 2014, 32). The 

performative indications of “grandly” and “less grandly” are important, because they 

illuminate Polyxo’s self-awareness and, perhaps, shame of her siren-hood. From the 

chalkboard, she then lectures the audience (while Peitho sings through the “Troubadour 

Song” (Part I)) on the differences between logos and phonos according to Aristotle. Peitho’s 

background singing ornaments Polyxo’s lesson in an improvisational way, both connecting 

them in the lecture-space, and showing just how far apart they are in their respective sirenic 

evolutions and mirror stages. Polyxo’s dual exacerbation with Peitho and the ostensive 

absurdity of the power of sirenic singing bursts forth when she exclaims “I mean, we could 

sing from the goddamn phonebook and you’d doggy paddle through a flaming oil slick to get a 

better listen!” [strikeout4 author’s] (Soper 2014, 34). Polyxo’s focus on the Aristotelian ideas 

of logos and phonos – as well as the following “Phonebook Aria” – illustrates the functional 

difference in modes of communication between the sirens. By valuing the meaning of words 

(logos) over the sounds they make (phonos), Polyxo insinuates that the singing that sirens 

participate in is somehow more infantile. As language is the primary mediator of the 

Symbolic Order after the mirror stage, Polyxo is placing herself clearly in the post-”assuming 

the image and all the symbolic chaos that comes with it” part of the mirror stage, while also 

placing Peitho and Phaino in the pre-”assumes anything” part. In this analysis, though, the 

Symbolic Order exists simultaneous to the mirror stage, as the sirens already have language – 

 
4 The struckout text shows where, in performance, the line is cut. However, it is reproduced here as it still 
informs the performative vigor with which this line is delivered. 
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nevertheless, Polyxo’s favoring of logos over phonos clearly positions herself on the latter-end 

of the mirror stage as a process of evolution. Although primarily a humorous cherry on 

Polxyo’s perceived absurdity’s pie, the “Phonebook Aria” also smashes anachronisms 

together5 and ultimately absorbs the evermore reluctant Polyxo into singing. 

As Polyxo finishes her first word, a melismatic, chromatically rising setting of 

“Apollo,” she (per stage instruction) “snaps out of it and lurches towards the audience, 

abruptly interrupting.” She then yells seemingly into the ocean’s infinitude “DON’T 

LISTEN!! It’s a trap!”6 and immediately clamps her hands over her ears and begins singing 

nonsense sounds. However, after a moment, she exclaims desperately that “I can’t block out 

my own voice” (Soper 2014, 37). This desperate unresolvable conflict between her voice and 

her desire to block it out maps right onto the conflict of the Primordial-I (her voice) and the 

Specular-I (her learned desire to block it out). This moment in the opera establishes a second 

major inflection point in Polyxo’s trajectory, where she realizes (or at least the audience 

realizes) the lack of power she has over her singing. She follows this with what is likely the 

most famous line from the opera, which is quoted in entirety here: 

(With intensity) Do you know how it feels to be the insensate 
apparatus of a homicidal mythological order? This sound crawls up from the 
depths of you, aims itself at the bones inside your skull, oozes out through 
the pores of your face and the sockets of your eyes and gushes from your 
mouth like a jet, this sound that doesn’t come from you and doesn’t belong 
to you but is taking you, as a surrogate for a ritual whose only purpose is to.... 
(Soper 2014, 37) 

 
Her description here of being taken by the sound suggests that the act of singing and the 

sound it makes has a primordial nature – essentially that singing for the sirens is an act of the 

 
5 More on this in Chapter 2. 
6 Eschewing the initial take of this opera being one steeped in postmodernist humor, Admiral Ackbar sadly 
does not appear… 
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subconscious, of the Primordial-I. It is expected from Lacan’s theory, then, that Polyxo 

ought to have a love/hate relationship with her singing voice as it represents the Primordial-I 

that her spoken-voice Specular-I conflicts with.  

Right on cue, Peitho begins singing the melody of the “Troubadour Song” and this 

captures Polyxo, as (per stage instructions) her “affect changes from vexed to seductive as 

she lip-synchs to PEITHO’S voice” (Soper 2014, 38). Quickly, lip-synching turns to singing, 

and Polyxo climbs back under the warm covers of her voice. This time, when the singing 

stops, Polyxo is not irritated or frustrated or warning the sailors of their eminent demise. 

Instead, she says “(Wistful) God, I used to love that feeling...” (Soper 2014, 39). She knows 

its power, and she loves it, too. For every moment of exacerbation she feels because of her 

inability to fully control or coordinate her voice, there is a moment of love, of ecstasy, of 

jubilation (as Lacan would say). Almost as an act of rebellion against the Symbolic Order, 

Polyxo finishes the scene by reminding the audience nonchalantly that the sailors 

approaching the shore will simply die. 

In these first two scenes, Polyxo presents a constellation of meanings around what 

being a siren is relative to the present, lived experience. The third scene begins her 

exploration of the past (subtitled “Origin Story 1 – Third Ship”), seeking to know and 

understand her and her sisters’ origin story. The momentary restatement of music from 

“Sirenbraid” which follows the Waiting Theme suggests a total restart of the opera, but Polyxo 

quickly diverges, demanding the singing stops so she can continue following a line of 

thinking. This behavior further shows Polyxo’s struggle with the manifestation of her 

Primordial-I (singing) and her desire to square it through her Specular-I. Pushed along by 

new revelations in her readings, the most important characteristic being these readings 
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suggest beginnings and endings to the sirens’ story, Polyxo first begins to contemplate the 

end, before brushing it aside to think on their origin. Peitho joins Polyxo, emerging from her 

generic sirenic behavior, and then learning to speak. This leads Polyxo to begin addressing 

Peitho instead of the audience, a narrative and dramaturgical shift that carries significant 

meaning for both characters. For Polyxo, it indicates a further move away from the 

Primordial-I as she begins to join the Symbolic Order, parroting her readings as reality to 

Peitho instead of grappling with them exclusively. For Peitho, this is the moment when she 

first lays eyes on the proverbial mirror, manifest in equal parts by the books she explores 

strewn around her and the more knowledgeable and capable siren she now converses with.7  

In explaining to Peitho what she is trying to figure out, Polyxo unveils her primary 

exigency for the entire opera, signaling another inflection point and bringing into focus the 

target of her character’s trajectory. She says (in her speaking voice), 

POLYXO 

Well anyway, I don’t think it’s the ending we need to focus on here, but the 
beginning. 

PEITHO 

The beginning of what? 

 

POLYXO 

Of this whole operation! Bullfinch’s Mythology lists some scenarios but 
none of them are particularly convincing. (Conspiratorially) I think if we can 
figure out how this all started, we can figure out how to make it stop. 
[emphasis author’s] 

PEITHO 

 
7 Peitho’s development is mapped in a following section in much more detail. 
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(Incredulous) Make it stop? (Soper 2014, 45) 

As Lacan repeatedly intimates in “The Mirror Stage as Formative of the I Function,” the 

upshot of the mirror stage is the eternal, internal struggle to reconcile our infant-era bliss and 

truth with the harsh, arbitrary reality of the real world. Who among us has not sought a way 

to “make it stop,” and who would not want to if the thing meant to be stopped is this 

overpowering noise that beams forth from your mouth and kills all who hear it? Here, 

Polyxo says as much. She seeks resolution, the final squaring of the “ego’s audits,” the end 

of not being in control. Her world, her way of being, has been shattered by the metaphorical 

mirror of books washed ashore, brimming with content – like manipulative advertisements – 

of what she is and ought to be. 

 Appropriately for the sake of this analysis, at this moment of psychoanalytical 

catastrophe, Polyxo immediately turns to psychoanalytical techniques to help solve the 

problem. She says, “It’s classic psychoanalytic procedure: through analysis of one’s traumatic 

origins one can release oneself from the resultant dysfunction. We don’t have to keep doing 

this over and over and over and over…” (Soper 2014, 46). She further asserts that 

something had to start all of this, which inadvertently triggers Phaino to interrupt with a 

Gregorian chant-style setting of the part of the Gloria Patri from the Minor Doxology, 

“sicut erat in principio, et nunc, et semper, et in saecula saeculorum” (as it was in the 

beginning, it is now, and forever shall be). This striking (and frankly, humorous) moment 

plays a strange role in the mirror stage structure. Until now, Phaino has only participated in 

stage action in the ritualistic, sirenic numbers. She never participates in the musings of 

Polyxo or the conversations between Polyxo and Peitho. Here, though, seemingly from on 

high, she interjects with text that directly undermines Polyxo’s pursuit. Polyxo seeks her 
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origin to understand how to bring about her end, and Phaino responds as an enforcer of the 

infinite status quo. Polyxo and Peitho play this off in the moment, both unable to grapple 

with a direct line from the register of the Real, which seems to be the likeliest place to situate 

Phaino’s utterance. Phaino’s utterance does not belong to the Symbolic Order, as it is 

presented as both arbitrary and transcended, and it does not belong to the Imaginary, as it is 

clearly externalized. Therefore, it must belong to the Real because it exists outside the other 

registers yet somehow mediates their interactions.  

 As Polyxo and Peitho dive further into their constructive self-exploration (most of 

which is more interesting from Peitho’s perspective and will be covered in her section), an 

important moment happens which underscores the role of the chalkboard. Peitho asks why 

sirens originally had wings, and the stage instruction that follows says, “POLYXO writes 

‘WHY WINGS?’ on board” (Soper 2014, 47). Polyxo doing this tells the audience that she 

has never thought this before, but now that she has, it requires contemplation. Thus, it has 

been added to the chalkboard, where thoughts are contemplated at the boundary between 

the inner and outer worlds of the siren and saved for later.  

Each scene ends with the “Naufragium” number, where the sirens becoming 

maximally sirenic. They scream and sing into the piano, performing their ritual before the 

stage blacks out and everything seems to reset. Like a recurring dream, the lights come up to 

roughly the same staging, with Polyxo at the chalkboard, Peitho hanging around humming, 

and Phaino playing the inside of the piano. This reset seems to induce a degree of amnesia in 

Polyxo, and the fourth scene opens with her asking the audience what she was saying. While 

it is possible in the production for an audience member to respond, their response would 

have had no bearing on the opera’s unfolding. Instead, it mimics those moments we all have 
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where, alone, we exclaim to the world “Why?!,” “What the Hell?!,” or “What was I just 

thinking…?” These moments, when the subject (Polyxo, in this case) brings a grievance to 

the Big Other, addressing it directly, albeit futilely, occur because the subject’s constant inner 

turmoil needs to blow off some steam. Dramaturgically, this moment reveals two important 

elements of Polyxo’s struggle. Her lapses into pure sirenic behavior are all-encompassing, 

cutting the thread of any thought that might remain from before the “Naufragium,” for 

instance. These moments are like sleeping, where the dreaming, subconscious, Primordial-I, 

still reigns in some form over the self. Additionally, it reinforces the role of the chalkboard 

as the externalized location where thoughts are cached for later investigation. Polyxo 

remembers what she was saying not from asking the Other, but from looking at the 

chalkboard and seeing “WHY WINGS?” on it.  

“Wings” leads Polyxo to recall Persephone and to a plan of addressing their origin. 

She says (in her speaking voice), 

Freud says that the desire to re-live an experience that resulted in 
psychological damage is a primitive impulse. “Destiny neurosis” is an urge 
to restore an earlier state of things. “Repetition compulsion” means that 
you’re compelled to constantly re-enact the traumatic event. (Beat.) So 
maybe...if we re-enact this Persephone thing...(trails off, unconvinced). (Soper 
2014, 57) 

This moment of metanarrative – that she is describing the structure of the opera as a kind of 

repetition compulsion – is fascinating in its own right, and also shows her as a patient 

seeking help. She continues in the scene, after Peitho excitedly takes the idea of re-enactment 

seriously, saying to Peitho, “Yeah, but I didn’t mean literally – it’s therapeutic methodology” 

(Soper 2014, 58). Polyxo posits that to know her origin, she must engage in a process of 

psychoanalytical exploration, a process that then necessarily locates her primary conflict in 
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the psychoanalytical realm. That she then mimetically reenacts the abduction of Persephone 

and the competition with the Muses suggests that she was right, though the externalized, 

lived experience of those reenactments seem to act much more powerfully than a Viennese 

couch session circa 1920. Indeed, it is this moment, when the philosophizing, hypothesizing, 

and synthesizing of her books turns into irreversible action. The mirror stage itself does not 

account for this moment when the subject turns toward action – even reluctantly as Polyxo 

does – for relief as peculiar. However, the mirror stage does, according to Lacan’s 

conception, serve a dual purpose as a specific instance of rupture in an infant, and the more 

permanent essence of the subject’s libidinal relationship with its image. The transition from 

infancy, where one has the Symbolic Order more-or-less happen to them, to adolescence 

(and beyond), where the mirror stage persists but the subject has developed agency over its 

interaction with the Symbolic Order, is dramaturgically placed in this moment in the opera 

for Polyxo. Instead of just reading her books, she begins to take determined action to 

control her relationship with the Symbolic Order around her. In short, she is no longer an 

infant. 

 “The Abduction of Persephone” represents an almost fractal-esque miniature of the 

opera as a whole (which is explored in Chapter 2), while also abiding by the thematic and 

performative mappings of the mirror stage. Structurally, the number is designed to continue 

linearly while resetting the mise en scène after each section, much like the opera does with each 

of its scenes by beginning with the Waiting Theme, progressing through a bit of action, and 

ending with the “Naufragium.” While the characters are pantomiming as Persephone (played 

by Peitho), Demeter (played by Polyxo), and Hades (played by Phaino), their musical roles 

change. At first, Peitho and Phaino are singing, while Polyxo speaks Peitho’s text 
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approximately in time with Peitho. Then Polyxo begins singing while Peitho speaks her text 

in synch and Phaino continues singing. Because speaking represents the state where the siren 

is acting as their Specular-I, the evolution of this number from Polyxo speaking to Peitho 

speaking traces the opera’s larger structure of Polyxo already being in that state and Peitho 

waking to it. One might expect the third rotation of this ensemble to have Phaino speak, but 

true to her character as a siren having fully transcended into the mythological order, she 

necessarily never speaks. Instead, all three begin singing different verses of the text in near 

homophonic three-part polyphony. As they reach sectional cadences, they pause and reset 

the pantomime.  

Each reset brings new, more broken-down musical passages, as the phonemes of the 

text begin to dissociate into a lattice that sounds out the name “Persephone.” For instance, 

on page 64 of the score, Phaino sings the text “Her perfect innocence,” but it is set in such a 

way that ‘per’ is accented and sustained followed by a quick run through of ‘fect in-no’ and 

another sustained, accented delivery of ‘cence.’ The composite effect of all three sirens doing 

this is the powerful foregrounding of the sound of “Persephone.” The coincidences of these 

accented phonemes become more aligned vertically, until finally the uncanny composite 

sounds that conjure Persephone’s name yield to straight, homophonic singing of her name. 

The transition can be seen in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2, where the yellow highlights indicate 

phonemes from the text that participate in forming the word “Persephone.” Once they 

reach this arrival, they begin to unravel polyphonically, but their text remains simply 

“Persephone,” repeated eleven times each. This repletion harkens back to Polyxo’s Freud 

quote about repetition-compulsion, insinuating that Persephone is somehow the source of 

the sirens and their troubles.  
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Figure 1.1: Emergence of “Persephone” by accenting phonemes in “The Abduction of 
Persephone” in Scene 4. (Soper 2014, 64) 

 

Figure 1.2: Completion of “Persephone” transformation by accented phonemes. (Soper 
2014, 65) 

 This textual disintegration traces in reverse the mirror stage’s fundamental processes 

of assuming the reflected image and subsequently trying to fit into the Symbolic Order. 

While at first Peitho and Polyxo can speak, they lose that ability – signaling both the 

succumbing to the Primordial-I that drives them to sing and the un-assuming of the image. 

While the residue of the Symbolic Order persists in their sung text, the polyphonic setting of 

three simultaneous verses juxtaposes the very clearly audible setting that precedes it with 

simultaneously sung and spoken text. Because this setting becomes unintelligible, it can be 

seen as representing the stage of the pre-understood Symbolic Order in which an infant 
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exists when they experience the outside world but fail to recognize it as such. What does 

persist, then, in both the musical number and the psychoanalytical model, is the permanent 

and deep meaning of the Mother’s voice.  

Julia Kristeva posits two kinds of text that can situate the transformation of text 

through music. The phenotext “denote[s] language that serves to communicat[e]” (Kristeva 

1984, 87), and here captures the opening sections where the sirens clearly communicate the 

story. As the text in this number becomes more incomprehensible, the music works to keep 

it in the immediate realm of memory by using the same general melodic figures for each 

singer, just now in polyphony. Underlying this disintegrating form of communication, a 

more abstract but equally powerful kind of text emerges. This text is called the genotext, and it 

is 

 A process, which tends to articulate structures that are ephemeral 
(unstable, threatened by drive charges, “quanta” rather than “marks”) and 
nonsignifying (devices that do not have a double articulation). It forms 
these structures out of: a) instinctual dyads, b) the corporeal and ecological 
continuum, c) the social organism and family structures, which convey the 
constraints imposed by the mode of production....” (Kristeva 1984, 86–87)  

The musical process of smoothly disintegrating the textual comprehensibility, and then, from 

the disparate phonemes, creating a new, nonsignified word (“Persephone”), identifies the 

music itself as the genotext. This emergent assignment ties in closely with a mirror stage 

reading, as the Primordial-I expresses itself in general through the genotext, and in this 

opera, through the sung voice. Additionally, the “family structures” that Kristeva argues 

construct (among other elements) the genotext implicate Persephone as the Mother (in a 

psychoanalytical sense) of the sirens. Indeed, Persephone serves the role of Mother for the 

sirens in this version of their origin story. As they dissolve musically and textually into a 
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pianississimo sotto voce chorale while slowly surrounding the piano and singing into it, they are, 

in effect, returning to the womb – the power of their at first silly reenactment becoming real, 

sincere, and tragic. Polyxo’s adherence to logos, to the phenotext-version of the sirenic origin 

story, transforms through the process of musical genotext into the phonos of sirenic 

primordial memory. The tragedy lies in the terrifying airhorn blast that breaks the lullabied 

silence, jerking them cruelly into their proper roles as sirens singing to trap sailors.  

 Unsatisfied, ultimately, with their collective regression into the womb (if only for a 

moment), Polyxo seeks further answers in Scene 5. She says, “well...(she cranes to examine her 

shoulder blades)...we don’t have wings. I mean, we can’t have wings. If I had wings I would have 

gotten the hell out of here about five millennia ago!” (Soper 2014, 76). Tellingly, she admits 

she wants to leave, and that carries over into the mirror stage mapping. Leaving the island 

means fully joining the Symbolic Order and – presumably in Polyxo’s mind – no longer 

having to sing against her will. For Polyxo, a tenable solution to her conflict is to abandon 

her siren-ness entirely. Lacan states that the Primordial-I 

situates the agency known as the ego, prior to its social determination, in a 
fictional direction that will forever remain irreducible for any single 
individual or, rather, that will only asymptotically approach the subject’s 
becoming, no matter how successful the dialectical syntheses by which he 
must resolve, as I, his discordance with his own reality. (Lacan 2006, 76) 

The “fictional direction” the sirens’ ego is oriented is toward singing and seducing sailors, 

and these two acts comprise the totality of what Polyxo rejects and wishes to escape. She 

believes that for her to “become,” she must leave behind these subconscious pressures that 

act against her will. In the end, though, her resolution will come not from leaving, but from 

returning.  
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 After the delightful “Muses Entr’acte,” where the sirens each assume the role of a 

Muse for introductory purposes, Peitho asks if the sirens have names of their own. This 

moment shows the first time the Symbolic Order totally fails to situate the lived experiences 

of the sirens on stage. Polyxo responds: 

Sources differ. We’re commonly listed as three in number, but pairs of 
Sirens are also cited, as well as groups of up to eight. And there’s no real 
standard nomenclature: just a handful of individuals, listed with varying 
degrees of repetition according to different genealogies. (Soper 2014, 80) 

The uncertainty, frustration, and incoherence of the sources verses the actual sirens questions 

the surety with which Polyxo usually treats her sources. But where the Symbolic Order ought 

to fail in this opera is exactly where it does. Every subject who sees themselves in the mirror 

then sees themselves in the Symbolic Order, but only ever as an image – they still are not 

fully defined by the Symbolic Order, just approximated. Accordingly, true identification for 

the sirens is not found from the books or the sailors or any other sources because they do 

not exist completely in the Symbolic Order. Only rough approximations of the sirens’ count 

and name will ever wash ashore.  

 Polyxo’s opening monologue of Scene 6 situates her more complete and complex 

understanding of the sirens’ identity. She reports on how some sources suggest the siren 

myths arise from prostitution, that “sirens are depicted with wings and claws because love is 

a thing that flies and wounds” (Soper 2014, 91). Her major takeaway is that sirens are a 

mythic manifestation of dangerous desire. She then argues that perhaps the desire sirens 

represent is not necessarily bad, even if it is catastrophic. She speaks on Lacan’s idea of 

desire, saying,  
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Jacques Lacan says that the only thing you can be guilty of is surrendering 
your desire. It’s in book seven of the seminars, The Ethics of Psychoanalysis. 
Once desire is fulfilled, it is by definition no longer desire – that’s what eros 
means: “lack,” “want.” Desire is what keeps you alive...because complete 
satisfaction means death. 

(Coming to an intriguing realization) And...in this equation...the sirens provide 
an unconsummateable desire, spooling it out and then reeling it in with all 
the sailors clinging to it, clinging to life! I mean – (taking a rhetorical step back) 
– they do die, but…they die an ethical death, according to Lacan: a death 
died in conformity with desire! (Soper 2014, 91) 

The Lacanian-framed interpretation of Polyxo’s text here is obviously plain; she is reading 

from Lacan after all. But this also represents, in her own process through the mirror stage, 

an important moment. For the first time she sees from the perspective of the Spectral-I the 

important role her Primordial-I plays. Through the “therapeutic methodology” of 

reenactment of Scenes 4 and 5, Polyxo is finally able to see the innate value in her essential 

identity. Of course, this positive moment is cut short by the realization that although the 

sirens perhaps offer an ethical death, “all the Muses offer you are ways to make your life 

worth living!” (Soper 2014, 91).  

Her struggle with the Symbolic Order has, in effect, grown into a more nuanced and 

measured accounting of her and her sisters’ role in the mythical discourse, at least in 

comparison to the jealously-inducing roles the Muses play. Soon after this realization, the 

three sirens decide to reenact the singing competition between the Muses and the sirens, and 

in doing so dramaturgically abandon their siren characters to become the Muses. For 

instance, Phaino, as a siren, does not speak in this opera but Phaino as a Muse, does. This 

seems to free them from the constraints their mirror stage evolutions put on them, if only 

while embodying the Muse characters. Nevertheless, the sirens acting as Muses can still hear 
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themselves singing as muses, and this exerts a significant strain on both Polyxo and Peitho, 

as the mere act of trying to be a Muse inflicts a deep trauma on their Primordial-Is.  

When “The Muses Elyzium” number ends, with Polyxo (predictably by this point) 

wrenching herself from the singing, she is distressed by defending the sirens’ honor against 

Peitho’s jealousy and low self-esteem. Lacan suggests that the eternal process toward 

resolving the conflict caused by the mirror stage is asymptotic (Lacan 2006, 76), but that 

term may only be a layman’s misuse of a mathematical term. The process of becoming that 

Polyxo experiences oscillates between positions of frustration, rage, love, desperation, and 

measured reasoning. As the opera unfolds, these positions each approach asymptotically her 

final state, but her state jumps about. Instead of asymptotic approach, then, perhaps the 

analogy of the limit of a sequence is more apt. Sequences can oscillate above and below their 

ultimate limit, but as they go on, usually that jumping becomes smaller.8 While this seems 

like a semantic/mathematical nitpick, the nuanced difference in behavior between 

convergent sequences and monotonic asymptotes better frame Polyxo’s behavior from here 

to the end of the opera.9 The previous inflection points of Polyxo’s trajectory all seemed to 

bend it more directly toward its target, but her act of quoting Pythagoras’ mystical 

appreciation of the sirens to Peitho – and especially her then singing along in her own call-

and-response – show her beginning to gain control of her voice and her conflict.  

 
8 For instance, consider the ratio of the Fibonacci numbers (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, etc.), where the ratio between 
the first two is 1, then 2, then 3/2 (1.5), then 5/3 (1.667), 8/5 (1.6), 13/8 (1.625) … to near-infinitely large 
Fibonacci numbers, where it converges exactly onto 1.618033989… (also known as the Golden Ratio, chosen 
as an example for its pedagogical acuteness and overtones of classical antiquity). 
9 This divergence from Lacan’s model, nitpick or not, nevertheless reveals something peculiar about the opera’s 
unfolding: the peculiar form of the mirror stage (one imbued with language and eternity) combined with 
Soper’s dramaturgical choices peel the consequences of the mirror stage from the opera in complex ways. Here 
be Sirens is not simply an allegory of mirror stage, it is robust drama full of oscillatory passions and inevitable 
(perhaps even asymptotic?) resolutions. 
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The text in this number positions the sirens positively and musically in the Symbolic 

Order for the first time in the opera. Polyxo reads to her sisters, asking “What is harmony?” 

They all respond in a homophonic, sung, arcing gesture “That which has the sirens in it” 

(Soper 2014, 106). The sirens know this, but hearing it aloud – even from themselves –

changes them. This gesture opens and closes on a unison (from F in all three voices to C in 

all three voices), and each line follows the same approximate shape, creating a sense of 

bounded, elaborated, heterophonic monody. In Figure 1.3 below, the rising gesture from F 

to C is seen in all three voices, though Phaino takes the most direct path, an indication, 

perhaps, that she is most sure of the statement. Peitho and Polyxo’s leaping lines seem to 

gauge the magnitude of their own surety in this moment, that is to say, even though Peitho 

does not necessarily understand what is happening, she feels it to be true. Meanwhile, 

Polyxo’s octave leap and more outright descending line reflect her own dramatized feelings 

as oscillatory in their convergence on the closing unison.   

 

Figure 1.3: Passage from “Pythagoras I” (Soper 2014, 106) 

In this exquisitely distilled moment, the rare phrase-ending consonance coupled with 

the text, imports a palpable sense of gravitas which the sirens recognize as different from 
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their normal singing. Unsure but nevertheless struck by its power, Peitho asks what this 

means and Polyxo responds, “Pythagoras is the founder of Western Philosophy and the 

originator of all scientific knowledge relating to music! So it means we have at least some 

cultural cachet” (Soper 2014, 106). Here, Polyxo equates cultural cachet imbued by 

Pythagoras with a positive evaluation of the sirens’ self-worth. Essentially, she argues that 

they are not just sailor-eating, second-rate singing, prostitute stand-ins, but instead, they 

signify harmony in the world and are a bright, indelible constellation in the vast sky of the 

Symbolic Order.  

With this powerful reconfiguration of worth in hand, they begin their entry into the 

imaginary singing contest, performing “Across the Turbid Waves.” This number beings with 

an aleatoric gesture of semi-tone snaps within a sustained union. The text at first is just 

“Ah,” but slowly this sustained phoneme transforms into “A[h]cross.” The slowly emergent 

formation of text is a now established motif of emergence into the Symbolic Order. After 

the text forms from the phonemes, it is distributed among the singers, as well as being sung 

simultaneously. The result is a kind of shared singular textual consciousness between the 

three sirens. This equates each siren’s Primordial-I to the other, so even though they begin 

the opera in drastically different stages of their siren evolution and in their passage through 

the mirror stage, at some point in the eternal past they were all one. Their composite 

utterances are reinforced by homophonic and imitative passages centering around pitch 

clusters and tracing general melodic shapes. However, the musical setting rejects the simple, 

square, and predictable order “The Muses Elyzium” presented. Instead, this music is 

rhythmically complex, harmonically dissonant, and dynamically extreme. That this number 

represents the sirens’ most sirenic offering, suggests that their authentic musical voice is 
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liberated from the constructs and expectations of more canonic Western musical styles. The 

setting feels improvisational, where every utterance is determined and essential, but always 

also spontaneous.  

For instance, in bar 22 (page 110 of the score), Polyxo sings into the piano the word 

“Cries,” unaccompanied save for the sustain pedal allowing sympathetic vibrations of her 

pitches. The setting of this word follows in the most general sense the axioms of text-setting, 

namely that words like “cries” ought to descend via the sighing topic. First rising, forte, a 

major-seventh from C to high-B, she then descends through a cramped, irregular rhythm. 

The specificity of this rhythm under the tempo marking Rubato (quarter = 56) functions to 

undermine a sense of metrical inevitability, thus reinforcing the authenticity of the ‘cry’ 

Polyxo is exclaiming.  

 

Figure 1.4: Setting of the word “Cries” in “Across the Turbid Waves” (Soper 2014, 110). 

Soper’s tempo markings throughout the number - “Sluggish,” “Sensuous, Rhapsodic,” 

“Driving ahead” – beg the performers to feel through the music and the text. In doing so, 

“Across the Turbid Waves” presents the sirens as they are, fierce and quiet, stilted, awkward, 

and sensuous – alien but beautiful.  

“In a Silent Valley” (text from Milton’s Paradise Lost) flows continuously from the 

end of “Across the Turbid Waves” via the same “ah,” serving as a kind of pivot phoneme.10 

 
10 A “pivot phoneme” functions here similarly to the way a pivot chord works in functional tonality to facilitate 
a harmonic modulation. 
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In every way that “Across the Turbid Waves” unifies the sirens as a single expressive 

consciousness, “In a Silent Valley” does it more thoroughly. Many of the numbers thus far 

have used sympathetic vibrations in the piano to provide vocal reverberance to the singers, 

an effect that creates a lasting physical impression of their sonic utterance, and thus places 

the piano into the role of a kind of temporal portal. If the books, chalkboard, sailors, and 

styles of music the sirens all know and experience are artifacts of the Symbolic Order acting 

on them, then the piano reverberance is at least a fleeting moment of them leaving their 

imprint on the Symbolic Order. Because of this, in these two numbers where the sirens are 

their most authentic siren-selves, piano reverberance plays a significant role in the musical 

discourse. During “In a Silent Valley,” every note the sirens sing is doubled and sustained by 

the piano, forming an accumulating diatonic cluster that sustains through each two-to-four 

word utterance. This cluster marries the voices together, allowing each voice to contribute a 

syllable or whole word to the overall text. Although this happens occasionally in other 

numbers, most often in “Across the Turbid Waves,” it is the primary delivery method in this 

number. This number is arrestingly beautiful, gentle, and less dissonant than “Across the 

Turbid Waves.” Each small phrase expands as the text is stated and then is left to echo 

through the piano doubling the voice from the keyboard (as opposed to plucked or 

sympathetic resonances used elsewhere). The climax of the number, in bar 28 (page 118 of 

the score) sets the word “ravishment” over dramatic leaps upward in Peitho and Polyxo’s 

parts which then trail each other down in an interwoven contour. This moment, unlike many 

others in the opera where the sirens are singing as sirens, is profoundly singerly. Seen in Figure 

1.5, it is bel canto, expressive, Puccini-esque, and in the nuanced relationship between singing 

and speaking as signifiers of the sirens’ place in the mirror stage, this moment is maximally 
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‘singerly,’ it is their truly rapturous primordially sirenic moment. If one could hear the 

essence of the inner, pre-ruptured siren’s soul, it would sound like this moment.  

 

Figure 1.5: Maximally Singerly line from “In a Silent Valley” (Soper 2014, 118). 

Their emergent unity is indicative of their inexorable siren-ness. During both 

numbers, they are performing as themselves, and are not, instead, going through their 

normal sirenic singing duties. They hear this music as coming from the characters they 

inhabit, characters which are some weird ancient and forgotten version of themselves. They 

revel in this collective return to their primordial agency – out of the womb and into the 

world, but unadulteratedly as Sirens. The text of the two numbers maps the trajectory of 

sirenic apotheosization, first crossing the waves which bound their island and mediate their 

interaction with the world at large, and then escaping the confines of the world to enter the 

celestial harmony of the planets.  

The enduring silence at the end of “In a Silent Valley” extends beyond the sirens’ 

capacity to fully understand what they just did together. In a similar way to when they 
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seemingly dissolve into a sensuous sonic womb at the end of “The Abduction of 

Persephone,” here they bask in the afterglow of their simulated transcendence. Eventually, 

though, the frame changes from their characters’ experience to an awkward confusion at 

what comes next. The silence breaks, and soon Phaino, acting as Zeus, announces that the 

Muses have won because the contest was judged by the Muses. In the chaotic outrage 

between Polyxo and Peitho, Phaino tackles Polyxo and rips her fairy wings off. The symbolic 

nature of Phaino ripping Polyxo’s wings off serves to reinforce her primary trauma: Polyxo 

cannot leave, she has no true agency over herself, and she is miserable, all because she is 

wingless. Although the fairy wings she dons for the reenactment are toys, the raw emotional 

power of their collective primal sirenic singing and the devastatingly unfair results of the 

competition prime Polyxo for a cataclysmic trauma, one Phaino executes without hesitation.  

 In an act of mimicry and empathy, Peitho moves to help Polyxo recover by reciting 

more of the Pythagoras text. She asks (spoken) and they respond (sung):  

PEITHO 

What is most just? 

ALL 

Sacrifice 

PEITHO 

What is the most beautiful? 

ALL 

Harmony 

PEITHO 

What is the most true?  
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ALL 

That we are wicked 

PEITHO 

What is the easiest? 

ALL 

To do what you have always done. (Soper 2014, 123) 

 

By taking this step to lead the recitation, Peitho begins to assert herself as capable of 

understanding and controlling the various elements of the Symbolic Order Polyxo has thus 

far been solely responsible for interpreting. Peitho’s transformation through the sirenic 

mirror stage moves to the fore as Polyxo unravels. The “Naufragium” follows, and Peitho 

rushes to the piano while Polyxo participates from the floor, and as the lights blackout and 

slowly come back up accompanied by the sounds of the Waiting Theme, Polyxo is still 

unmoved. A switch has been flipped in her since her ascension through “Across the Turbid 

Waves” and “In a Silent Valley” and her subsequent violent grounding by Phaino as she is 

no longer able (she has long since not been willing) to participate fully as a siren. Polyxo is 

broken in a real way, and her not returning to the piano for the “Naufragium” or to the 

chalkboard in the aftermath show her inability to push back against the crushing Symbolic 

Order (via the piano in the “Naufragium”), or even intervene in her own psychodynamic 

investigation (via the chalkboard). 

  People often joke about how psychoanalysis is a great tool for taking people apart 

but a terribly ill-equipped tool to put them back together. (Brodsky 2017, 55). Whether or 
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not that is actually true,11 it plays out in this scene. Polyxo, through the therapeutic 

methodologies she has experienced and the traumas they have reproduced, is now broken. 

Nothing reveals just how fragmented a shattered object really is until all the broken pieces 

are in view, and here, all those pieces are disorderedly on the table for Polyxo to survey. In 

this state, her mastery of the scholarly literature which construes the sirens’ Symbolic Order 

is finally tasked with considering the sirens’ end. Her frustration with Peitho’s naiveté, her 

hopelessness with her own situation, and the sheer terror of considering the end of a 

presumably immortal life leads her to mock Peitho’s primary exigency: love. 

Peitho, recognizing Polyxo’s depression, prods her to summon herself up as a ship is 

coming and it is time for them to sing. Yet, Polyxo remains irritable, despondent, and 

uncooperative. It is widely accepted that fans of sports teams are prone to say, “We won!” 

but “You lost!,” and in a careful change of vocabulary, Polyxo has adopted the position of 

the loser. She asks Peitho, “Why? Why do you sing to them??” [emphasis author’s] (Soper 

2014, 128) and continues through the rest of this scene to use “you”-centered language. This 

separates her from her Primordial-sirenic-I, clearly a manifestation of the trauma just 

endured being the proverbial straw to break her back. However, this change in language also 

signals an irreparable rupture in Polyxo’s relationship with Peitho, in addition to the rupture 

just suffered within herself. By severing her relationship with Peitho, it creates a force to 

push Peitho’s evolution forward, as well as a vacuum for Peitho to fill as the burgeoning 

‘how do we get out of this?’ siren.  

 
11 I am ambivalent toward the efficacy of psychoanalytical techniques as a modality of psychiatric medicine. 
This analysis relies not on whether psychoanalysis works, but whether it provides an adequate framework to 
understand this opera. 
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Immediately, a heated argument ensues as Polyxo mocks Peitho’s reasoning that she 

loves the sailors and that is why she sings. Polyxo’s main attack is channeled through endless 

quoting of authors speaking on love. She quotes Gaius Catullus, Simone Weil, Julia Kristeva, 

the Marquis de Sade, and Jean Baudrillard rapidly while returning to her feet. Reanimated by 

animus and a desire to crush Peitho’s love-struck optimism with the full force of her 

perception of the Symbolic Order, Polyxo is then taken aback by Peitho somehow managing 

to match her logically. Polyxo incredulously admonishes Peitho as Peitho argues back and 

ends up with a scroll of Sappho’s writings. A new author to Peitho, she decides she wants to 

sing it, a first attempt for Peitho at marrying the forces of the Symbolic Order with those of 

her Primordial-I. A physical, musical, and textual tug-a-war ensues. Peitho, winning the 

scroll, reads from the text occasionally singing one of the words. Meanwhile, Polyxo turns to 

the audience and introduces a third component of the voice, muthos (picking up on a much 

earlier lecture on logos and phonos). This lecture, happening simultaneously with Peitho’s 

reading (as it did during the lecture on logos and phonos, accompanied by the “Troubadour 

Song”) as it transforms more and more to sung from spoken, essentializes the absurdity of 

the sirens’ mythic identity. Polyxo’s value system emerges, as muthos fails her test of what is 

good about the voice because it is “dangerous when the voice separates itself from language 

in phonos, but the danger of muthos is that it uses language like sound!” (Soper 2014, 131). 

Polyxo’s aim has always been bent toward the order part of the Symbolic Order. She believes 

that logic and reasoning can set her free as the elements of the Symbolic Order – the books 

she has read on philosophy, logic, science, history, literature, etc. – all point to a basic idea 

that problems are inherently solvable. She has not yet squared her ego with her identity, 

meaning that she is a mythical creature only instead of being only a mythical creature right now. 
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Her final line before succumbing once again to the unbearable force of singing sums this all 

up, “(Heartbroken) Don’t you want to understand? Or do you just want to be captivated?” 

(Soper 2014, 133).  

Polyxo’s struggle is no longer tenable as she cannot know what she knows and 

continue to succumb to the ever-invincible whims of the primordial self. A unison number 

follows, “Here to Me from Krete” (text by Sappho). This number uses the same kinds of 

irregular rhythms and intervals as “Across the Turbid Waves,” but over sustained bowed 

drones from the piano, creating the same kind of authentic and improvisational effect, 

though with much calmer dynamics. Though desperate, Polyxo is momentarily subdued by 

this singing, showing the full range of her oscillations between jubilation and frustration 

expected during the mirror stage. Just as quickly as she acquiesces in “Here to Me from 

Krete,” in the “Naufragium” that follows, she breaks completely. Pulling away from the 

piano, she makes a run for it and launches full force into the sea (Other) while chasing after 

the ship they have summoned.  

Despite the formal structure seeming to unfold unaffected by Polyxo’s mad dash, the 

Waiting Theme does not sound from the darkness again, nor does Peitho begin humming 

meanderingly. Polyxo returns, sodden and sad. Phaino, for the first time in the opera, is 

instructed to actively observe everything that happens on stage. Phaino’s participation in this 

scene elevates its import – this is not just another repetition of the mold that steps meagerly 

closer to some resolution. The resolution is now. Polyxo violently erases the chalkboard, 

ravages her books, and begins to question things aloud. By erasing the chalkboard, Polyxo 

‘clears the cache’ of her efforts to resolve her internal conflicts caused by the mirror stage. 
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Whatever step comes next, Polyxo seems to understand that it will not be taken via her 

normal mode of analytical theorizing.  

She ignores Peitho’s various interventions and instead address Phaino directly, 

beginning to just rhapsodically understand. It is in this moment that Polyxo sees the infinity 

where Lacan imagines the asymptote of the self becomes colinear with resolution. Time, as a 

construct that frames Polyxo’s experiences, dissolves away as she realizes “we know 

everything, past present and future. So we have no past, present, or future” (Soper 2014, 

142). Upon this realization, Phaino approaches Polyxo and hands her the air horn. This 

marks the beginning of Polyxo’s sublimation into the “mythological order” that Phaino 

already occupies. More importantly, though, this marks the beginning of the end of Polyxo’s 

journey through the mirror stage. The oscillations between the Primordial-I, the Specular-I, 

and the Symbolic Order all fall away without a temporal dimension to operate along. 

Furthermore, the Symbolic Order fails to be separate from the subject when the subject 

actually knows everything. It is taken for granted that a real subject would never actually 

know everything, so it is not worth it for the psychoanalyst to imagine the underlying 

difference between the Primordial-I and the Symbolic Order as being one of knowledge 

capacity, especially in the modified case here where the subjects already knew somethings 

before they ever entered the mirror stage. At its essence, the Primordial-I knows a secret that 

the Symbolic Order cannot know, be it the primordial drives of an infant to control their 

body in the mirror or the articulated desires of Polyxo to control her singing voice. The 

mirror stage is the process of trying to interpret that secret in terms of the Symbolic Order. 

If the subject actually knows all things, then that secret is necessarily no longer a secret. The 
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boundary between the Innenwelt and Unwelt then cannot exist, as it is a boundary constructed 

entirely of the difference of what is and is not known.12  

Airhorn in hand and back at the piano with Phaino, she then announces the arrival 

of Odysseus’s ship, marking the mythologically anointed end of the sirens. Sounds emerge 

from the piano, and the “Song to Odysseus” begins with Polyxo reading from a book, 

translating Phaino’s microtonally sung chant. Soon, Polyxo sings a little with Phaino, before 

translating more. This alternation continues until she narrates his departure, when she drops 

the book and joins Phaino in playing the Waiting Theme-like accompanimental gestures and 

chanting in rhythmic unison. Upon dropping the book, Polyxo is completely through the 

mirror stage, completely through the journey of resolving her internal struggles, and 

completely sublimated. In joining Phaino in both behavior and affect, she leaves behind the 

realm of signified objects and actions, dropping her books, abandoning her chalkboard, 

losing the capacity to speak, and adopting the eternalizing Waiting Theme. Polyxo’s final stage 

instruction essentializes the end result, “POLYXO and PHAINO are utterly unresponsive. 

It is as if they inhabit a different plane of existence from PEITHO” (Soper 2014, 152). 

Peitho the Lover 

Like Polyxo, Peitho transforms through the mirror stage, though unlike Polyxo, 

Peitho starts from the top. Her arc begins before the onset of the mirror stage and ends 

 
12 One way to think about this boundary is to consider how one’s vocabulary organizes one’s emotions. If 
someone only knows the words ‘happy’ and ‘sad,’ then the difference between what they actually feel and the 
word they use to describe it is probably rather large and easily obfuscates their truth as a secret. If their 
vocabulary increased dramatically, the difference between the right word (or combination of words) and their 
actual feeling would shrink, but there is always space between their truth and their capacity to express it. Only 
when the vocabulary becomes infinite do the bins each truth is sorted into become infinitesimal and 
continuous, thus squeezing the secret out. Resurrecting mathematics as an analogy, the distinction between 
keeping this secret and not is similar to the way a Taylor series describes a continuous function (being all-
knowing) as an infinite sum of discrete approximations (language as it actually exists).  
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where Polyxo had begun, at the chalkboard, book in hand, searching for understanding. 

There are four important inflection points in Peitho’s progress; where she first learns to 

speak, when she identifies Polyxo as her Symbolic Order, when she breaks away from 

Polyxo’s influence, and finally when she assumes the role and behaviors Polyxo abandons. 

Each of these moments is already analyzed from Polyxo’s perspective above, so a degree of 

repetition will follow as they are reconsidered from Peitho’s point of view.  

Through a clever confluence of dramaturgical design, Scene 3, Origin Story 1, features 

the moment when Peitho begins down the path of discovering her own origin story, in 

addition to Polyxo realizing she needs to explore the Persephone origin story. Peitho 

responds to Polyxo’s aborting of the “Sirenbraid” reprisal through ad lib singing. Their 

communication is conversational, unlike earlier interactions mediated strictly through the 

musical numbers, but Peitho is still singing. This is the moment when the image in the 

mirror first catches her fancy, but she does not yet fully understand it is her image. Polyxo 

oscillates between ad lib singing her response and speaking it, trying to stay in her Specular-I 

realm and not succumb (as she often does) to the primordial forces of singing. This intra-

sentence transition from singing to speaking cues a kind of imitative response in Peitho. The 

stage instructions read, “as POLYXO scribbles [at the chalkboard], PEITHO, with great 

effort and several false starts (wheezing, groaning, muffling the occasional burst of song) 

gradually finds her never-before-used speaking voice.” [emphasis author’s] (Soper 2014, 45). 

Peitho’s behavior is then joyously curious and innocent. She asks Polyxo a run of simple 

questions, begins to express opinions of her own, and eventually starts to contextualize her 

own faded memories with what Polyxo is telling her. These moments fly by in dialogue but 

represent an elaborated unfolding of the assuming of the image in the mirror stage. She 
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transforms from sirenic alien to a younger sibling of Polyxo’s, gaining agency and learning to 

wield some degree of new control over herself. Importantly, Peitho claims to remember 

Persephone despite fuzzy details and is quickly reprimanded by Polyxo, who says, 

“(Stingingly) You don’t have memories” (Soper 2014, 48).  

This detail matters because the sirens, even in their lowest stage of siren evolution, 

are already fully functioning mythical beings. Peitho has not been coddled like an infant thus 

far in the opera, so this entry into the mirror stage does not occur at sirenic functional 

infancy, but at sirenic symbolic infancy. It comes from the force of infinite knowledge 

Polyxo, for instance, eventually recognizes, acting against the mindless, empty, machine-like 

tasks the sirens are nominally charged with. The friction of these forces put Polyxo into 

contact with the distilled droplets of the Symbolic Order wafting ashore like sea mist. This 

first pulled Polyxo out of eternity and into this evolutionary project, and now her project is 

pulling Peitho out of her own monotonous eternity. This suggests that the mirror Peitho 

first gazes upon is not buried in the pages of their library but is Polyxo. Polyxo serves as 

Peitho’s Mother, the curator of her first interactions with her own image – an image 

construed through Polyxo’s own assumption of the Symbolic Order’s symbols – and the one 

who projects her own traumas onto Peitho.  

As the opera progresses, Peitho’s relationship with Polyxo also develops, and Peitho 

slowly develops a palpable sense of independence. Peitho is the one who derails Polyxo’s 

hypothetical theorizing about reenacting the abduction of Persephone, forcing Polyxo to 

participate in a theatrical staging. It is Peitho who leads the three to assume the roles of 

Muses and reenact the singing competition between the Muses and the sirens. Peitho breaks 

the transcendent silence after they sing “In a Silent Valley.” In these moments, Peitho’s 
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innocent curiosity and desire for fun drives her behavior. While Polyxo navigates the world 

with studious gravitas, Peitho seeks joy over knowledge. As Lacan suggests, the mirror stage 

induces moments of joy and frustration (Lacan 2006, 286; Evans 2006, 118), and most of the 

opera neatly divides those two experiences between Peitho and Polyxo, respectively. A 

moment at the end of Scene 2 suggests that Polyxo used to be that way, when she wistfully 

reminisces about having once loved the feeling of singing. The love that Polyxo once knew 

is the love that Peitho is living through in this opera.  

Love serves as the catalyst for Peitho and Polyxo’s rupture in Scene 7. At the 

opening of the scene, Peitho gives her first monologue to the audience, talking with lyrical 

sensuousness about the feeling of hearing the world, singing into it, and hearing herself 

echoed back through the sailors who wash ashore. She then says,  

I don’t know what it means: “before,” “island,” “time.” When I look out 
there I can see every wave splintering into drops splintering into waves, and 
I open my mouth to drink my voice returning, over and over and over. 
What is “stillness,” “silence,” “end”? (Soper 2014, 127) 

She is externalizing, for the first time, her separation from the Symbolic Order by not 

understanding what her memories are, where she is, or what time is. Her acknowledgement 

of this boundary between the outside and herself, as well as the purely sensorial way she 

experiences her voice, place her much closer to the beginning of the mirror stage than the 

end. She has seen herself as different and fragmented through Polyxo’s eyes, but as the 

totality of that settles over her, she seeks to rectify it on her own terms. As Polyxo mocks 

Peitho’s disposition to loving everything, Peitho finally fights back, rejecting Polyxo’s 

framework of the Symbolic Order. Peitho first quotes from a book, arguing with Polyxo 

about seduction and sacrifice. Then, when Peitho picks up the scroll of Sappho fragments, 
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she sees her reflection in the text. Led by Polyxo’s own sarcastic recommendation, saying 

“you’d like her, she’s addled with desire,” (Soper 2014, 129) Peitho blossoms with 

imagination and zeal. The more Polyxo resists, the more Peitho insists, until she finally starts 

singing the fragments over Polyxo’s exacerbation.  

 From Peitho’s perspective, the “Sappho Fragments” number serves as a kind of 

becoming aria. Peitho mixes reading and singing the text (a skill likely learned from Polyxo in 

previous numbers). Peitho’s melodies, though, are different from any Polyxo ever sang. 

Lyrical, sweeping lines emerge from a single note and ultimately return to a single note on 

the word “sing.” At that moment, Phaino joins by bowing a drone pitch on the piano. Over 

this drone, Peitho’s most sincere voice shines through, as a long, continuous melody unfurls 

through intricate rhythms (similar to those in “Across the Turbid Waves”). Finally, Peitho 

appears to ‘win’ by forcing Polyxo to succumb to singing. This leads straight into “Here to 

Me from Krete,” where all three are unified one last time as a singular sirenic voice. While 

this could signify a regression for Peitho back to her Primordial-I state, it more likely 

indicates Peitho’s ascension to co-equal “trying to figure this all out” siren.  

 This possibility is supported by her behavior when Polyxo returns from the sea in 

the following scene. Peitho is at first incredulous with Polyxo for her wild act, but then 

realizes Polyxo is fundamentally broken and physically intervenes as Polyxo violently upends 

her pile of books. It is now Peitho who is trying to protect Polyxo and the artifacts of 

Polyxo’s Symbolic Order. Anxiety overwhelms Peitho for the first time as Polyxo announces 

that Odysseus is coming, not because Peitho knows what Odysseus means mythically to the 

sirens, but because Polyxo’s behavior is so unusual and terrifying. Peitho even remarks right 

before the announcement of Odysseus, “(Breaking the gravitas) Why does she always have to 
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be so scary?” (Soper 2014, 142). As the “Song to Odysseus” begins, Peitho is a mere 

bystander, more concerned with the behavior of the ship than with participating in the 

singing role. The fact that Peitho does not sing in this number marks this number as 

different from all others in the opera. The “Song to Odysseus” is not a song the sirens sing 

to capture a ship, but a ritualistic narration of Odysseus’ passing, the process that liberates 

Polyxo to sublimate into the mythic order. Nevertheless, Peitho tries desperately to 

participate, eventually picking up the book as Polyxo drops it and continuing to translate as 

Polyxo was. Once the text finishes, though, Peitho is alone. She faces her abandonment as 

one might expect of someone driven by love, commenting half-heartedly how funny it is that 

Odysseus’ ship did not stop. Optimistically in the face of existential abandonment, she then 

says,  

Oh – so, we’ll just wait for the next one? I mean, I don’t remember ever 
seeing a ship just go by! Do you? I don’t remember...(trails off: she has never 
remembered anything, until now) (Soper 2014, 152) 

That she has never remembered anything until now marks her full transition into the mirror 

stage. She remembers that Polyxo liked using the chalkboard, so she offers her some chalk 

to snap her out of her Phaino-esque behavior. Ignored, she turns to the books and heads to 

the chalkboard. She begins the process of writing her memories and studying the Symbolic 

Order, recreating the opening of Scene 1, though in Polyxo’s place. Now Peitho’s journey 

through the Symbolic Order begins as she likely spends the next cycle of eternity looking for 

her way off the island.  
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Conclusion 

 Laying the arcs of Polyxo and Peitho over each other along the timeline of the opera, 

a beautiful parallel-but-offset trajectory emerges for both. Instead of making an opera that 

follows a single siren through the totality of their mirror stage journey, Soper shows that 

process in two simultaneous stages: Peitho from Primordial-I to Specular-I while Polyxo 

goes from Specular-I to resolved, sublimated wholeness. The dramatic conflicts in the opera 

come from not only the singular character’s interaction with the Symbolic Order, but with 

each character’s interaction with the other. Lacan suggests that the mirror stage has two 

functions: 1) it is the turning point in the development of a child when they first encounter 

in a meaningful way the outside world. 2) it creates and mediates a never-ending relationship 

between the subject and the body-image. This first function covers Peitho’s arc through the 

opera, as we see her emerge from infancy, see her reflection, and finally engage fully with the 

Symbolic Order. The second function covers Polyxo’s arc, as it begins with her in that 

never-ending struggle. Of course, unlike a real subject, Polyxo ultimately escapes via the 

pathway of infinite knowledge which no psychoanalyst could ever imagine. 

In Figure 1.6, Peitho and Polyxo’s arcs are graphed against dual axes of the mirror 

stage’s substages and Soper’s own idea of siren evolution. Phaino, who never changes in the 

opera, has already reached – or always has been in – a state belonging entirely to the 

mythological order. Polyxo’s trajectory (orange line) fuses with Phaino’s (grey line) in the 

end, demonstrative of the asymptotic pursuit of resolution being completed. Peitho’s 

trajectory (green line) ends at the vertical point where Polyxo’s began at an angle parallel to 

that of Polyxo’s, demonstrative of Peitho’s picking up where Polyxo left off.  
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When Polyxo introduces the concept of muthos during the “Sappho Fragments,” she 

is providing a conceptual framework to understand the core conflict that animates the mirror 

stage. Logos (words) mean nothing without the external Symbolic Order, they are just 

complex sounds shared between two or more beings. Phonos (sounds) mean nothing when 

caused by the sensorial experience of channeling the Primordial-I. To Polyxo, this means 

that a careful balancing of logos and phonos requires a deep knowledge and acceptance of the 

Symbolic Order and an almost puritanical rejection of the feeling of sound. Muthos, then, 

threatens this ideal mode of communication, because it lets the Primordial-I wreak havoc on 

the Symbolic Order by decoupling language from meaning and recoupling sound to feeling. 

At its heart, then, Here be Sirens uses the mirror stage as a framing to transform the abstract 

threat of muthos into the very real drama of two sisters seeking their true identity.  

 

Figure 1.6 Graph showing Character Arcs, mirror stages, and siren evolution stages. 
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The mirror stage is used here not only as a convenient analytical framework, but as a 

narrative and compositional scaffold to describe the process of becoming. In the opera, Soper 

creates a compelling argument that the mirror stage’s structure is capable of being applicable 

as a narrative and dramaturgical device, so long as certain deformations to Lacan’s structure 

are taken into account (those here being the consequences of mythicness). One need only 

imagine the experience a young student of classical voice goes through, as they try to 

navigate a new mode of communication mediated by a new kind of symbolic order 

reinforced by convention, tradition, and teachers. How does that singer square the harsh 

realities classical music imposes with the deep, intuitive, and inspirational knowledge that 

something true, ineffable, and magical happens when they open their mouth to sing? Is the 

creature they seek to become – be it the next Norman, Callas, Owens, or Brownlee – any 

different in mythological awesomeness as the sirens? If not, then perhaps the underlying 

exigency of this opera springs forth not just from Soper’s nerdismo, but from her experience 

of becoming an opera singer, a composer (with an equally dizzying pantheon of myths to join), 

and a writer. 
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CHAPTER 2  

CASE STUDIES IN DIEGESIS, NARRATIVE, TIME, AND MUSIC 

Introduction 

In this chapter I will present a series of targeted studies which examine different elements of 

opera in detail. Here be Sirens does more than simply (though it is clearly not simple at all) 

embellish the mirror stage as a drama, it also challenges expectations of traditional, and even 

more contemporary, operatic practice by presenting a fully diegetic (in the cinematic sense) 

score, navigating modes of narrative in structurally unusual and dramatically powerful ways, 

disorienting temporal setting and chronological duration, and, of course, wielding a variety 

of nuanced musical styles. Importantly, analysis of the diegetic music in the opera and the 

function of diegesis will be explored separately. Though the terms are closely related, they 

have come to describe different situations and in this opera they each work in parallel to 

create a layered, complex dramaturgical experience.   

Diegetic Music and Dino DNA 

Traditionally, it is taken for granted that the characters on stage in an opera do not hear 

singing when they interact, nor do they wander about knowingly accompanied by a large 

orchestra. Carolyn Abbate says that “we must generally assume, in short, that this music is 

not produced by or within the stage-world, but emanates from other loci as secret 

commentaries for our ears alone, and that characters are generally unaware that they are 

singing” (Abbate 1991, 119). She goes on to categorize the music sounding in these 

moments when the characters are otherwise deaf as “noumenal song,” and those other 
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moments, when the characters hear it or act as if they are actually participating in it, as 

“phenomenal song.” These moments, when phenomenal songs occur, do so with differing 

degrees of stage-world breaking. For instance, in Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, the crowd on 

stage hear Walther’s prize song, though none hear the orchestral accompaniment. In Siegfried, 

Siegfried hears the horn call he pretends to play (which emanates from the pit), but never 

hears himself as a singer. In La fille du régiment, the characters hear Marie clumsily navigate the 

on-stage piano and then sing the song of her adoptive regiment, though they never hear the 

song’s accompaniment from the pit. Tosca is suffused with elements of real-world sounds, 

from the church chorus singing the Te Deum at the end of Act 1 to the shepherd boy singing 

a shepherd’s tune to mark the pre-dawn daybreak at the beginning of the third act. In each 

case, the audience seamlessly passes into and out of these moments of onstage sound, 

bookended by the traditional sonic discourse of opera.  

In cinema, “diegetic music” refers to music that is heard by the characters – all of the 

above being operatic equivalents of diegetic music. Similarly, “nondiegetic music” is the 

music the audience hears, coming from the pit or the singers, but not heard in the fictional 

world of the opera.13 Stefano Castelvecchi’s recent article on the terminological issues 

surrounding the words diegetic and diegesis offers insight into not just the current confusion 

around the terminology (which will become important in the section called The Big 

Narrative), but also on the historical operatic conceptions of this phenomenon. The 

difference between diegetic and nondiegetic, in general in opera, boils down to “the 

 
13 Throughout, I choose to use the terms diegetic and nondiegetic instead of Abbate’s terminology as elements 
of Here be Sirens are not just phenomenal song. Other sounds, such as the air horn, the chalkboard scratching, 
and even the totality of the piano’s many noises fall neatly into the diegetic category, but do not fit the 
phenomenal song definition as they do not rise to the level of agential voices.  
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distinction that the eighteenth-century composer Grétry referred to as “singing in order to 

sing” vs. “singing in order to speak”“ (Castelvecchi 2020, 149–50). At the opera, it is 

expected that the majority of utterances fall into the “singing in order to speak” category, 

even in the case of genres like operetta or singspiel, where actual speaking occupies the space 

normally reserved for recitativo. Where Here be Sirens diverges from this traditional paradigm, 

then, is that the sirens do “sing in order to sing,” but they also speak in order to speak, and – 

most importantly – they always hear all of it as it actually sounds. 

 That being said, it is not necessarily obvious at the top of the opera that the sirens 

actually hear what they are singing. Indeed, all three numbers in the prologue never disclose 

on their own account whether they exist as sung sound in the sirens’ world. It is only in 

hindsight that it becomes apparent that the ritualistic activities unfolding in the prologue at 

the piano are diegetic, and not, instead, some sort of Norn-esque exposition a la Wanger’s 

Götterdämmerung. The first evidence of undeniably diegetic sound comes during the Waiting 

Theme at the beginning of Scene 1, where Peitho is instructed to hum “ad lib, lazily and 

prettily” (Soper 2014, 17). Following this, the airhorn sounds for the first time which is 

clearly heard by the sirens and triggers them to immediately take up their posts around the 

piano to sing the “Sirenbraid.” That the sirens assemble around the piano due to a diegetic 

sound helps to place the piano into their world, removing it from any conception of “the 

pit.”  

The performance of “Sirenbraid” further clarifies the diegetic level the opera 

operates on, because the piano – now situated in their fictional world – is operated by them 

as characters. They play the keyboard, strum the inside, and sing into it directly, and while all 

those actions have already taken place in the prologue’s numbers, those numbers did not 
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start necessarily from a diegetic place in the sirens’ world. Further tying all future action into 

this diegetic place is Polyxo’s reading aloud of a book from the piano while performing the 

“Sirenbraid.” As discussed in Chapter 1, this marks her first departure in behavior from her 

sisters, but it also happens in a continuous way that unites the “Sirenbraid’s” diegetic level 

with Polyxo’s speaking voice.  

 Only in the “Naufragium” is there a possible disruption to the diegetic register. The 

text of the “Naufragium,” presented below in Table 2-1 with translations by Soper, suggests 

that during the “Naufragium,” the sirens are singing as the sailors they have captured. While 

the text, by Erasmus, clearly comes from the voice of the sailor, the final three lines provide 

a possible bridge from sailor’s voice to sirens’ voice. The shift in musical presentation when 

it arrives on that text, from unpitched shouting into the piano while its strings are beaten 

with a mallet to pitched singing over tri-chords played on the piano, suggests a 

transformation from sailors’ voice to that of the sirens. The “Naufragium” serves as a prayer 

from the sailors while simultaneously a ritual from the sirens, thus situating the final 

utterances as a kind of thanksgiving prayer from the sirens to the sea. The sirens envoicing 

the sailors’ cries of terror temporarily nudges the diegetic register along a spectrum toward a 

non-diegetic utterance. Of course, it is likely the sailors would scream in terror, and they 

would probably sound very much like the sound of the opening of the “Naufragium,” but 

theirs are not the voices the audience hears, and so for this brief moment the performance 

becomes performative. The sirens are “singing to speak,” as it were, as someone else. 

Another possible reading, which maintains a static diegetic register throughout, is that the 

sirens are projecting these cries into the sailors, as if overriding their will and driving them to 

their death from afar. Both readings presume the piano serves a dual role as diegetic noise 
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machine and portal extraordinaire between the sirens and the sailors. The singers are 

directed to sing directly into the piano, building a resonance of sympathetic vibrations which 

rings long after the “Naufragium” finishes – an echo suggesting the great distance between 

the sirens and sailors. Whether the sirens are singing as the sailors or singing into the sailors, 

the connection is mediated through the piano. This calls into question the stage’s physical 

orientation as the sirens might be more likely to sing facing the ocean (e.g., the audience) 

because that is the likely location of the sailors. The choice to sing into the piano marks the 

“Naufragium” as a different kind of musical communication than the capture songs the 

sirens use to first redirect the ships. Something more incantorial, terrifying, and mythical 

happens when the sirens sing into the piano. Nevertheless, clarifying which diegetic reading 

is more likely seems impossible from the score alone, and falls, then, under the power of the 

stage director to choose – if they wish to focus on the detail at all – what exactly might be 

happening. 

Table 2-1 Text of “Naufragium” 

“Naufragium” Text (Erasmus, translated by Soper) 

Latin Translation 

Desii esse dominus navis meae; vicere venti! I am no longer master of my ship; the 
winds are victorious! (screamed) 

Reliquum est ut spem nostram collocemus in Deo! All that remains is to put our hope in God! 
(screamed) 

Et quisque se paret ad extrema! And to prepare for the end! (screamed) 

O clementisimum Mare! O merciful sea! (sung) 

O generosisimum Mare! O generous sea! (sung) 

O fortmosisimum Mare! O beautiful sea! (sung) 

 

 The director’s discretion (an element of opera-making generally beyond the realm of 

this analysis) does bring an important element of this opera’s diegetic setting to the fore: the 

way a diegetic opera reconfigures the relationship between the heard voice and the seen 
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body creating it. In talking about the voice-body gap, Jelena Novak points out in Postopera: 

Reinventing the Voice-Body that, 

the voice comes from the “real” live body, but that live singer, unlike a 
ventriloquist, does not exist in the symbolic order of the spectacle’s 
represented fiction. In ventriloquism one has a ventriloquist and a dummy. 
In opera, these two functions – the emitter of the voice and the transmitter 
of the voice – are explicitly divided, while coinciding in the same singing 
body. The singing body is of opera and in opera at the same time. (Novak 
2017, 20) 

This duplicitous and seemingly unbridgeable gap sits at the heart of the operatic experience. 

The inhabiting of a role by a singer requires the dissociation of the singer and character’s 

shared voices. The diegetic setting of Here be Sirens bridges the gap in one way and leaves it 

starkly impassable in another. The characters are not at all deaf, a point so immediately 

powerful that Phaino’s relative deafness to her sisters marks her as elsewhere, though her 

address is still very much on the stage and in the room. In this way, the characters are aware 

of their singing and therefore enliven the ventriloquist’s dummy. On the other hand, when 

Kate Soper opens her mouth, the audience hears Polyxo, not Kate. The ventriloquist 

persists, but more as a zookeeper than a puppeteer. This fundamental reframing is due 

entirely to the persistent diegetic nature of the opera, because, though more traditional opera 

may dip its toe in the diegetic sea, it “flaunts itself” in doing so. (Abbate 1991, 119). Those 

moments are special exceptions to the suspended disbelief opera predicates itself on 

maintaining, one where the singers and the sung voice operate on different planes with 

different amounts of agency. By full-on flinging itself unabashedly into the mirky, voyeuristic 

depths of the diegetic sea, Here be Sirens drags the audience deep within a new kind of voice-

body, one where the body does sing, and it is only outside the theater space that the 

dissociation between voice and body (of the singer) becomes apparent.  
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 A disorienting side effect of a fully diegetic opera is that the audience is essentially 

privy to the messy business of the characters’ existence – there is no Saariaho there to distil 

the emotional flux into translucent, crystalline moments. The diegetic nature of Here be Sirens 

exposes Polyxo’s primary conflict – that the sirenic act of singing is uncontrollable and 

absurd – by juxtaposing what the audience experiences to the Western cultural expectation 

that “sirensong is a thing of rapturous beauty” (Naroditskaya and Austern 2006, 59). Siren 

song is silly (“Phonebook Aria”), fun (“Witch-Wife”), cheeky (“Hymn to Neptune”), trashy 

(“Siren Nomenclature”), and haunting (“Here to Me from Krete”). Here be Sirens takes the 

audience behind the scenes of the sirenic life, and in doing so mocks the high ideals of what 

siren song ought to be. Bearing true, diegetic witness to what siren song is – in this opera at 

least – insinuates a kind of mythic pitifulness about the sailors the sirens capture in that it 

begs the question: Did those sailors really die for this?  

A conflict arises, at this point, with the idea of an active audience implicated in the 

opera with the assignment in Chapter 1 of the audience as passive occupants of the ocean. 

The corollary of the assumption in Chapter 1 that the audience is nothing more than the 

ocean is that the fourth wall exists between the audience and the stage (including the 

awkward boundaries a proscenium might take in non-traditional spaces or stagings-in-the-

round). Whereas the corollary here, that the audience is an acknowledged participant in the 

onstage happenings forces the fourth wall out the window. This opera seems to do neither 

exactly, and suggests, therefore, that breaking the fourth wall requires a higher degree of 

ruptured disbelief during a fully diegetic performance. When the performer addresses the 

audience in a normal, non-diegetic opera, the suspended disbelief is suspended because the 

actor and character momentarily become unified through the act of wall breaking. The 
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audience experiences the character’s wink or aside, as also coming from the actor, who is in 

some way passing judgment on the onstage happenings. When every utterance onstage is also 

the onstage happenings, then the character/actor wall is more robust, at least in the case of 

Here be Sirens.  

In the video production this analysis uses, when the singers address the audience 

directly, walk into the audience, sing into their faces, etc. they are still doing it as sirens (as 

opposed to breaking character). And because the singing is part of their world, they carry 

that fictional world-boundary with them as they enter the audience seating area and even the 

audience member’s personal space. The audience exists almost as statuesque figures in a 

pantheonic hall on Siren-island, mannequins to vent at rather than weird alien visitors who 

participate in the island’s happenings. Soper, though, rejects this reading outright (see 

Chapter 3), suggesting that the video recording fails to do the experience justice and that the 

indications in the score that the audience is the ocean acts merely as orientation instructions 

to situate the stage’s physical layout. It seems, though, that a possibility of interaction is 

required for the fourth wall to fall – and while in traditional opera that interaction can be as 

simple as an audience giggle – in a fully diegetic world, the audience must have more of a 

say. Perhaps it is a shared perception that once the audience is part of the world, then the 

fourth wall is erected behind them, that the red exit sign glowing just off-stage is more the 

boundary than the proscenium. In this case, then, the audience can symbolically occupy the 

role of the ocean a la the analysis in Chapter 1, while also being passive members of the 

sirens’ world. Soper hints at this dual sense of presence in a podcast interview from 2018, 

saying, 
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For me, a lot of the humor in Sirens and even in the flute duo [The Words 
Themselves Don’t Mean What They Say, 2011] or any of the other stuff, has this 
- if not slapstick element - this element that me and the audience are 
engaged in the fact of being unable to communicate but we know 
that. [emphasis author’s] So that’s how you really know someone 
understands what you’re saying, they’re laughing at your joke. (Leland 2018) 

In the cinematic masterpiece, Jurassic Park (1993), there is a scene early on where the 

scientists are taking the standard tour of the facilities. They are on a ride where a cartoon 

animation explains how the researchers at the park are able to clone and rear dinosaurs, 

which is followed by a rotating view through a glass window of the actual researchers doing 

their work. The guests are still on the ride, viewing passively (until, of course, they break the 

restraints to go explore the laboratory) while the scientists – necessarily aware of the riders – 

continue their work. This asymmetrical discourse, where everyone knows everyone is there, 

but the ‘show’ only exists in one direction (the scientists are not putting on a show, though 

the riders bear witness to one regardless), models exactly the role the audience plays in Here 

be Sirens. It is not enough for the sirens to come into the audience’s space, sing or talk 

directly to them, because the sirens are still being sirens (like the scientists just being 

scientists) while the audience is still passively along for the ride. That the audience on the 

ride in Jurassic Park is separated by a glass window is no different than the audience in the 

opera being separated from the sirens by the fourth wall, because even when the sirens act 

like they are trying to break that wall down, it is still part of the performance. It seems the 

performance would need to be altered in some way by the audience for the stricter diegetic 

fourth wall to collapse. In this case, for the fourth wall to fully collapse, the audience at the 

opera would have to do some analogous action to what Doctors Sattler, Grant, and Malcolm 

do when they push the ride’s constraints up and walk into the laboratory.  
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Narratives All the Way Down 

Here be Sirens unfolds through multiple, layered narratives, including two embedded sub-

dramas, the parallel arcs of Polyxo and Peitho, and the micro narratives of many of the 

individual musical numbers. The structural positions of these various narratives, the forces 

they enact on each other, and the dramatic impact each carries on its own slowly redirects 

the extroversion that erupts in Scene 1 into the crushing introversion that shrouds the stage 

as Odysseus sails past. The opera closes in on itself, blossoming in reverse. To a certain 

degree, the process of interiorization has been accounted for in Chapter 1, especially through 

the mechanism of reenactment as psychoanalytical therapy. The sirens reenacting the 

abduction of Persephone and the singing contest with the Muses not only propels Polyxo 

through the far-end of the mirror stage, but also serves as narrative catalysts which reassess 

and recontextualize Polyxo’s and Peitho’s conflicts.  

The Big Narrative 

 Before investigating the multiple layers of narrative, the primary narrative of the 

opera must be established. As is detailed in Chapter 1, the narrative is essentially split 

between Peitho and Polyxo, whose experiences combine to form a single narrative cycle. In 

the case of the analysis in Chapter 1, that cycle was the mirror stage, from the state of the 

Primordial-I, through the Specular-I, and finally in the complete resolution of the Specular-

I’s dialectic with the Primordial-I’s drives. Here, though, the Greimassian model of the 

semiotic square will be used to establish the nuts-and-bolts of the narrative. This analysis 

closely follows that of Yayoi Everett’s in her chapter “The Tropes of Desire and Jouissance in 

Kaija Saariaho’s L ’ amour de loin” from Musical Narrative after 1900 (2012). In her analysis, she 
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uses the semiotic square to map the narrative trajectories of the main characters of the opera. 

Other uses of the semiotic square in operatic analysis include Raymond Monelle’s which use 

this technique to analyze Das Rheingold by tracking the plot as it passes through the different 

roles in the opera (Monelle 2014). In general, to construct the square, a term and its contrary 

are chosen and then each “generates its logical negation or ‘contradictory’” (Jameson 1982, 

255), yielding four terms total. For instance, a classic example is the colors ‘white’ and 

‘black,’ which are contrary to each other. These then generate their logical negations of ‘non-

white’ and ‘non-black,’ which are contradictions of ‘white’ and ‘black,’ but are not necessarily 

contrary to each other. These are distributed on the vertices of a square where ‘white’ goes in 

the top-left corner and ‘black’ goes across from it in the top-right corner. Below these are 

their complementary terms of ‘non-black’ under ‘white,’ and ‘non-white’ under ‘black’ 

(Greimas and Courtés 1982; Jameson 1982; Everett 2015). 

Building particularly on Everett’s scheme to construct oppositions from the 

characters’ state-of-being, the character’s identity (actants) and their actions (functions) are 

positioned on the vertices of two squares. The top-left corner posits a “sense” S1 and the 

bottom-right corner is then the contradictory of S1, labeled S’1. The top-right corner contains 

its contrary S2 and the bottom-left the contradictory of S2, labeled S’2. For the graph of the 

functions, the relationships are identical, with F replacing S as a variable. Here, S1 will 

represent the state of being ‘naïve’ as the sirens’ primary identity, with the contradiction S’1 

being ‘learned.’ The contrary, S2 will be ‘all-knowing’ and its contradiction S’2 will be 

‘ignorant.’ The choices here seem at first unintuitive, as the natural contrary to being naïve is 

to be learned. However, like in Chapter 1, the unique cosmology of the opera forces a 

deformation of normal order. Because the sirens can actually be all-knowing, it better 
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identifies the contrary of naïve. In the opera, being naïve and being all-knowing are passive 

states-of-being, they characterize the sirens despite the sirens’ actions. Whereas ignorance 

and learnedness are states the sirens choose to exist in or pursue. In this way, ignorance and 

learnedness complement the two primary states of being naïve or all-knowing by implying an 

action to seek either of these two primary states. For instance, Polyxo seeks to be ‘learned’ 

so as to escape passive naïveté. Secondary labels of equal value are S1 as ‘pre-self,’ S’1 as ‘self,’ 

S2 as ‘mythic self,’ and S’2 as ‘mortal self.’ These secondary labels connect this model of the 

narrative to that derived through the mirror stage reading in Chapter 1. The functions that 

the sirens act through are F1 ‘learn,’ F’1 ‘ignore,’ F2 ‘duty,’ and F’2 ‘desire.’ The semiotic 

squares for the actants and the functions are found below in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.1 Semiotic Square of actants for Here be Sirens 

 

Figure 2.2 Semiotic Square of functions for Here be Sirens 
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Accordingly, the narrative cycle goes: Peitho (S1) is Naïve, but through learning 

becomes Learned (S’1), then Polyxo (S’1), who is Learned, chooses to ignore her knowledge 

(e.g., overcome her learning) and seeks to be Ignorant (S’2) by following her desires. 

Ultimately, the competing functions of desire (speaking) and duty (singing) are resolved 

through a move to S2 as Polyxo joins Phaino as an All-Knowing (Mythic-Self) siren. The 

back-and-forth along the diagonal connecting the Ignorant and All-Knowing identities 

echoes the oscillatory conflict in the mirror stage and generates the primary palpable drama 

of Polyxo’s experience. It is only when she fully swings to the side of being Ignorant, giving 

in to her desires and running away, that she is able to swing fully back across the diagonal to 

become All-Knowing, assuming her Mythic-Self. Interestingly, neither character visits all 

four corners of the semiotic squares, as Peitho moves only from Naïve to Learned, and 

Polyxo never returns to the Naïve vertex. Although Peitho seems driven by desire, it is in 

fact her learning that functions most on her transformation through the opera. She is so 

suffused with desire that it becomes almost moot as a function on her behavior, while her 

learning underpins her every unusual step toward transformation. Similarly, while it may 

seem like Polyxo is obsessed with learning, it is her need to escape what she knows that drives 

her. She knows too much and seeks the relief of ignorance, however she only knows how to 

seek through knowledge, so her acts to learn are only to learn a way out. The narrative is 

split between the two, but together, they form the trajectory of the generic siren going 

through their evolutionary phase, according to the cosmology of Soper’s opera. Their 

composite trajectories are shown in Figure 2.3 with Polyxo’s layered over Peitho to suggest 

that a strange, third dimension that emerges in the narrative.  
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Figure 2.3 Composite Semiotic Squares for Peitho and Polyxo 
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from a book of verse, and when Polyxo stops, Peitho urges her on saying, 

PEITHO 

What happens then? 

POLYXO 

Unclear. Some say the Sirens die at that point, although that’s inconsistent 
with literary evidence. (With a sudden swell of panic) I don’t want to do this! 

Naïve (S
1
) 

Ignorant (S’
2
) 

All-Knowing (S
2
) 

Learned (S’
1
) 

Naïve (S
1
) 

Ignorant (S’
2
) 

All-Knowing (S
2
) 

Learned (S’
1
) 

Peitho 

Polyxo 

Curiosity (F*) 
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PEITHO 

Well, we have to sing something! 

POLYXO 

Why? Why do you sing to them?? 

PEITHO 

(Rapturously: directed past audience) Because I’m in love with them! 

POLYXO exaggeratedly groans aloud. (Soper 2014, 128) 

In this exchange, the curiosity which drives both of them shines through. Peitho needs to 

know what happens next and still looks up to Polyxo for guidance and understanding. 

Polyxo, irritated, cannot help but respond first to Peitho’s questions and then succumb to 

her own curiosity – even though it seems (particularly by her “exaggerated” groan) that she 

knows the answer to her question. Her curiosity to confirm her suspicions about Peitho’s 

strange manifestations of sirenic behavior betrays Polyxo’s apparent desire to be left alone. 

This exchange immediately leads into the “Sappho Fragments” number where Peitho gains 

significant agency over her own voice. It is in this passage that this curiosity function F* 

drags both sirens forward in their progress along the semiotic square. Peitho drags Polyxo 

from her first true dive into the ‘ignorance’ corner of the square, pulling her back from the 

brink by demanding access to Polyxo’s ‘learned’ mind. In response, Polyxo’s curiosity about 

Peitho’s sirenic exigency pulls Peitho from her relative (and crumbling) naïveté into the 

learned corner by introducing her to the fragments of Sappho’s poetry. In this moment, 

Peitho finally has her “gateway” book, shifting her into the active ‘learned’ quadrant – if not 

fully into the corner entirely. As if obeying some sort of Semiotic Vertex Exclusion 

Principle, neither siren ever occupies the same corner of the semiotic square. As Peitho 
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enters the ‘learned’ corner outright, Polyxo is driven not just out of that corner, but off the 

island entirely. So, while the curiosity function F* couples their two trajectories together, it 

also has a repulsive force, keeping them always distant.14  

 

The Other Narratives  

The most compelling structural element at work in the opera is the nested repetition 

of formal structures. Every scene has the same general structure; the Waiting Theme opens the 

scene, some amount of spoken and sung drama occurs, the airhorn sounds signaling the 

approach of sailors, then the “Naufragium” ends the scene. As in Sonata Theory, all the 

dramaturgically interesting material happens in the middle (that enigmatic development 

region that resists systematized analysis), though the way the scene ends plays a primary role 

in determining the overall arc of the scene. What stops the opera from being a “simple 

succession of abstract ‘nows’” (Ricoeur 2009, 62) is the gradual emplotment of Polyxo’s 

psycho-philosophical discoveries and Peitho’s gradual becoming. Once the plot reaches a 

critical density of Polyxo’s revelations and Peitho’s assumption of agency, the monotonous 

repetition of scene-spanning narrative closures ruptures. The exceptions, then, to the 

prevailing structure of scenic episodes are the prologue, Scene 7, and Scene 8. The 

prologue’s structure, three sung numbers without any differentiating action between the 

characters, requires little narrative examination beyond its function as a kind of preparatory 

 
14 There is a close analogy from particle physics which informs the etymology of the “Semiotic Vertex 
Exclusion Principle” which is the Fermi Exclusion Principle. In essence, certain kinds of particles called 
fermions (e.g., protons, neutrons, and electrons) obey a specific rule that they can never occupy the exact same 
space. This means, regardless of if they are electromagnetically attracted (and despite being gravitationally 
attracted) they can never get too close. Peitho and Polyxo traverse the semiotic square similarly, both attracted 
to each other via their mutual curiosity, but unable to ever get too close.  
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exposition, presenting the requisite mythological and musical knowledge to continue through 

the opera. Indeed, as Ricoeur says, “what defines the beginning is not the absence of some 

antecedent but the absence of necessity in the succession,” (Ricoeur 2009, 38) and in this 

case, the numbers of the prologue present no “necessity” to tell a story. The formal structure 

of the opera, as presented in the frontmatter of the score, is provided here in Scenes 7 and 8, 

unlike any of the previous, dissolve the repetitive structure through a breakdown of the 

reliably invariant “Naufragium.” When Polyxo breaks free from the “Naufragium” in Scene 

7, she seems to take control of the opera’s narrative pendulum and smash it to bits. No 

matter the intensity, chaos, or jubilation of a scene’s intra-dramatic unfolding, it is always 

closed off by the “Naufragium’s” hard reset. Though perceptible changes in the opera’s plot 

do persist between scenes, these do so because the chalkboard stores Polyxo’s previous 

discoveries similar to the way a hard drive stores a computer’s data even if power cycling 

clears the RAM. The plot’s tension grows between the audience’s narrative competence (e.g., 

the continuous accumulation of knowledge about the sirens’ evolving conflicts) and the 

sirens’ own “new day, same story” form of stasis. The hard reset of each scene leaves the 

sirens to rediscover the plot via messages on the chalkboard. Interestingly, even when 

Polyxo asks the audience seemingly directly at the top of Scene 4 “What was I saying?” – 

suggesting echoes of the past might live within the audience (which, given the audiences’ 

memory, they do) – the rhetorical act alone triggers Polyxo to seek her answer at the 

chalkboard.  
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Table 2-2. 

Scenes 7 and 8, unlike any of the previous, dissolve the repetitive structure through a 

breakdown of the reliably invariant “Naufragium.” When Polyxo breaks free from the 

“Naufragium” in Scene 7, she seems to take control of the opera’s narrative pendulum and 

smash it to bits. No matter the intensity, chaos, or jubilation of a scene’s intra-dramatic 

unfolding, it is always closed off by the “Naufragium’s” hard reset. Though perceptible 

changes in the opera’s plot do persist between scenes, these do so because the chalkboard 

stores Polyxo’s previous discoveries similar to the way a hard drive stores a computer’s data 

even if power cycling clears the RAM. The plot’s tension grows between the audience’s 

narrative competence (e.g., the continuous accumulation of knowledge about the sirens’ 

evolving conflicts) and the sirens’ own “new day, same story” form of stasis. The hard reset 

of each scene leaves the sirens to rediscover the plot via messages on the chalkboard. 

Interestingly, even when Polyxo asks the audience seemingly directly at the top of Scene 4 

“What was I saying?” – suggesting echoes of the past might live within the audience (which, 

given the audiences’ memory, they do) – the rhetorical act alone triggers Polyxo to seek her 

answer at the chalkboard.  
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Table 2-2 The formal structure of Here be Sirens 

Section/Number Title Text Author 

Prologue   

1. The Myth of Err Plato 

2. Concerning the Siren Bishop Theobald 

3. Song Soper 

Scene 1 Sirens Break Rank  

4. Sirenbraid Homer and Carl Jung 

5. Naufragium Erasmus 

Scene 2 Polyxo Explains it All  

6. Troubadour Song Raimbaut de Vacqueiras and 
Tibullus 

7. Phonebook Aria Soper 

8. Naufragium Ibid. 

Scene 3 Origin Speculation 1  

9. Witch-Wife Edna St. Vincent Millay 

10. Naufragium Ibid. 

Scene 4 The Abduction of Persephone  

11. The Abduction of Persephone Soper 

12. Hymn to Neptune Thomas Campion 

13. Naufragium Ibid. 

Scene 5 Origin Speculation 2  

14. Muses Entr’acte Soper 

15. Siren Nomenclature Soper 

16. “O Sailor” Soper 

17. Naufragium Ibid. 

Scene 6 The Contest of the Muses and the 
Sirens 

 

18. The Muses Elyzium Michael Drayton 

19. Pythagoras I Iamblicus 

20. Across the Turbid Waves Dante 

21. In a Silent Valley John Milton 

22. Pythagoras II Iamblicus 

23. Naufragium Ibid. 

Scene 7 Peitho Rising  

24. Sappho Fragments Sappho (trans. Anne Carson) 

25. Here to Me from Krete Sappho (trans. Anne Carson) 

26. Naufragium [broken] Ibid. 

Scene 8 Siren Evolution  

27 Song to Odysseus Homer 
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 At the beginning of Scene 7, though the Waiting Theme plays, Polyxo is not found at 

the piano, but instead still laying on the ground, despondent after Phaino (as Zeus) ripped 

her wings off in the previous scene. Though not mediated by the chalkboard, Polyxo has 

remembered this experience, and the deterioration of the opera’s clockwork begins to show. 

As the scene progresses, the possibility of this momentary narrative defect altering the 

downstream flow seems to abate as the course of things – a spoken/sung conflict between 

Polyxo and Peitho arises, then a musical number unites the three sirens which concludes 

with the air horn – unfolds normally. However, in the way a turbulent vortex can form far 

downstream of the initial perturbation, Polyxo explodes in the “Naufragium,” running off 

stage and breaking the opera’s narrative grammar. The final scene follows without the 

Waiting Theme sounding, despite Phaino and Peitho adopting the standard Waiting Theme 

positions on stage. The tension between their placement and the silence marks the 

permanent break in the cyclic unfolding, as the broken ending of Scene 7 begets a broken 

beginning to Scene 8. Furthermore, Phaino’s active participation as a siren in Scene 8 along 

with Peitho’s clear trans-scene memory indicate that the failure to complete the 

“Naufragium” has led to an unprecedented shift in the sirenic lifecycle. The failure of the 

“Naufragium” induces, perhaps, a ritualistic reckoning with sirenhood for Polyxo, a ritual 

that plays out in the final scene. Scene 8 ends without a “Naufragium,” instead evaporating 

into a new Waiting Theme that includes Polyxo and Phaino at the piano while Peitho finds the 

chalkboard for herself.  

 The opera concludes through an act of structural disintegration, and in doing so 

suggests a structural echo that reveals the form as congruent with its own constituent parts. 

The first musical number where “necessity,” as Ricoeur puts it, emerges is the “Sirenbraid” 
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of Scene 1. Structurally, the “Sirenbraid” consists of ten instances of starkly juxtaposed 

musical material. The A material is built out of unpitched, metered chanting in Greek while 

the B material is pitched, rhythmically homophonic singing. After the third iteration, Polyxo 

interrupts the repetition of these AB phrases by reading aloud in a normal speaking voice, 

becoming unmetered as she reads. The AB material returns, and then the speaking, then the 

AB material again. At the seventh iteration of the AB material, the B material shrinks to two 

beats long, preparing a new A section of only 2 beats and a new B section of only two beats. 

From here, the structure of the “Sirenbraid” begins to unravel – the joint between the 

seventh and eighth iterations acting as the knot that ties off the end of a “braid,” leaving the 

rest frayed and chaotic. The words sung during the seventh and eighth iterations conclude 

the English text’s story about the lost sailor’s family who will never “stand at his 

homecoming and rejoice” (Soper 2014, 23–24). The text that follows refocuses on the 

eternity of the sirens, that they sit “amidst a great heap of bones” (Soper 2014, 25–26) and 

thus that the personal struggle of the family becomes just a tally mark in the cyclic eternal 

cruelty of the sirens. This seventh-to-eighth iteration joint becoming the final cadence of one 

peculiar narrative evaporating into the identityless infinitude of all narratives reads as an 

equally valid summation of the narrative closing in the “Sirenbraid” and in Here be Sirens. 

That the cycle can continue, perhaps with Peitho as the flummox sirenic scholar (cycling at 

the level of the opera), is as reasonably possible as another sailor sailing within earshot 

(cycling at the level of the scene).  

 The way the “Sirenbraid” serves as a narrative whole in miniature of the opera 

suggest that the other musical numbers may act as micro-narratives in their own right, 

contributing to a kind of fractal-structure in the opera. Of course, the texts chosen for each 
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of the numbers relate to some element of the siren myth already, be it the sea (as in the 

“Troubadour Song” (both parts), “O Sailor,” and “Across the Turbid Waves”), Greek 

mythology (as in the “Phonebook Aria,” “The Abduction of Persephone,” the “Hymn to 

Neptune”, the “Muses Entr’acte,” “The Muses Elyzium,” and the “Song to Odysseus”), 

Greek history (as in “Pythagoras I” and “Pythagoras II,” the “Sappho Fragments,” and 

“Here to Me from Krete”), or sirenhood (as in the whole prologue, “Witch-Wife,” and 

“Siren Nomenclature”). Many of these set short stories as their text and act as small narrative 

songs either interrupting or reinforcing the prevailing narrative. In three scenes, the numbers 

elide to form larger narratives imbedded in the opera, producing the two plays-within-a-play 

type events of the abduction of Persephone in Scene 4 and the singing contest with the 

Muses in Scenes 5 and 6.  

 Despite operating in a completely diegetic world, narrative shifts between mimesis and 

diegsis still occur. As alluded to earlier, an issue regarding terminology would arise around the 

word diegetic and its older meaning, diegesis. Following from Plato, mimesis is to show 

something while diegesis is to tell it, while the terms diegetic and nondiegetic refer only to a 

state of awareness in the fictional world of its own sonic modes of narrating. That is to say, 

the mode of storytelling in opera is musical through singing and accompaniment and a 

diegetic opera setting is one where the characters are aware of the music. Returning to the 

present terminologies of mimesis and diegesis, the distinction in modes arises from whether the 

narrator is participating in the world (mimesis) or separate from it (diegesis). Karol Berger sums 

it up as, 

An immediately speaking voice may belong to a personage, that is, a 
speaker who is himself a part of the world his speech presents (the dramatic 
[mimetic] mode), or it may belong to a narrator, that is, a speaker who tells us 
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of a world of which he himself is not a part (the diegetic [diegesis] mode)[…] 
Both the personage and the narrator belong to the world presented in the 
literary work, but while the world presented dramatically may be a single 
world, the world presented diegetically [diegesis] must consist of at least two 
distinct and hierarchically related ontological levels, the world to 
which the narrator belongs and the different, subordinated, world 
which he presents.[emphasis added] (Berger 2005, 170)  

Both in the music and in the spoken dialogue, the location of the narrative voice is in 

constant flux between mimesis and diegesis. For instance, “The Abduction of Persephone” 

unfolds from an agreement among the three sirens that Peitho will play the role of 

Persephone, Polyxo as Demeter, and Phaino as Hades. The assuming of character roles 

suggests that their narrative voices will operate mimetically, which is to say that they will show 

the story by acting it out. However, once the ‘show’ begins, the text reconfigures their roles 

to that of a collective narrator both through the text itself and the way it is set. In Narrative 

Discourse Gérard Genette defines this situation, where characters narrate a story within the 

story as happening at the metadiegetic level. He says, “the metanarrative is a narrative within 

the narrative, the metadiegesis is the universe of this second narrative, as the diegesis (according 

to widespread usage) designates the universe of the first narrative” (Genette 2000, 228). In 

the case of “The Abduction of Persephone,” the sirens create a metadiegesis by playing out the 

story within a made-up secondary universe within the opera’s primary universe. The 

establishment of this metadiegesis and its subsequent dissolution is mediated through shifts in 

theatrical and musical diegesis and mimesis, as well as monophonic and polyphonic envoicing.  

The opening text reads “Gath’ring purples, pinks and lilies, sev’ral maidens by her 

side, her lovely form awakens Hades’ need” (Soper 2014, 60), which is sung by Peitho and 

spoken by Polyxo. Meanwhile, Phaino slowly drones the syllables of Persephone’s name 

over the duration of the phrase, abstracting her as a kind of meta-narrator framing the story 
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that Polyxo and Peitho share in explicitly narrating. All three voices eventually begin 

narrating in a musical and narratological polyphony, marking a transformation from 

monophonic to polyphonic narrative mode. Berger suggests that a multitude of personages 

can participate in the narration through polyphony (in a non-musical sense), and continuing 

on from that, that “the four terms of the two modal dichotomies, that between monophony 

and polyphony and that between diegesis and mimesis, may occur in actual literary works in 

every possible combination” (Berger 2005, 169).  

All four possible combinations arise in the number and the transitional relationship 

between these modes and the other musical and theatric layers in the number warrant 

analysis. A clear boundary across each category occurs between bars 43 and 47, with the 

short passage from 47 to 49 differentiating itself structurally (surrounded by rests with 

fermatas), musically (the only clearly homophonic passage in the number), and mimetically as 

the disintegration of the text (discussed at length in Chapter 1) completes its transformation 

into the word “Persephone.” The focus of the staging’s mimesis at first juxtaposes the 

narrative mode of the text, as they do indeed act out in pantomime the story.   
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Table 2-3 shows the transformations of each mode, as well as the staging’s mimetic 

focus, the music’s prevailing organization (homophonic or polyphonic), and whether it 

seems more an aria or recitativo by considering the rate of temporal unfolding (slowly 

suggests aria while faster suggests recitativo). In particular, the Staging Focus column 

considers whether the sirens are acting out the story as their adopted characters of 

Persephone, Demeter, and Hades, or if they are acting in sincere response to this focus on 

Persephone. Essentially, it looks at the way the staging transforms from the mimesis of the 

story (S) to the mimesis of the storytelling (ST).  

A clear boundary across each category occurs between bars 43 and 47, with the short 

passage from 47 to 49 differentiating itself structurally (surrounded by rests with fermatas), 

musically (the only clearly homophonic passage in the number), and mimetically as the 

disintegration of the text (discussed at length in Chapter 1) completes its transformation into 

the word “Persephone.” The focus of the staging’s mimesis at first juxtaposes the narrative 

mode of the text, as they do indeed act out in pantomime the story.   
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Table 2-3 Modal, Staging, Musical, and Operatic Dichotomies in “The Abduction of 
Persephone” 

Bar 
Diegesis 

 / Mimesis 
Monophony 
/ Polyphony 

Staging 
Focus 

Music Homophonic 
/ Polyphonic 

Aria 
/ Recit. 

1 D M S P R 

4 D M S P R 

7 D M S P R 

10 D P S P R 

23 D → M P S → ST P R 

43 
M 

(w/ echoes 
of D) 

P ST P → H R → A 

47 M M ST H A 

50 M M ST P A 

59 M M ST P A 

68 M M ST P → H A 

 

From bars 23 to 43, the staging note reads “As the surface of the music evolves to reveal the 

name Persephone embedded within each verse, the SIRENS’ actions and poses [acting out the 

abduction] may alter or become abstract” (Soper 2014, 64). The abstraction of their behavior 

dissolves the charade they are enacting in parallel with the dissolution of the text’s 

intelligibility, allowing a more authentic behavior – where they respond to the content of the 

story, specifically Persephone’s name – to emerge. Genette describes moments like this, 

where the act of narrating (an act that can happen at a temporal rate unrelated to the action 

being described) collides with the action being narrated, saying  

the temporal (and spatial) interval that until then separated the reported 
action [the abduction of Persephone] from the narrating act [the sirens 
telling that story] becomes gradually smaller until it is finally reduced to 
zero: the narrative has reached the here and the now, the story has overtaken 
the narrating. (Genette ca. 2000, 227) 
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Although the mythic story of the abduction of Persephone had the sirens fly around 

searching for her after she was captured by Hades, the way the action plays out seems to 

suggest a different perspective on the unfolding. They do run about searching frantically for 

Persephone onstage, but the presence of the story, as if it were still being told, has vanished. 

Differentiating between acting and acting out is impossible, and as the number moves on 

from this inflection point in bar 47-49, it is irrevocably recast as a monophonic mimesis of 

their real trauma this retelling has triggered (this region in the score is seen in Figure 1.2). 

The rest of the number unfolds without new text, shifting the forward motion from the 

succession of text to the driving force of the piano. Until bar 50, the number is a cappella, 

then the piano enters in a robust supporting role to the complex polyphony of the voices. As 

in other numbers, the intricate rhythms in the vocal parts here suggest a more authentic, 

sirenic vocal utterance (as discussed in Chapter 1), and at the entrance of the piano, the 

rhythms transform from simple quarter, eighth, and sixteenth patterns to irregular triplets 

and quintuplets. The emergence of this compositionally thematic style, the entrance of the 

piano, and the abandonment of plot-driving text alters the register from one of narrative 

unfolding (recitativo) to one of emotive atemporality (aria). In short, at the bar 49/50 seam, 

narrative time stops, and musical time starts.  

 The narrative structure of the singing contest between the Muses and the sirens 

echoes that structure from “The Abduction of Persephone” but does so in a much more 

expansive way. The contest begins in Scene 6, though the Muses are introduced, both as a 

concept and as characters played by the sirens, in Scene 5. The “Muses Entr’acte” number 

means the Muses between acts and serves as a structural marker indicating the beginning of 

the Muses’ “act” in the opera. Though Soper does not use acts as formal structures, Scenes 5 
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and 6 go together quite coherently as if they did form an act consisting of a prologue 

(“Muses Entr’acte” and “Siren Nomenclature”), the action (Muses Elysium, “Pythagoras I,” 

“Across the Turbid Waves,” “In a Silent Valley,” and “Pythagoras II”), and a coda 

(“Naufragium 6”). Including the spoken text, which now emanates from the voices of the 

sirens and the Muses, the “Muses act” begins in the diegetic mode as the characters provide 

expansive expositional information about the Muses and the sirens. It also establishes a new 

metadiegetic universe – one where the Muses are locally present – which comes in and out of 

focus as the “Muses act” progresses. For instance, the diegetic mode and the metadiegetic 

universe created in “Muses Entr’acte” is interrupted by the number “O Sailor” and the 

“Naufragium 5,” which occur after the “prologue” and before the act continues. This non-

linear deformation of the “act’s” structure echoes the opera’s overall structure of recurring 

sirenic duties that keep getting in the way of Polyxo and Peitho’s goals.  

Following the “Naufragium,” the singing contest thread is picked up by Peitho, via 

her curiosity about what the Muses must have sung to win. Her curiosity15 acts on Polyxo, 

forcing her to assume the role full-on as Muse, along with Peitho and Phaino to reenact the 

competition. As in “The Abduction of Persephone,” the drama that unfolds transitions 

between modes of diegesis and mimesis, as well as monophony and polyphony of narrative 

voice. However, unlike in “The Abduction of Persephone,” each number of the “Muses act” 

exists in a kind of narrative-transfer stasis, where the changes in mode occur between or at 

the seams of numbers, but not within them (with one exception). Similar to the analysis of 

 
15 This is an excellent example of the function F*, described above, which connects Peitho and Polyxo’s journeys 
through the narrative as charted on the semiotic square. Peitho simply wonder’s aloud what the Muses must 
have sung, and despite Polyxo’s own wishes to not reenact this moment, her coupling to Peitho through a 
kindred kind of curiosity propels her forward into the scheme. Polyxo feigns agency but is ultimately a sucker 
for Peitho’s charismatic curiosity.  
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“The Abduction of Persephone,” the structural chart in Of particular interest are the rapid 

changes in character roles the sirens go through, changing from themselves to generic sirens, 

generic Muses, specific (though unspecified) Muses, and past-self singing sirens. These 

transitions in identity are sometimes indicated by changes in staging, such as the sirens 

donning fairy wings right before “Across the Turbid Waves” or adopting different speaking 

styles as Muses while introducing “The Muses Elyzium.” At other times, they shift character 

through the world acting on them, like when the airhorn sounds triggering “O Sailor” and 

“Naufragium 5” and 6. In each case, though, these shifts in identity signal reconfigurations 

of the diegesis/mimesis and monophonic/polyphonic modes of narrative and illuminate the 

underlying dramatic forces that are acting on the sirens. The most powerful of these forces is 

Polyxo’s (and to a lesser extent Peitho’s) desire to understand her own identity as a siren. 

That force manifests as a kind of narrative dissonance when, after performing as the Muses, 

Peitho announces to the audience “Ladies and gentlemen, introducing the Sirens!” (Soper 

2014, 107). At this moment, the sirens inhabit a peculiar role, performing “Across the 

Turbid Waves” as their former selves mimetically. Their voices fuse into one monophonic 

utterance (though still presented in a mixture of homophonic and polyphonic musical 

setting) narrating a diegetic text.   
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Table 2-4 traces the similar modes of unfolding, both in the narrative and non-

narrative arenas. The temporal divisions of this analysis are on the level of musical number 

and dialogic exchange, and to assist in clarity, short summaries of the dialogic passages are 

provided.  

Of particular interest are the rapid changes in character roles the sirens go through, 

changing from themselves to generic sirens, generic Muses, specific (though unspecified) 

Muses, and past-self singing sirens. These transitions in identity are sometimes indicated by 

changes in staging, such as the sirens donning fairy wings right before “Across the Turbid 

Waves” or adopting different speaking styles as Muses while introducing “The Muses 

Elyzium.” At other times, they shift character through the world acting on them, like when 

the airhorn sounds triggering “O Sailor” and “Naufragium 5” and 6. In each case, though, 

these shifts in identity signal reconfigurations of the diegesis/mimesis and 

monophonic/polyphonic modes of narrative and illuminate the underlying dramatic forces 

that are acting on the sirens. The most powerful of these forces is Polyxo’s (and to a lesser 

extent Peitho’s) desire to understand her own identity as a siren. That force manifests as a 

kind of narrative dissonance when, after performing as the Muses, Peitho announces to the 

audience “Ladies and gentlemen, introducing the Sirens!” (Soper 2014, 107). At this 

moment, the sirens inhabit a peculiar role, performing “Across the Turbid Waves” as their 

former selves mimetically. Their voices fuse into one monophonic utterance (though still 

presented in a mixture of homophonic and polyphonic musical setting) narrating a diegetic 

text.   
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Table 2-4 Modal, Staging, and Musical Dichotomies and Styles during “Muses Act” 

Pg. 
Section  

(S# = Scene #) 
Diegesis 

/ Mimesis 
Mono 
/ Poly 

Staging 
Musical 

Style 

76 
S5, dialogue – Recall the 
Muses and singing comp. 

D (as selves) P M (as selves) N/A 

78 “Muses Entr’acte” 
D (as generic 

Muses) 
M D (as Muses) Vamp jazz 

80 
Dialogue – Peitho asks if 

sirens have names. 
D (as selves) P M (as selves) 

N/A 
 

80 “Siren Nomenclature” 
D (as generic 

sirens) 
M D (as sirens) 

Improv 
vaudeville 

82 Airhorn M (as selves) M M (as selves) N/A 

83 “O Sailor” M (as selves) M M (as selves) Sirenic style 

88 Naufragium 5 
M (as 

selves/sailors) 
M M (as selves) Sirenic style 

91 Waiting Theme 
D (Polyxo 

lecture) 
M 

D (Polyxo) 
M (others) 

N/A 

92 
S6 Dialogue – What did 

the Muses sing..? 
D (as selves) P M (as selves) N/A 

93 
Dialogue – sirens as Muses 
introduce selves/contest.  

M (as Muses) P M (as Muses) N/A 

96 “The Muses Elyzium” 
M (as singing 

Muses) 
M M (as Muses) 

Florid jazzy 
counterpoint 

105 
Dialogue – Polyxo stops, 
“We don’t sing like this!” 

M (as selves) P M (as selves) N/A 

105 “Pythagoras I” D (as selves) M M (as selves) 
Cantorial 

sirenic style 

106 
Dialogue – Polyxo 

describes what the sirens 
must have sung 

M (as selves) P M (as selves) N/A 

107 
Dialogue – Peitho 

introduces “the Sirens!” 
D (as self) M 

D (as self to 
audience) 

N/A 

108 
“Across the Turbid 

Waves” 
M (as singing 

sirens) 
M D (as sirens) 

Polyphonic 
sirenic style 

115 “In a Silent Valley” 
M (as singing 

sirens) 
M 

D → M (as 
sirens) 

Polyphonic 
sirenic style 

121 
Dialogue – Phaino (as 

Zeus) announces winner 

M (Pol. Pei. 
as selves, Pha. 

as Zeus) 
P 

M (as sirens 

→ selves) 
N/A 

123 “Pythagoras II” D (as selves) M M (as selves) 
Cantorial 

sirenic style 

123 Airhorn M (as selves) M M (as selves) N/A 

124 Naufragium 6 
M (as 

selves/sailors) 
M M (as selves) Sirenic style 
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The text, from Dante and presented in English (translation by Soper) and Italian, 

tells of the cries and wails sounding across the turbulent oceans, and is set mimetically, in that 

Soper uses text painting (such as the word “Cries” already discussed in Chapter 1, seen in 

Figure 1.4). Through this multilayered constellation of narrative modes, the musical language 

itself ascribes the exigency of utterances to the sirens as themselves. To summarize the layers at 

work: 1) the dramatic reenactment of a singing contest is embedded in the opera Here be 

Sirens; 2) in this contest the siren characters adopt the roles of themselves from the past; 3) 

they then perform their entry by narrating a text as song (diegesis); 4) the text painting in that 

song shows (instead of tells) the text (mimesis); and 5) the overall musical style signifies the 

authentic voice of the actual sirens.  

These competing narrative modes beg the questions of “who is speaking?” and 

“what are they saying?” The answers arise from the emergent sensation that the different, 

layered modes cancel each other out leaving as a remainder just the sirens uttering their 

fundamental truth. In essence, the sirens are what they sing in the text of “Across the Turbid 

Waves,” the “voci alte e fioche parole di dolore” (high voices and faint words of pain) carrying 

over the sea. The sirens maintain the complex layers of narrative modes after “Across the 

Turbid Waves” when they continue directly into “In a Silent Valley.” If the sirens have any 

other component to their identity besides being just voices floating along the sea, it is their 

mythologicalness which embeds them in the cosmic firmament. The more serene “In a 

Silent Valley” textually transports the sirens from sea-level to sky, and Soper puts in as a 

stage direction that “as In a Silent Valley progresses, SIRENS and audience are gradually 

enveloped in a galaxy of stars” (Soper 2014, 115). That the world around the sirens 
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transforms but they stay the same speaks to the narrative centering of their core identities in 

this moment.  

As was the case in “The Abduction of Persephone,” structural echoes of the whole 

opera are built into the narrative unfolding of “In a Silent Valley.” Specifically, from bar 34 

to the end of the number the sirens abandon text altogether and simply sing the phoneme 

“ah.” This marks their transformation within a number (unique to the “Muses act”) from 

diegetic acting to mimetic acting. The celestially-induced alignment of all the narrative modes – 

narrative mimesis, narrative monophony, and theatrical/staging mimesis – pulls the end of “In 

a Silent Valley” out of the realm of the embedded contest story and into the highest level of 

narrative discourse in the opera. This process of authentication through narrative mode 

alignment is usually present only during the “Naufragium” or capture numbers when they 

are acting as their most basic, sirenic selves. Showing their wonderment while inhabiting 

their former selves allows the sirens a transient moment of pre-sublimation transcendence.  

The complex interactions of narrative modes throughout the opera require a 

continued reassessment of who is speaking and what are they saying. The nested narrative 

cycles, be they as a single musical number as in “The Abduction of Persephone” or a span of 

numbers and scenes as in the “Muses act,” suggest a nonstandard kind of narrative, a mise-en-

abime of dramatic contour, if not specific dramatic happenings. Lawrence Kramer notes that 

nested narratives are common, if not inseparable from opera. He says,  

Opera, a form notoriously grounded in artifice and (even in its verismo 
moment) incapable of realistic illusion, recurrently seeks to embed in itself a 
dramatization of its own emergence into a meaning, and a space of 
meaning, that is too seductive or overpowering or absorbing to resist. 
(Kramer 2015, 357) 
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The totality of the narrative discourse in Here be Sirens defies the presumption of a first 

listening that this opera is nonnarrative in its discourse. In fact, the nonnarrative paradigm 

serves as a quite compelling superficial label, as the opera constantly resets its unfolding at 

the top of each scene. Jann Pasler suggests that in the context of music, nonnarrative forms 

use “elements of narrative but without allowing them to function as they would in a 

narrative” (Pasler, 246), meaning, for instance, that relentless repetition of otherwise normal 

musical elements undermines their narrative functions. As Here be Sirens has eight scenes 

which begin in the exact same way, and seven which also end in identical form suggests a 

nonnarrative formal construction. But the opera does not just proceed in a succession of 

unrelated (if similar) operatic vignettes. Instead, each element of each vignette echoes the 

form of the whole, the chalkboard disambiguates the order of things, and the constant 

reconfiguring and transference of narrative modes propels a linear accumulation of meaning 

and drama. Here be Sirens is a compelling operatic narrative, despite its many drastic 

departures from tradition.  

Musical Style and Time 

The narrative discourse of Here be Sirens plays an important role in situating the experience of 

time and framing the varied musical styles heard. These two elements are interrelated 

through the mythical cosmology of the story, a realization that only emerges at the end when 

Polyxo recognizes that she knows everything and has no past, present, or future. Suddenly, 

what might have read as an Uptown take on postmodernist opera becomes a more 

sophisticated narratological framework for an anthology of musical styles. When, 

immediately after that realization, Odysseus sails by, the historical placement of the opera 
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becomes dislodged from any chronological sense of time. Each scene happens outside of 

historical time, and at every moment the sirens seemingly have access to all knowledge. The 

musical style of the capture song sung in any specific scene helps locate that scene along the 

opera’s nonlinear historical timeline. Perhaps it is in the sirens’ nature to seduce in the native 

tongue and contemporary musical style of the seduced. In Table 2-5 below, each capture 

song is given, along with its prevailing musical style and text information. For specificity, a 

capture song is what is sung immediately before the “Naufragium,” after Phaino blows the 

airhorn once and before she blows it twice (thus indicating the approach of the ship). The 

capture songs alone span a historical range of around three millennia, with the various guises 

of the “Sirenic style” leaning into different kinds of “ancientness.” The Sirenic style is the 

one alluded to throughout this analysis, consisting of the most complex rhythms and 

harmonies. It is usually dissonant and can, as in the case of “O Sailor,” lean into vertical 

perfect intervals and very quick ornamental turns to strongly suggest other vocal styles.  

Table 2-5 Capture Song Historical Styles 

Scene and Title Musical Style Text Century 

S1 – Sirenbraid Sirenic style Homer/Carl Jung Non-historical 

S2 – Performer’s choice Performer’s choice Performer’s choice Performer’s choice 

S3 – Witch-Wife 
“Jaunty Waltz” w/ 

modal mixture 
Edna St. Vincent 

Millay 
Early 20th century 

 

S4 – Hymn to Neptune Madrigal Thomas Campion Early 17th century 

S5 – O Sailor 
Sirenic style (hints 
of florid organum) 

Soper 
Non-historical but 

ancient feeling 

S6 – Pythagoras II 
Diatonic non-

tonal polyphony 
Pythagoras 

Ancient, ~6th 
century B.C.E. 

S7 – Here to Me from 
Krete 

Sirenic style Sappho 
Non-historical but 

ancient feeling 

S8 – Song to Odysseus 
Sirenic style (most 

avant-garde) 
Homer Ancient 
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Musical numbers not acting as capture songs also span a variety of musical styles but 

do so from a different narrative exigency. The numbers in Scene 2, the “Troubadour Song” 

parts I and II and the “Phonebook Aria,” use musical style to create a kind of historical 

allusion to the primary point Polyxo is trying to make in her lecture. For the “Troubadour 

Song,” Polyxo is explaining the difference between logos and phonos and how, for the sirens’ 

power to work, they just need to sound like what the sailor wants to hear. The “Troubadour 

Song,” like most troubadour songs, sets a poem about unrequited love, saying what the 

poem’s receiver would most want to hear. Tying this into the opera further is that the poet is 

calling to the waves and the wind to bring news of their beloved, the implication being the 

beloved may have been captured by the sirens. In this, the text serves a dual role as exemplar 

capture song and as a narrative echo of the sirens’ way of being. Similarly, the “Phonebook 

Aria” hammers home the point that the text does not matter, not just by literally setting the 

words of a fictional phonebook from Mount Olympus, but by setting the text over a 

“loungey” piano accompaniment of jazz harmonies (e.g. Gm9 and E13 chords). The 

juxtaposition of lounge jazz and absurd phonebook text mocks the very act of sirenic 

singing, knocking it down many pegs from what a sailor (or audience member) might 

imagine being the most spectacularly perfect, high-art music.  

In the “Muses act,” the non-capture songs use various musical styles to paint the 

Muses, the sirens, and the efficacy of the contest in particular lights. For instance, the 

“Muses Entr’acte” cycles through pre-cadential functional progressions while the sirens take 

turns ad lib singing the names and roles of the various Muses. The music in the piano part 

here is subtle 

but illuminating, as each Muse gets its own harmonic change that paints that Muse’s type. 
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Figure 2.4: Muse of Tragedy Harmonic Painting (Soper 2014, 78) 

 

Figure 2.5: Erotic Poetry Muse and the Tristan Chord (Soper 2014, 78) 

In the two examples, Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5, the pitch added in the second bar highlighted 

in yellow (strummed with a wire brush (RH) while also played at the keyboard (LH)) alludes 

to certain musical identities meant to reinforce the identity of the Muse. In the case of 

Melpomene, the muse of tragedy, the initial harmony of a first-inversion E-minor chord is 

only made more tragic by addition of the second scale degree, making the harmony more 

dissonant and suggesting a minor scale, not just a minor chord. For Erato, the muse of erotic 

poetry, Soper uses an F# half-diminished 7th chord with the 3rd (A-natural) of the chord in 
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the top voice which then rises in the second bar a semitone to A#. This is the exact same 

action of the Tristan chord (albeit over an F-natural half-diminished 7th), a clear nod to the 

“erotic poetry” opera. After the nine Muses are introduced, the music transforms into an 

extended, florid, jazz-like cadence on a C9 chord. The Muses’ musical styles read as hip and 

vocally luxurious. This is sharply contrasted by what follows in “Siren Nomenclature,” a 

musical number where no musical score is provided. Instead, if they so choose, the 

performers can play a “vaudeville-esque” accompaniment, and are later instructed to play “a 

scary accompaniment of rolled diminished chords at the piano” (Soper 2014, 81). This 

“messy” unraveling of the number goes beyond the loosely defined musical style, in that in 

the recorded performance the sirens adopt heavily distorted vocal effects. Phaino speaks in a 

kind of music theater belting voice while Peitho delivers her lines in an irritated, bored 

monotone, and Polyxo scurries about hastily reading in a heightened, breathless voice.  

 In “The Muses Elyzium,” Soper employs a virtuosic, florid musical style. The Muses 

sing essentially as one voice, with the parts closely tied together tracing out a general melodic 

contour while creating diatonic clusters. The use of grace notes, fast runs, and coloratura 

passages seems to suggest that the Muses are more show than substance as the main melodic 

material is just a major scale. Because the sirens are singing as the Muses, there is perhaps a 

jealous motivation to sell the Muses’ musical abilities as mere gimmicks of virtuosic 

technique.  
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Figure 2.6: Florid Elaborations in “The Muses Elyzium” (Soper 2014, 99) 

For instance, in Figure 2.6 the elaborated contour of a rising major scale (bar 25 to the 

downbeat of 26) and then a falling passage (bar 26 through 27), shows the saturated texture 

of florid vocal ornamentation. Coupled with the piano accompaniment of tonal and 

pentatonic chords played at the keyboard and rearticulated by strumming the strings with a 

wire brush (x-note heads creating a harp-like effect), the whole number suggests a kind of 

Flower Duet-meets-Rhinemaidens pastiche.  

The tension between the non-linear historical time which manifests as a result of the 

chronologically-unordered musical numbers and the linear narrative time which unfolds via 

the plot, is exacerbated by the diegetic sound world of the opera. Damien Colas suggests that 

the adoption of sacred musical forms like polyphony in opera was used to expand the sense 

of time. That in the polyphony, the “self” of each character melts into the collective “self” of 

the ensemble, creating a moment of frozen plot time that does not correspond to the 

duration of its unfolding. He sums it up as  
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when an [vocal] ensemble [number] expands time—creating a disconnect 
between the time being represented and the time it takes to represent it—its 
opening and closing points correspond to the beginning and the end of the 
rupture between two time systems. (Greenwald 2015, 194)  

He also notes that it is a peculiar property of a number opera (as opposed to through-

flowing music-dramas like Wagner’s). Where this model breaks down is when the number 

opera is set in a diegetic sound world. In that case, the flexibility of time within the number 

becomes much more brittle because, although the plot may have paused, the rate of 

communication between the characters has not changed. Moments of timelessness so central 

to the traditional operatic narrative discourse are replaced in Here be Sirens with moments of 

sacred timefulness. Time cannot stop for the sirens, so those moments when it ought to, 

such as at the end of “The Abduction of Persephone” or “In a Silent Valley,” are instead 

imbued with a sense of reverential specialness. What marks this specialness as particularly 

important is not just that time cannot stop for the sirens, but that, for them, the story of this 

opera lasts forever. This is because, as Polyxo learns in the end, the sirens have no past, 

present, or future, meaning that the progression through the story of becoming can only be 

infinitely long in duration. The process unfolds in an orthogonally oriented temporal 

dimension to that of universe’s timeline their myth is a part of. As seen from the universe’s 

timeline, though, the story of becoming for the sirens is both infinitely long and 

infinitesimally short. Soper successfully freezes operatic time over the duration of the whole 

piece, not just along the seams of the work’s numbers. In this configuration, then, the whole 

work assumes a kind of aria-esque quality to it, one where that split-second emotional 

revolution of the aria is drawn out not just for three-to-five minutes, but for nearly two 

hours. Polyxo’s “life,” meaning some poignant subset of her infinite knowledge, flashes 

before her eyes and that experience – elaborated out – is the source of this opera’s narrative.  
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Conclusions 

As outlined above, various elements of the opera conspire together to create a work that is 

temporally complicated, narratively styled, and narratively complex. The inversion of the 

diegetic/nondiegetic axis for opera dislodges the audience from its place safely on the “other 

side,” forcing them into a strange, unrequited relationship with the characters, and more 

importantly, the singers those characters speak through. Refusing to settle for voyeuristic 

verismo, though, the opera transports the theater’s occupants through every combination of 

narrative modes of discourse – a process that authenticates the experience of sirens as being 

too real to neatly express through a singular narrative mode. Reinforcing those modes 

through historically-allusionary musical styles creates a sense of timelessness, plot coherence, 

and – perhaps most importantly – fun.  
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CHAPTER 3  

INTERVIEW WITH KATE SOPER 

Introduction 

This chapter consists primarily of the clean verbatim transcript of an interview I conducted 

with Kate Soper on October 6th, 2020. Per her wishes, the audio recording of the interview 

has been deleted. I first met Soper in 2017 at New Music on the Point, a summer 

contemporary music festival in Vermont, where she was on faculty. Since then, I have had 

the opportunity attend a few or her guest lectures – one through the University of 

Pennsylvania music department and one through the Young Women’s Composer Camp run 

by Erin Busch. In each of these interactions, I have found her discussion of her music (and 

music in general) to be incredibly engaging, inspiring, and affirming. Accordingly, it felt 

necessary to include her voice in this study of the work, as it is already present as librettist, 

composer, and singer. The interview lasted around 45 minutes, and in addition to the 

segment presented here, we discussed some logistical issues regarding rights to reprint parts 

of the score in this study, for which she granted full permission. In preparation for the 

interview, I emailed her a few days ahead of time with a list of questions covering the 

Lacanian element of my analysis, the way she approached time, diegesis, and narrative in the 

work, and a variety of practical considerations and if they played a role in the opera’s big 

compositional choices. Due to time constraints, she suggested I trim the list of questions, 

causing me to completely drop the Lacanian avenue of inquiry. Nevertheless, we discuss it 

briefly in the interview, leading to an important question about analytical efficacy which I 

address in Chapter 4. In general, the tenor of the interview is quite casual, conversational, 
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and occasionally quite funny (some jokes made at my own expense). I have annotated the 

interview with bracketed inserts to clarify points and footnotes to discuss points in more 

detail relative to my analysis. As is already stated in the Acknowledgements section, I want to 

reiterate my gratitude to Kate Soper for her willingness to participate in this interview, and 

her flexibility in making it happen with me. This transcript entering the public and scholarly 

domain is the most important element of this project.  

Kate Soper Interview Transcript 

Evan Kassof: The biggest thing about the piece I think is the nontrivial use of speaking 

versus singing. I guess I’m wondering if you imagine that speaking serves as a signifier, like, 

“Ok, now we’re dealing with a different register of thought that wasn’t necessarily kind of 

the standard like sineric thought process.” 

Kate Soper: Yeah, I mean definitely I think that’s pretty clear in the text itself that when 

something has to be communicated… I mean it’s kind of standard in a way, it’s like aria or 

recitativo or whatever. It’s like when you have to say something in time and it’s a complex 

sentence it’s just not going to be able to function. I think for Polyxo, the character I played, 

that’s her preferred mode of communication. She sets it up at the beginning that that’s 

where Logos lives, it doesn’t live in Sonos. 

EK: Right. 

KS: Yeah, so that’s definitely an explicit theme, I think. 

EK: Yeah, I guess I’m wondering… there are moments where there’s speaking and singing 

at the same time in the [musical] numbers and it seems like in those moments there’s this 

weird relationship between when – like at the beginning of “The Abduction of Persephone,” 
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Peitho is singing while Polyxo is speaking the same text. There’s a kind of transference of 

that role, and so when Peitho starts speaking and Polyxo starts singing, it seems to place 

them in different registers from Phaino…whose name I think I’m saying right. 

KS: I say Polyxo [pʰə̆.ˈlɪk̃ː.soʊ], Peitho [pʰai.θoʊ], and Phaino [feɪ.noʊ], but…16 

EK: Well, you’re the boss! 

KS: Look, I sort of meant for them to all have names that started with the letter “P” and 

then much later I realized that of course Phaino, doesn’t start with a “P” it, starts with a 

“ph” sound which is a different letter in Greek, so doesn’t really matter but you can 

pronounce it how you like. They never say their names in the opera, as you know. 

Yeah that’s [re: question about different registers of singing/speaking] interesting, I’d 

kind of forgotten about that. I think for something like that because Phaino, she also speaks 

in that number, they each take turns narrating and they each take turns… maybe she doesn’t 

actually… 

EK: When it seems like it should be her turn like in the rotation they just go into the singing 

different verses of… 

KS: Oh I know, I think Polyxo narrates twice, she narrates for Peitho and then for Phaino 

and then she’s like, “Oh fuck, I got to sing,” so then, I do think that Phaino has a little bit of 

a different relationship with speech. She can’t really… she doesn’t really produce it on her 

own the way that Polyxo especially and then Peitho does, but I think in that moment too, I 

think there’s moments in the opera of – I think you said transference – where the audience 

goes through what is this kind of frustrating repeat experience for Polyxo which is just: 

you’re trying to say something but then the music is in the background but then eventually it 

 
16 IPA help courtesy of Nicole Renna and Thomas Ang. 
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takes over and whatever you are going to say doesn’t even matter. So that number [“The 

Abduction of Persephone”] goes from “let me tell you a story about Persephone and, ok 

there’s something in the background but listen to what I’m telling you,” and by the end of it 

they’re just all around the piano just singing. I think it was that sense of… Actually that piece 

has an interesting layer intelligibility because I don’t know if you noticed this – I’m never 

really sure if this is coming across in a performance – but they tell this kind of like weirdly 

worded intricate three-part story and then as they sing it together, of course it becomes 

unintelligible because they’re singing simultaneous text. But then, as they change the kind of 

dynamic structure, you start to hear that there are syllables of Persephone’s name so there is 

this other dimension of intelligibility that comes out even as the story intelligibility recedes. 

But then that gets kind of sublimated into just music so it’s kind of like a weird journey 

towards text, subtext, obliteration of text. I think it’s a still playing around with this idea of 

“what are you listening to?”, “what is the actual content?”, “where does the meaning go 

when you stop being able to hear that word?”, “maybe a different meaning emerges or 

maybe meaning dissolves?”17 

EK: You know I think of a major part that number, in particular – a major part of the 

analysis I’m doing, is… I don’t really know if it’s valuable to talk about the Lacan stuff 

because 1) I can’t change if you just say I’m full of shit so– [Laughter] 

KS: When I said you should maybe pare down your questions [for the interview] I was going 

to say something like that kind of stuff is… I mean I thought it was fascinating [the Lacanian 

 
17 In Chapter 1, a detailed discussion on “The Abduction of Persephone” focuses specifically on an analysis of 
the disintegration of the text and the consequences of that process in a Lacanian reading. In Chapter 2, the 
narratological structure is explored, specifically looking at the relationship between the text’s transition from 
diegesis to mimesis, the implications of the staging, and the sensation of musical time.  
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analysis] but if you have some whole theory that you’re supporting in the text, you know I 

might say “Well I think that never crossed my mind” that’s not going to be helpful for you. 

So, it might be more useful for you to ask the questions that you want to know what I think 

about it, but you probably don’t care what I think about your Lacanian baby mirror theory 

because you know, that’s your theory or something.  

EK: Well I mean for what it’s worth, I also think the Lacanian baby mirror theory stuff is 

like a bit nuts,18 but –  

KS: I think it’s cool. I found it really interesting, actually. I was really interested in those 

questions but if we talked about it, we’d just be two people speculating, it would be like 

“yes!” 

EK: Right! I mean there’s a section here in my paper about the kind of bare bones efficacy 

of this kind of analysis as well, so if you were like “that’s totally nuts!,” I would never think 

or write that that had never crossed my mind. That’s really interesting to me because I don’t 

personally ascribe to these ideas that a composer’s intent is completely divorced from the 

 
18 It is important to note here the self-deprecating humor clearly present in our interview that possibly does not 
read through here. It is challenging to face a composer you personally admire and say, “this is how I think your 
music works. Tell me if I am right or wrong.” As I navigated the interview with Soper, moments arose – this 
most glaringly – where what I had planned to address was no longer tenable. This is not an indictment on 
Soper, instead it is a manifestation of my novice interviewing tactics and nerves. Additionally, in Chapter 1, 
Footnote 11, I address my stance on the role of psychoanalysis as a tool for analysis in this analysis. I think here 
it is important to add to that general stance that I do not think it is ethical or effective to psychoanalyze the 
creator via their work. In the Introduction to Kristeva’s Revolution in Poetic Language, Leon S. Roudiez talks 
about, in the context of the Writing Subject, the errant paths critics had gone down in the past trying to 
psychoanalyze an author via their biography to better frame an understanding of their work. The nature of the 
writing subject is to pull into a textual (or here, a musical-textual) analysis the text itself and the conscious, 
unconscious, and non-conscious domains of the author. The risk I have hoped to mitigate, in part by including 
an interview with the author herself, is that a Lacanian mirror stage analysis of Here be Sirens could be read as 
some sort of second-hand psychoanalysis of Soper. Though I do speculate on the possibility of a deep, 
autobiographical connection with the work and the experiencing of becoming a singer, I check that speculation 
by asking her, in this interview, if that reading is possibly true. Lacan proposes a compelling and revelatory 
scheme for understanding why (and how) being alive is difficult, and this opera explores the same seeds that 
Lacan spent his career cultivating.  
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reality of the work [in the analytical setting and when you can ask the composer]. Especially 

when the composer is also the librettist and the premiere performer. I also, as a composer, I 

obviously care whether people think about the composer’s intent, I guess I’m a bit biased…  

You know that’s [KS’s reply about “The Abduction of Persephone”] really 

interesting because I think you have the kind of transference in “The Abduction of 

Persephone” into this just obsessive-like repetition of her name and that that just dissolves 

into music itself reads very much like a kind of psychoanalytical regression, almost into the 

womb of Persephone as their mother. The baby dissolves back into the womb and that kind 

of magical moment at the end before the air horn goes off… it’s warm in there and nice… 

KS: Yeah, I think that’s really interesting. I mean, you know there is an actual Lacan quote in 

the libretto. But it’s interesting to think about regression and also mother or femaleness 

because there’s all this theory about the singing voice that’s non-verbal as a mother, like the 

inarticulate, passionate cry of women verses the rational speech of men. So, I think those 

things are in there and then it’s hard to know what is the regression because speech is more 

developmental in terms of how humans set themselves apart from the animal but also song 

plays a role in some other things, too. It’s hard to know which one has the… I don’t know 

where they are in the hierarchy of which is the more advanced way of communicating: music 

or speech. It’s very interesting but I don’t know that any of that occurred to me really.19 But, 

 
19 To immediately undermine the last footnote, Soper here talks affirmatively about these ideas of “regression 
and also mother or femaleness” as being “in there.” Knowing how erudite Soper is, which is evident from the 
libretto without knowing anything else about her biography, reinforces a sense of plausibility that, if one did 
suspect “The Abduction of Persephone” reads as a kind of psychoanalytical regression into the womb of 
Persephone, that scene would be built on a base of knowledge supporting that reading as “right.” The fact that 
she says it did not occur to her only slightly reconfigures that perception of the reading from “right” to “in the 
ballpark.” 
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I do know that I did want that moment [at the end of “The Abduction of Persephone”] to 

be very tender and cocoon-like so I think I was thinking about burrowing into something. 

EK: I think that’s great. Ok, so 2nd question… There’s something really voyeuristic about the 

opera because all of it feels – in the film-music sense – diegetic. All the music happens in 

their world, all the singing happens in their world, and even when they address the audience 

directly – in the staging for the very first time Polyxo addresses the audiences she’s supposed 

to gesture at them that they’re the ocean – it seems like they’re not. For instance, when I’ve 

watched the recording – obviously I imagine it feels really different when you’re a better 

person – it seems like even though they’re talking to the audience they’re just talking at the 

place where the audience is. Was this a kind of design thing that you really wanted to do? 

Did you want to make something that felt like it kind of broke down that idea of what the 

fourth wall can be or..? 

KS: I don’t actually remember. I saw that in your questions but I don’t... there is something 

where it’s like she’s gesturing to the sea, I don’t remember that. 

EK: Yeah, so in the score in the directions for Scene 1 you have the “stage is the island the 

audience is the ocean” and then Polyxo says the Carl Jung Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious 

quote and it says she gestures towards the ocean, i.e. the audience –  

KS: Yeah, I think I was just trying to set up the cardinal directions. Just where the audience, 

meaning not the group of people who are attending the show, but the audience meaning the 

seats in the house, is the ocean. I think that’s what’s kind of a purely directorial stage setting 

but then, I actually don’t know how much I thought about the presence or the reality of the 

audience members when I was in the opera. I was definitely talking to people very directly 
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and it felt like I was doing standup comedy or, you know… I am really talking to them and I 

think Polyxo is, too.  

I’ve seen [the opera] a couple other times and I saw someone else do it in the spring 

– there is a video going around – and I do think that Polyxo is always engaging really 

directly. And actually, in our production, it’s a little hard to tell from the video, but Rick 

Burkhardt [the director] also made the interaction element pretty explicit. When we sing “O 

Sailor,” he instructed us to find a person in the audience and go right up to them and look 

into their eyes and sing it which was really really awkward but very effective I think. And 

then, of course Peitho, she has her one monologue out to the ocean [in Scene 7] and I think 

she is communicating there [to the audience directly]. I think it’s not so voyeuristic because I 

do think there is an awareness of the presence there and even an ability to react to audience 

laughter or whatever.20 And it just was important to me to know where the ocean was, 

especially for the moment when Polyxo runs into the ocean to try to catch the ship. But I 

don’t know, metaphysically, what’s going on…Are they on a big raft or..? That’s an 

impossible question to ask: “where are they?”21 So definitely the fourth wall is down and I 

don’t know that I made any innovations with that, there’s many people who have broken 

down the fourth wall. But yeah, I could see them [the audience] and they could see me.  

 
20 In Chapter 2, I posit that the experience of fourth wall breaking in operas that use only diegetic 
music/textual interactions requires a higher experiential standard. Essentially, it requires that the audience can 
actively intervene in the drama in order to pass through the fourth wall. Here, Soper suggests that that 
possibility exists in a live performance, contradicting my estimation that Sirens excludes it, and demonstrates the 
limited efficacy of theorizing from the score and recording alone.  
21 This comment carries at least two meanings. First, it gets to the heart of the kind of disbelief Here be Sirens 
requires suspending by implying that we cannot know where they are, and that it does not matter. Second, it 
highlights the most fertile territory for directorial reinterpretation in future revivals. The score is full of specific 
performance instructions, including specific lighting design, props, and stage layouts, arguably leaving less to 
work with for a new production. However, the impossibility of the question or answer of “where are they?” 
opens new directions production-wise.  
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EK: It kind of reminds me of that scene in Jurassic Park when they’re on the part of the ride 

at the beginning where they’re getting the tour of the lab and they’re in their seats watching. 

The scientists are actually doing their scientific work and you [the rider] gets to see them and 

it’s like that degree of interaction but it’s not a fourth wall, instead there’s a glass wall. 

KS: Right and then they get out.  

EK: Yeah, they kind of break the ride.  

KS: There is the sense in the opera, too, that “Wait! I didn’t know you could come into the 

audience!” I think that was sort of a thing we wanted to play with directorially. I hope the 

opera accommodates this idea that because you want the audience to feel like they’re not 

safe from the siren ritual themselves somehow. So... 

EK: That’s cool, and I’m really glad I got to mention Jurassic Park!  

KS: Yeah but I mean I think that you actually cracked the code. It wasn’t Lacan, it was –   

EK: Famous climate change denier Michael Crichton who, if he had his way, the siren Island 

would be the siren reef soon. 

KS: Actually, there was an opera company in Denver that we’re going to put it on in March 

and they just had to cancel, they just missed producing it, because of COVID.22 They wanted 

to do something that has contemporary relevance so they asked, “Do you mind if you do 

something about climate change?” and I was like “I think that would be perfect.” I’m happy 

to have people direct whatever they want with my operas but I just feel like with Sirens it 

really would’ve worked because, you know, climate change has something to do with that 

we’re killing ourselves but we can’t seem to stop and we’re just trying to ignore the evidence 

 
22 The company was Denver Immersive Opera, the production was scheduled for March 20-29, 2020, and the 
director was Corinne Denny. (Denver Immersive Opera, n.d.). 
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that that’s something that we’re heading toward, something irreversible. Hopefully they end 

up doing that production that they were basically about to put on. 

EK: That sounds awesome! Yeah there’s something really fascinating about Polyxo’s journey 

in the opera. She’s so desperate to get away and it seems like when she returns she isn’t as 

much acquiescing herself to the eternity of the monotony of being a Phaino-esque siren as 

much as that, by knowing everything, there’s nothing left to escape to.  

KS: Yeah, I guess it is kind of like dying. You know, I never thought about it quite this way 

but, the closer you get to it [dying] the more terrified you are but the second you cross the 

border it doesn’t matter, you don’t care, you’re dead. So, there is some sense that she’s 

just…she doesn’t want to lose everything that makes her herself but as soon as she does, she 

won’t care anymore. She’s terrified of the not caring but then, you don’t care that you don’t 

care [because you’re dead], so it is sort of weird that the closer you get to that moment the 

more you resist it but then the second you’re past it there’s no more resistance. 

EK: Right. I think that’s really interesting. So then, if you wrote a Here be Sirens 2 would it 

just be the same opera but with Peitho kind of going through Polyxo’s journey?  

KS: Yeah. I think it would be really dark because I think she would be going through it all by 

herself and like trying to interact [with Polyxo and Phaino]. I think it would be the same 

opera with two Phainos basically, and with Peitho running around like Polyxo. Yeah. 

EK: So…it’s very clear that Polyxo’s primary desire is knowledge and understanding, and 

that Peitho’s is love, right? For Peitho, it’s just the desire of desire in a way, she just wants to 

experience, all the time, the awesome loving feeling that she describes in her monologue near 

the end. The feeling she describes…I mean, I want to experience what Peitho experiences 

when she hears the world the way she does. Does she become Polyxo, then? When she gets 
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to the chalk board [at the end], does that sense of love disappear and now it becomes a jail 

break, almost? 

KS: Well – and now I’m just speculating like this is my own opera fan fiction or something 

because I don’t know – I’m not going to write that second, or maybe I’m going to… but I 

think I do feel like Polyxo maybe started [where Peitho starts]. Like, there’s some kind of 

evolution happening but I think it goes in one way and it doesn’t repeat itself so eventually 

they’ll just all three be like Phaino. But, when Peitho starts writing, I think at first it’s from a 

place of curiosity and this is kind of what I imagine Polyxo had to go through.  

If she’s [Peitho] been infected with this questioning about, “yes all I want to do is 

continue to experience this desire and have it be fulfilled” and then have it appear again in 

this kind of cyclical thing that doesn’t permit thinking about the past or the future, then… 

she still changed. She somehow acquired the ability to think outside of that paradigm having 

gone through the opera so now it’s just kind of pulling a thread like, “well what was in the 

book?” and “I guess I know how to read now” but eventually that will lead her to be 

increasingly dissatisfied with this cycle. Then she’ll be increasingly self-aware of what’s going 

to happen to her and she’ll probably go through the same resistance that Polyxo did and 

then she’ll succumb to it, I assume. 

EK: Ok I’m glad to hear that! It makes me feel like I’m at least speculatively on the same 

page which is all I need for a PhD! [Laughter] 

So, in the opera the most complex music is when the sirens are kind of singing in their most 

authentic selves, like when they’re singing as the ancient form of sirens [during the singing 

contest]. In “Across the Turbid Waves,” you have these hard (but not Brian Ferneyhough-
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hard), complex rhythms and intervals, and that same language appears again in “Here to Me 

from Krete” and other numbers. Why? 

KS: Yeah, I mean did you have a theory about that? 

EK: I do... My theory is that a weird, stilted… When I’m composing and I want something 

to sound really really authentically true, beyond the realm that notated music can create I 

notate it in a really challenging way so it kind of breaks down the possibility of it being 

exactly right. I feel like there’s specifically a moment when Polyxo sings the word “cries” in 

“Across the Turbid Waves” where there’s no time happening… It’s over just a pedal held 

sound and it’s this really complex rhythm with like a quintuplet in the middle of it and the 

tempo marking is Rubato. 

KS: That’s interesting. I mean I think something that was fun and that was sort of useful for 

me as a composer of a certain age just trying to figure out what my music sounds like was... 

They sing all these different styles of music in the opera and that is sort of genetically 

relevant. But it was also, I think, that when I wrote the Siren music that... look, I’m not really 

sure if this is true but it feels like that was sort of more of “this is Kate Soper’s music” and 

the little art songs and the part songs and waltzes or whatever, that was more something I 

really had fun doing. It’s something about the convention of style versus something that is 

harder to pin down, so when they sing in their authentic voices it was music that felt more 

like “Ok they’re there, now there are no rules23, I’m writing ‘new music.’” The problem with 

that, I think, is that – I sort of struggled with this myself as a composer and artist (that was 

part of why I wrote Sirens) – it’s never really possible to authentically claim any musical style 

 
23 Just to clarify this point, Soper is saying that the “rules” came from keeping the narrative rules in place for 
the other musical numbers, like that they exhibit a certain musical style which reflects the identity of the sailors 
they are capturing. Once the sirens are just being their siren-selves, those rules are gone.  
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as “this is really me” because new music itself is a style and tonal quality romantic, major-7th 

pitch leap music is a style, and microtonality… It’s not just tonality and then everything else. 

It’s not a great answer but I do think that for me it was important that the sirens sing 

something that felt more true to what I was writing myself as a composer and that is – I 

mean I know that passage you’re talking about and I always like singing it and it’s actually 

kind of idiomatic I think for a lot of vocalists to leap up in register. Actually, I think the 

harmony for that whole number [“Across the Turbid Waves”] is built on symmetrical chord 

relationships so there is some rhyme and reason to it but it’s a very grad student composer 

kind of [thing]... which, you know, nothing against that.24 You know who I was and am, but 

something about their music is a little bit more challenging and a little more personal and it’s 

not as easy to say “this is kind of a riff on operetta,” or “this is a riff on, I don’t know, 

whatever else.” So yeah, I guess I was looking for something more personal. To me, when 

the sirens were singing, that was sort of closest to my language at the time.25 

EK: So then, I have this kind of outlandish theory about the piece that it’s all a kind of a 

parable for becoming a singer. In a way, sirens are these dutiful creatures that sing on 

demand every time a boat gets in striking range. I know for a lot of my singer friends they’ve 

all kind of gone through this experience where they fell in love with singing, they started 

training as a singers, and at some point that love transitioned into like this kind of never 

ending battle of trying to accumulate the knowledge and the history, and play the game and 

 
24 “Across the Turbid Waves” does unfold through symmetrical sets. The opening few sets are (0 1 2), (0 3 6), 
(0 1 2), and (0 2 4). At the word “Cries,” the symmetry breaks down and the PC set (0 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 11) is 
accumulated as Polyxo and Phaino outline the pitches melodically. This set reduces in prime form to [0 1 2 3 4 
5 7 8 10] and is Forte name  9-7.  
25 The fact that Soper wrote the role of Polyxo for herself comes through here. It is not just that it is her voice 
compositionally, but it is designed to challenge her voice vocally. A kind of singerly Easter Egg composer-
Soper left singer-Soper.  
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do all this, and still go home to their parents for Thanksgiving and have this sing on demand. 

Is that something that resonate with you? 

KS: Well I think I kind of even talked about that before in interviews, but yeah, for me it 

was certainly something to do with being a singer.26 But, I think it for me it was different 

because I had a very different journey as a singer. I didn’t study it in college or in school so I 

wasn’t like doing the Schubertiade and then having my parents come to my recital. I was a 

composer which is very very different. If you have singer friends, you know it’s a very 

different kind of like lifestyle and affect, so it was hard for me to reconcile these different 

parts of myself. Being a composer, especially at Columbia, it’s just the opposite. I would go 

to the seminar and then we’d go out drinking for 6 hours and then I’d stagger over to the 

Collegium Musicum rehearsal and go “La la la la la la la,” you know… So, it was just wildly 

different ways of being a person, and being a musician. I think that it’s almost the most 

different I can think of, being a composer versus being a soprano.  

I think I was a little… trying to reconcile my deep, passionate pursuit of being a 

singer with my daily life.  My seemingly sometimes incompatible pursuit of being a composer 

with being a singer and… just feeling, I don’t know, just that there was some intellectual 

conflict with that. Like, I can’t just be, you know, sitting here like getting chills down my 

spine singing Palestrina, that’s such a cliché. I should be reading that book of Andriessen 

essays and trying to fit 7-tuplets into each other.  

I think it was about my journey of being a singer but also the disorientation I felt 

with that. There was some discomfort with both sides. My soprano self was uncomfortable 

with my composer self and my composer self was uncomfortable with my soprano self. I 

 
26 The interviews are collated on Soper’s website, <http://www.katesoper.com/bio.htm> 
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think that is what Polyxo is going through, she wants to be smart, she wants people to think 

she’s smart, but she also can’t stop herself physically from responding when she sings 

because it feels so good. Yeah, there’s definitely a parable about like “what does it mean to 

be a singer?” in there. 

EK: Dose this opera resolve that for you? 

KS: No. I don’t think so. I think it kind of is a tragic ending, in a way. So I resolved it for 

myself maybe through that experience because I felt like I can reconcile my intellectual side 

and my entertaining side. That opera did a lot for me to convince myself that I don’t have to 

shut anything off to make the art I want to make. But I think the story isn’t like “oh, this is a 

good solution, this is how to figure out how to deal with your incompatibilities.” You have 

to just live with it or make a choice or stop caring or something. 

EK: What version of Polyxo do you sympathize with more because I think her running into 

the sea is very much you, ultimately, running away from your Palestrina rehearsal back to the 

library or something. Obviously now you’re a professor but you’re also a composer and 

singing and kind of doing all the things… 

KS: Well I don’t know, I have a lot of sympathy for Polyxo but I don’t think I’m in her 

situation anymore so… Yeah, I don’t know. 

EK: So the last big question… I produced a lot of operas myself, both my own and other 

people’s and so I’m maybe overly sensitive or deferential to the practical constraints of opera 

making. So, with having the piano and the airhorn onstage, and them being the only musical 

instruments, and with the singers playing them, was it a purely practical consideration? Like, 

did you think “I have to put this on and this is how it needs to be?” I imagine not, as I’m 

sure that you know plenty of people who have played a piano at some point. So, then, 
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beyond that, was it liberating to have that be the set up and have the amount of musical 

complexity in the accompaniment really be limited by the capacity of the singers to be able 

to perform it? 

KS: I don’t think I felt constrained by anything other than I wanted those constraints. I 

think, back when I first started thinking about it, I thought maybe I’d like electronics but… I 

think I pretty quickly knew it was going to just be the performers and no one else making 

music. And actually, I didn’t feel limited at all by it in terms of complexity. In fact, I almost 

felt like I was able to be more complex because it was such a logistically manageable group 

of people. We could just sneak into a Columbia practice room and spend hours getting stuff 

down. We practiced the second part of the prologue with all the mixed simultaneous meters 

like a hundred times. We could do it a hundred times before each night.  

The opera [Romance of the Rose] that I was supposed to put on in April that we 

postponed, it has eight people and seven singers, a lot of electronics. It’s a lot harder and I’m 

not in it so I’m just sort of sitting there telling the clarinet, “I think you’re a little too… Can 

we pick up the tempo in the 7/8 bar?” So, it was actually easier to have really complex 

music, to get it really down, and of course I have incredible collaborators, Gelsey Bell 

[Phaino] and Brett Umlauf [Peitho]. 

EK: They’re awesome!  

KS: Oh yeah, they’re incredible but I think it was logistically really really important [to have 

the cast play the instruments]. I’m just waiting for the time when someone wants to put it on 

with a pianist and that can never happen. It’s really really really important that the three of 

them are there with the piano and alone on the island for the story and everything, too. 

[additional emphasis to capture her intensity at this moment] That definitely made it possible 
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to put on. I mean it was really cheap. It wasn’t easy but it was logistically easy to rehearse it 

and that kind of thing. So... 

EK: Do you then see the piano… Obviously the piano is an instrument but it’s also a prop 

and somewhat symbolic, so what role is the piano to you? The “Naufragium” is the weirdest 

thing that happens in the opera because it’s the only time you guys embody the voices of 

someone else. It’s the only thing that’s even remotely maybe nondiegetic because you’re 

screaming the parts as sailors. The way I see, it’s almost like the piano is some sort of weird 

metaphysical periscope into the real world as you’re stacking people [sailor’s bodies] up. 

 

KS: I think it’s a periscope, it’s a crystal ball, it’s like a witch’s cauldron, I think it’s a lot of 

things. Also, I just want to say, you’ve mentioned diegetic a couple times but that actually I 

consider all of that music to be diegetic in Sirens. 

EK: Yeah, I do too. I don’t think any of it is not diegetic. 

KS: You mean, that we [the sirens during the “Naufragium”] are actually screaming what the 

sailors, it’s like a different kind of..? 

EK: Yes, I guess I think it’s the only time you embody characters that aren’t hearing what 

they’re saying in a way… 

The air horn is a really powerful symbol. At first, its not, it’s just kind of this 

annoying loud thing that happens, but then when Phaino hands it over to Polyxo, it recasts 

the whole opera in a way. The first time I sat through the excerpts [video recordings of 

excerpts online] and then the whole performance video of it, my takeaway, and the one I 

kind of operated with in my mind, was that this is your masterpiece of collage-y 

postmodernism. Then, the more I understood it, knowing how it ends, and understanding it 
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in retrospect, it’s not that at all. It has nothing to do with collage or postmodernism. All 

these weird musical style things that happen are necessary parts of the narrative.  

How do you think about that from the standpoint that, for the opera to read that 

way, it needs multiple listenings? The end is so dramatically tragic in the context of the whole 

thing that it completely changes everything else that happened. 

KS: Well I think that’s true of everything, once you get to the end of something it’s changed 

everything else so of course reading it again or watching it again or listening to it again, it’s 

going to change everything.27 You want to avoid having it be like “it was really boring until 

the twist at the ending” but instead “now I can kind of see how this other stuff were clues” 

or “it has to work all the way through.” But, once you perceive the whole it’s a sort of 

inevitable. I think probably is different to see in person, but I think there’s nothing to be 

done about it. You always hope someone sees your opera more than once. It doesn’t usually 

happen but, you know… 

 

After this, the interview transitioned into practical questions and digressed significantly 

enough from the prompt to not warrant any additional transcription.  

  

 
27 This echoes the Edward Cone Sherlock Holmes article in that the second listening is always different. But in 
the case of Here be Sirens, hindsight does not just reveal neat clues of foreshadowing, it completely re-genres the 
opera.  
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CHAPTER 4  

CLOSING THOUGHTS AS A COMPOSER 

It is funny that people just sort of assume all this intentionality and it’s like, 
you know… sometimes you’re just fucking around and you, like, know 
what you want. But composing really is just like solving problems… just 
like many other art forms, or getting stuff done.  

– Kate Soper (Leland 2018) 

 

This final chapter will first provide an outline of further research building on what has 

already been done here. Following that, I will present my major conclusions as an analyst 

and as a composer.  

Further Research 

Using Lacanian theories to analyze music is not new, and the first chapter of this dissertation 

does not break any new grounds on that front. Instead, it applies Lacanian theories to an 

opera that demands unusual analytical approaches. Applying the mirror stage as an analytical 

scheme in the analysis of other contemporary operas offers a fertile ground of new analytical 

work. Contemporary operas often focus more on the drama inherent in the discovery of 

identity or the reckoning with the world at large than traditional operas. For instance, Missy 

Mazzoli and Royce Vavrek’s 2016 opera Breaking the Waves would be an appropriate 

candidate for this style of analysis as it explores the complex, sexualized becoming of the main 

character as she navigates a hostile community. The Industry’s Sweet Land, by composers 

Raven Chacon and Du Yun and librettists Douglas Kearney and Aja Couchois Duncan, 

would also be a ripe candidate as it explores identity and connect with the land in a way that 
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perhaps transcends the Symbolic Order governing the sirens or the characters of Breaking the 

Waves. By examining these, and other, operas through this specific Lacanian lens, the analyst 

can illuminate the underlying forces driving the characters, no matter how traditional 

(Breaking the Waves) or abstract (Sweet Land) the plot may seem. The installation of the 

Lacanian hierarchy onto the opera’s score generates, as it did in this analysis of Here be Sirens, 

a relative value system which brings to the fore subtle – but impactful – elements of the 

dramaturgy.  

 Beyond the Lacanian model, it is important to keep bringing creators into the 

analysis project. While this is not at all a new position to take, the analysis of important 

contemporary music is vital to the growth of contemporary music and the cultivation of new 

compositional voices. This means continuing to expand the composers and works analyzed 

and bringing underrepresented compositional voices into the analytical canon. Approaching 

this practice using analytical techniques that are less focused on nuts-and-bolts music theory 

and more on intersectional, interdisciplinary approaches and content serves two purposes. 

First, since the critical turn in musicology, an epoch begun in the 1980s and defined by 

Lawrence Kramer as “an interpretive discipline; it finds cultural meanings in musical works” 

(Kramer 2006, xi), the modality of musical analysis has expanded to include cultural and 

historical extramusical elements and new (to music) theories of analysis (e.g., psychoanalysis, 

narratology, etc.). This new way of looking at music bears a particular pressure on the 

analysis of opera, where these kinds of cultural intersections are the basic ingredients of the 

genre. A purely musical analysis (e.g., looking at harmony, rhythm, and form) of Here be 

Sirens would yield a great deal of interesting connections, but would serve as a severely 

inefficient method for understanding the deep interconnections underpinning the narrative, 
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drama, and character development. Scholars like Yayoi Uno Everett, who focus primarily on 

contemporary opera, continue to find new ways to rediscover opera, and it is imperative that 

these new methodologies be applied to the operas fomenting in the dreams of opera makers 

today. To that end, my own dual relationship with this project as a composer and analyst 

requires its own examinations, because as much as analysis can shed light on the creative and 

cultural practices of others, it also can blaze creative trails in the analyst themselves.  

Being a Composer Looking at a Composer 

My role as a composer in all of this has greatly influenced my analytical approach, 

determining where I put my focus and what I chose to ignore. Perhaps the most glaring 

omission is any significant technical music theory analysis, such as tonal harmonic analysis, 

post-tonal analysis, timbral or spectral analysis, etc. As a theorist, there are interesting 

avenues of pursuit in this work, as in all of Soper’s work, from the complex interplay of 

keyboard-based and inside-the-piano based musical choices to the intricate and focused 

development of post-tonal systems in certain numbers. As a composer, especially as a 

composer of operas, these areas of analysis are less interesting because they are a matter of 

technical craft and, without a thorough knowledge of the narrative, dramaturgy, and practical 

constraints, impossible to understand beyond a labeling system. That being said, the most 

striking compositional choice Soper makes in this opera (and in other works) is a kind of 

heterophonic monody. While this seems a bit counterintuitive, Soper creates melodic 

contours that each singer follows together, like a flock of birds moving as one. The 

individual path each voice takes is never the same (parallelism is so overdone), but they all 

seem to go to the same place. A perfect example of this is seen, and briefly commented on, 
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in “Pythagoras I,” shown in Figure 1.3. Other examples of this technique abound 

throughout the opera, as well as other works of hers such as The Words Themselves Don’t Mean 

What They Say for voice and bass flute and NADJA for voice and string quartet.  

 Why I chose to write about what I did satisfies the same need to avoid just labeling 

elements of technical craft. At the heart of every compelling piece of music theater is not 

stunning, revolutionary music, but stunning, captivating music-drama. While Verdi’s musical 

language is obviously quite complex, at the end of the day some of the most stirring arias 

and ensemble numbers are supported by the most anemic orchestral accompaniment. 

Nevertheless, the drama pushes us to the edge of our seats. Similarly, the stillness of Parsifal, 

Pelléas et Mélisande, and L’Amour de loin draws us in not through the wailing of Verdi but the 

interiorization of massive clouds of sound storing the most pristine dramas. In every case, 

the focus is deep drama reinforced by diligent music. Opera is the outcome of the shared 

vision of the text, the music, and the theater.  

To that end, Kate Soper’s music theater works strike me as anomalous in that each 

element of the shared vision is born from just her. I am immediately skeptical of any opera 

where the librettist is the composer, and – perhaps as a manifestation of the traumas of 

studying opera-making in the UK – I am even more skeptical of operas that set Greek 

mythology. In my own operas (presented in conjunction with this paper) I work closely with 

a trusted librettist, Aleksandar Hut Kono, because he is far more interesting and clever than 

I am when it comes to creating and telling stories. We work well together because our shared 

vision is far more compelling than mine or his alone. That Soper has undermined my 

position by creating such a good opera (among a body of incredible music theater works) is a 

testament to the core vision that I believe drives her work. Soper’s vision is to create works 
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that tell stories with words and music and but do not fall into the traps laid by 420 years of 

Western operatic tradition. Because her vision is extra-operatic in a way, she is able to 

approach the form critically and write and curate texts that amplify that vision separate from 

her musical output. Her attraction to ancient texts in this opera, as well as Ipsa Dixit, The 

Romance of the Rose, and other works places her on the frontlines of confronting opera’s 

historical roots. There is a bravery to this kind of work, to actually set Homer, Aristotle, 

Sappho, Erasmus, Dante, Milton, and Edna St. Vincent Millay in a way that also teaches the 

audience why those texts needed to be used. And to do it while advancing a plot, 

illuminating the complex psychoanalytical unfoldings of multiple characters, and with no 

small degree of self-deprecating humor is simply awesome. Soper’s vision for what music 

theater can be is so vast and novel and full of integrity, it requires study. That this vision is 

informed by her experiences as a singer only adds more layers of depth and purpose to 

unravel. Her work is worth studying, and I think worth studying in the approach I took, 

because she knows opera better than almost anyone, and so when she adds to the repertoire, 

we ought to pay attention.  

 It is interesting, then, that – as the quote at the top of this chapter suggests – her 

own take on her work is much more rhapsodic. When experimenting and trying to solve 

those compositional problems, her compositional disposition is probably singerly. This 

means her solutions center the voice and center text intelligibility, both things she talked 

about in our interview. A pattern of choices made from the same compositional disposition 

creates a style, an aesthetic, and a work worth analyzing. The question then becomes, is the 

analysis worth it? How will the analyses in here inform future performances of Here be Sirens? 

How will it inform performers interested in other works by Soper? Will it do any good for 
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younger composers – like myself – who wish to get to the heart of good contemporary opera 

making? While it is hard to imagine affirmative, case-specific answers to these questions, it is 

valuable to think about the marginal benefits. While I do not think it is wise to set yourself 

the task of writing a Lacanian mirror stage opera, the mirror stage does offer a multivalent 

mapping for understanding and unfolding certain dramatic structures. This framework could 

also inform performers coming to this work as it provides “break ins” for the singers, 

directors, designers, and even audiences. 

In the introduction to Julia Kristeva’s Revolution in Poetic Language, Leon Roudiez 

summarizes Kristeva’s conceptions about the idea of an entity called the writing subject, 

which is a being separate from the author. The consideration of the writing subject means 

“emphasizing that consciousness is far from dominating the process and that the writing 

subject is a complex, heterogeneous force” (Kristeva 1984, 9). The goal of the analysis here 

was never to understand Soper’s process in as much as understanding the outcome and 

perhaps deriving, now, some compelling ideas about process. Soper’s work resists simple 

analytical assessment because of how extremely “complex” and subject to “heterogeneous 

forces” it is. Her experiential knowledge as a vocalist includes equal parts early and 

contemporary music. Her vast interest in literature, the highly erudite household she grew up 

in (which she talks in varying detail about in different interviews), her studies at Columbia, 

etc. all contribute to the dynamism and wit of her work. Continuing from the Introduction 

to the Kristeva, Leon writes,  

The writing subject, then, includes not only the consciousness of the writer 
but also his or her unconscious. The important thing here is to avoid 
repeating the mistakes of a few decades ago when misguided critics thought 
they could psychoanalyze a writer by studying his biography and then try to 
explain the work by means of what they had learned from the biography. 
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The point of departure must be the text, the whole text, and nothing but 
the text. (Kristeva 1984, 9) 

The upshot being that the places where my analysis and Soper’s stated exigency 

diverge are important because the gulf does not inherently negate the efficacy of the analysis. 

Instead, it considers the text [the opera] in its totality as work, and the interview, in 

particular, places certain emphasis on core truths that should at least weigh in on any 

interpretation of the work. The Soper writing subject can allow the existence of a mirror 

stage-based psychoanalytic mapping of Here be Sirens as a way of framing the parallel acts of 

becoming that Polyxo and Peitho go through. The opera, as a text, invites this analysis, and 

constantly delivers in ways that reinforce the reading, becoming almost a tool of prediction 

for what might happen next. In that way, the analysis is necessarily valid because it does 

inform the experiencing of the opera. The fact that Soper did not consciously or purposefully 

utilize the mirror stage as a compositional tool only makes its congruence with the work all 

the more interesting. That Sirens is a parable for the life of a singer in the modern world, and 

that it can be restaged in ways that make it even more contemporaneously relevant, only 

further populate the gulf between Soper’s intentions as an opera maker and the assumptions 

made here in the analysis.  

As a composer, then, having gone through this exercise in analysis and interview, I 

find the process both meaningful and futile. On the one hand, it is hard to imagine ever 

saying to a singer in rehearsal “this is the moment you become the Spectral-I!” because I doubt 

that would carry any meaning other than that of another nerdy composer/conductor being 

obtuse. On the other hand, strictly as a composer, my deep engagement with the Lacanian 

forces acting on Soper’s opera, for instance, could absolutely inform my compositional 

practice. The decisions I make as a composer in that framing would necessarily be studied 
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and explored by my performers, but the revelation of Lacan/Soper being the guiding hand 

may not. Nevertheless, my thinking about that as a composer in general, or as I translate this 

Lacanian reading into the parlance of rehearsal for this work can inform the performance in 

meaningful ways. The piece itself acts as a bridge between the theoretical world of Lacan and 

the somehow much more realistic world of mythical sirens as it is, as a text, a drama of the 

mirror stage. Not knowing this does not change the experience of the drama because, 

simply, the piece works. Instead, not knowing this simply excludes one from experiencing the 

piece twice in parallel: that is, experiencing it as is on stage while simultaneously processing it 

through the mirror stage lens.  

 The most interesting divergence between my analysis and Soper’s conception is the 

role singing and speaking play. From our interview, and from others Soper has given, the 

division between speech and singing is a practical one seeking, above all, the intelligibility of 

the text. She also thinks about the pedagogical role of speaking in teaching what the piece is 

doing, essentially building her program notes into the libretto (Dhegrae 2019). For Soper, the 

dramaturgical potential comes from answering the question: “What happens when I want to 

speak a lot of the text in my opera?” and not from the question: “How do I handle talking in 

my opera?” The compositional lesson here is to reconsider the fundamental questions of the 

form – perhaps the least earthshattering compositional lesson ever, but nonetheless valuable. 

The project of music today is not to invent new aesthetics, but to navigate a messy 

postmodern world saturated with noise and meaninglessness. To approach opera from the 

position that opera is what ought to change, and not the just the pitch material, the libretto 

structure, or the instrumentation is important because it transfers a sense of ownership from 

the genre to the work. Here be Sirens owns opera, while opera owns other works. It stands 
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equal to the totality of opera that came before because it addresses the totality of opera 

without hesitation – instead of another brick in the wall of opera’s long history, it is a new, 

parallel wall.  

 To this end, it is worth reconsidering the role muthos plays in the opera. Muthos, as a 

component of the voice, fails Polyxo the same way the historical constructs of opera, which 

essentially use “language as sound” fail Soper. To that end, this quote from the opera 

summarizes the fundamental issue Sirens raises about opera itself, “(Heartbroken) Don’t you 

want to understand? Or do you just want to be captivated?” The implication is that you 

cannot have both, and Soper – using the sirens as a model of operatic being-ness – posits a 

form of the genre where we get to eat our cake, too. The sirens, experienced in the diegetic 

way that they are, completely breakdown how opera works. But, because they are sirens, we 

expect them to sing. The opera emerges as a consequence of the subject matter instead of the 

usual case of the subject matter being squeezed uncomfortably into an opera. In this way, 

there is a much more vivid sense of joy listening to the sirens sing. Of course they are 

singing, like all opera singers do, but the realness of their utterance, its blossoming from their 

fictionally real life as sirens, holds a special kind of magic that normal opera usually lacks. 

That magic being supported by the humor in the work and the virtuosity of the performers –  

manifesting not just as hotshot singers but as the pit, too – creates a palpable sense of 

camaraderie, even when viewed through a video production. 

It was recently suggested by Cecilia Livingston during a discussion at the Opera in 

Flux Conference hosted by Dr. Yayoi Everett, that perhaps the success of George Benjamin’s 

opera Written on Skin could in part be accounted for by the multiple layers of irony present in 

the opera. These layers present the performers, directors, and audiences with a multiplicity of 
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interpretations. Here be Sirens offers a similar array of multilayered interpretative “break ins.” 

Whether its use of operatic irony a la Livingston’s research contributes a few layers seems 

likely, though I can only speculate. However, I can say (with reasonable assurance) that Here 

be Sirens touches seemingly every part of operatic history and contemporary operatic 

potential in nuanced and clever ways. Though prevailing narrative trajectories immediately 

capture the audiences’ attention, they are less clean lines connecting the beginning, middle, 

and end, than the trunks of complex, fractal-like trees growing in every direction away from 

the main narratives. Shifts in narrative voice, moods, and musical styles all flow in chaotic, 

turbulent vortices from the main current while registers of communication, be it a lecture, an 

argument, or a joke continually undermine any assurance that an audience member might 

know these characters. Already a “success” in the traditional sense of receiving multiple 

productions, what glows most bright about this opera’s future is the potential it demands 

from its producers’ and audiences’ imaginations. So dense with moving parts, the swirl of 

their amalgamation becomes an almost clean slate for the imagination, the way a fan’s blades 

blend into a semi-transparent disk but push the wind, nevertheless.   

 Ultimately, what makes Here be Sirens so remarkable is that it meets its text where it is. 

It does not bend an existing story to the arbitrary and often terrible framing of opera. 

Instead, it reinvents opera from scratch, from the very voices who make it real. We may 

idolize the composers of operas, but it is the singers, the “stand here and sing now” modern-

day sirens who literally breathe life into opera. Soper starts from there, flooding that harbor 

full of water so that the fleet the sirens have historically collected can sail again.  

 As a composer, then, this opera challenges my foundational principles in the best 

possible ways. Writing your own libretto definitely works. Going back to Greek antiquity for 
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subject matter definitely works. No pit definitely works. And while I will probably never 

venture into the librettist’s world, or mythological subject matter, I do believe I will never 

write an opera the same way again. Starting from the story, from the voice, from the love of 

collaboration with your friends, that is the recipe for a good opera.  
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